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Introduction
Roughly four years ago, at the time of joining my last class of quantum ŀeld theory, theHiggs boson was still a chimera; a theoretical particle whose ŀeld provided an ele-gant way to break the electroweak symmetry. Many scientists were betting against
its existence¹, and the long-awaited Large Hadron Collider was seen as the only machine
in the world capable of providing sufficient energy and integrated luminosity to fully scan
the relevant mass range with suitable statistics. When the quench incident² occurred on
September ȘȠth șȗȗȟ, no one would ever believed that the discovery could happen before
a decade. It took one year to get the beams circulating again in the LHC, and the design
center-of-mass energy had to be halved (ps = 7 TeV) for security reasons. Nevertheless,
at the end of July șȗȘș (after only two and a half years of data taking) both the Atlas and the
CMS collaborations published on Physics Letters B the observation of a new boson hav-
ing a mass of 125 GeV [Ș, ș], with properties very similar to those of the Standard Model
(SM) Higgs boson. Figures Ș and ș (quoted from [Ș]) show the observed excess in the 
and ZZ(! 4`) invariant mass, obtained analyzing 10:4 fb 1 of data collected by the CMS
experiment during the șȗȘȘ-Șș data-taking.
Ļe reasons why physicists have been hunting for the Higgs boson during the last 40
years are many. Its exchange is required to regulate the energy behavior of the scattering
amplitudes involving longitudinal vector bosons, hence ensuring the perturbative unitarity
of the SM in the ultraviolet regime. If its properties will be those predicted by the SM, it
will be the ŀrst example of an elementary scalar ŀeld, a new form of matter in addition to
fermions and to vector gauge bosons. It will also imply the existence of fundamental forces
(its self-interaction and the Yukawa interactions to fermions) not of gauge type. All these
properties, in fact, are strictly related to the possibility for the SM to remain weakly coupled
up to extremely large energies, possibly of the order of the Planck scale. Ļis too, by itself,
would be a profoundly new phenomenon in Nature: physics at the fundamental level would
be described by the same mathematical theory over 15 orders of magnitude in energy
without any new dynamics appearing at intermediate scales. To realize this paradigm, the
couplings of the Higgs boson must be ŀnely tuned to speciŀc values which depend uniquely
on its mass. Any deviation from these values would either imply the existence of additional
Higgs bosons that take part in the perturbative unitarization of the scattering amplitudes,
like in the case of Supersymmetry, or signal the existence of a new energy threshold at which
the theory becomes strongly coupled. In this second case the Higgs boson would emerge as
a composite state of a new fundamental force, possibly of gauge type.
A precise measurement of the Higgs couplings gives the unique opportunity to test
¹E.g. “Higgs boson discovery has lost me $100”, Stephen Hawking interview at BBC, July țth șȗȘș.
²See “Interim Summary Report on the Analysis of the ȘȠ September șȗȗȟ Incident at the LHC”, CERN,
October ȘȜth șȗȗȟ, EDMS 973073.
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Figure Ș. Ļe diphoton invariant mass
distribution with each event weighted by
the S/(S+B) value of its category. Ļe
lines represent the ŀtted background and
signal, and the colored bands represent
the 1 and 2 standard deviation un-
certainties in the background estimate.
Ļe inset shows the central part of the
unweighted invariant mass distribution.
Figure ș. Distribution of the four-lepton
invariant mass for the ZZ ! 4` anal-
ysis. Ļe points represent the data,
the ŀlled histograms represent the back-
ground, and the open histogram shows
the signal expectation for a Higgs bo-
son of mass mH = 125 GeV, added
to the background expectation. Ļe in-
set shows the m4` distribution after se-
lection of events with values of the kine-
matic discriminant (KD) above 0:5.
the SM paradigm and to probe the dynamics behind the electroweak symmetry breaking
(EWSB).
Ļis thesis describes the exclusive analysis of the Higgs boson in its diphoton ŀnal state,
and it aims at interpreting the yields of the different Higgs production mechanisms in terms
of the couplings of the Higgs to fermions and to bosons. Ļe analysis is based on 5:3 fb-1 of
data collected during șȗȘș by the CMS experiment at the LHC, whereps = 8TeV. Data
collected during șȗȘȘ at ps = 7 TeV is not considered here, because the șȗȘȘ and șȗȘș
datasets cannot be mixed in the same analysis. Ļe primary reasons are two: Ș) the differ-
ence in the center-of-mass energy results in different signal and background cross sections;
ș) the increase in the instantaneous luminosity — hence in the number of simultaneous
collisions happening at each bunch crossing — spoils the energy reconstruction of the clus-
terized objects (photons, electrons, jets), and the quantities involved in the selection criteria
(isolation, photon cluster shape). Ļe collaboration adopted the strategy of performing two
separate analyses, and then to combine the two results statistically as if they were two inde-
pendent experiments.
Ļe exclusive analysis described in this thesis relies on the inclusiveH !  analysis in
terms of photon reconstruction and identiŀcation, and vertex reconstruction. Ļe exclusive
analysis considers the same events selected by the inclusive analysis, but they are divided in
several categories according to the presence of tagging objects in the ŀnal state (in addition
ix
to the diphoton pair). Ļe objects are: Ș) two forward jets, ș) at least one isolated lepton,
Ț) large missing transverse energy (EmissT ). When no such object is detected, the event is
considered to be untagged, and it assigned to the inclusive analysis.
Ļe overallH !  analysis is the outcome of the work of many people. For the sake of
completeness, the thesis describes the whole analysis. However, it’s probably worth to stress
here that the aspects of the analysis with a strong personal contribution are the study of the
dijet-tagged events, and EmissT -tagged events, and the interpretation of the signal yields in
the exclusive event categories in terms of the Higgs couplings.
Ļe structure of the thesis is the following: a short summary of the Higgs mechanism
in the SM paradigm is given in chapter Ș. In chapter ș, the LHC and the CMS experi-
ment are reviewed, with more emphasis on the subdetectors involved in the measurement
described in this thesis. Chapter Ț is devoted to the reconstruction of the physics objects.
Ļe main topic is the photon reconstruction, and both the method and the performance are
described. Jets, leptons and EmissT are also reviewed here. Chapter ț describes the inclusive
analysis of diphoton events. Data samples, triggers, vertex identiŀcation, and photon selec-
tion are described here, and hold also for the exclusive analysis. Ļe signal and background
models used to ŀt the invariant mass spectrum are also introduced in this chapter. Chap-
ter Ȝ presents the different ŀnal-state topologies of the exclusive analysis. Ļere is a section
for each exclusive category, describing the selection criteria, the ŀt used to extract the signal
and the systematic uncertainties associated to the tagging object. In chapter Ț the signal
yields are used to measure the Higgs couplings. Conclusions are drawn after chapter Ȝ.
Appendix A reports a Montecarlo study performed to check the sensitivity of theH ! 
decay channel alone in measuring the Higgs couplings.

ȘChapter Ș
Ļe StandardModel Higgs Boson
Understanding the mechanism that breaks the electroweak symmetry and generates the
masses of the known elementary particles is one of the most fundamental problems in
particle physics. Ļe Higgs mechanism [Ț–ȟ] provides a general framework to explain
the observed masses of the W and Z gauge bosons by means of charged and neutral
Goldstone bosons that are manifested as the longitudinal components of the gauge bosons.
Ļese Goldstone bosons are generated by the underlying dynamics of electroweak symme-
try breaking (EWSB). However, the fundamental dynamics of the electroweak symmetry
breaking are unknown. Ļere are two main classes of theories proposed in the literature,
those with weakly coupled dynamics — such as in the Standard Model (SM) [Ƞ–ȘȘ] —
and those with strongly coupled dynamics; here we are interested only in the former, that
is summarized below.
In the SM, the electroweak interactions are described by a gauge ŀeld theory based on
the SU(2)L  U(1)Y symmetry group. Ļe Higgs mechanism posits a self-interacting
complex doublet of scalar ŀelds, and renormalizable interactions are arranged such that the
neutral component of the scalar doublet acquires a vacuum expectation value v  246 GeV,
which sets the scale of EWSB. Ļree massless Goldstone bosons are generated, which are
absorbed to give masses to the W and Z gauge bosons. Ļe remaining component of
the complex doublet becomes the Higgs boson —– a new fundamental scalar particle. Ļe
masses of all fermions are also a consequence of EWSB since theHiggs doublet is postulated
to couple to the fermions through Yukawa interactions.
Ļe validity of the SM as an effective theory describing physics up to the Planck scale
is questionable, however, because of the following “naturalness” argument. All fermion
masses and dimensionless couplings are logarithmically sensitive to the scale  at which
new physics becomes relevant. In contrast, scalar squared masses are quadratically sensitive
to . Ļus, the observable SM Higgs mass has the following form:
m2H = m
2
H0 +
kg22
162
;
where mH0 is a fundamental parameter of the theory. Ļe second term is a one-loop
correction in which g is an electroweak coupling and k is a constant, presumably of O(1),
that is calculable within the low-energy effective theory. Ļe two contributions arise from
independent sources and one would not expect that the observable Higgs boson mass is
signiŀcantly smaller than either of the two terms. Hence, if the scale of new physics  is
ș Ș.Ļe StandardModel Higgs Boson
much larger than the electroweak scale, unnatural cancellations must occur to remove the
quadratic dependence of theHiggs bosonmass on this large energy scale and to give a Higgs
boson mass of order of the electroweak scale, as required from unitarity constraints [Șș,ȘȚ],
and as preferred by precision measurements of electroweak observables [Șț].
As already stated, the latest updates from the LHC experiments recently found a SM-
like Higgs boson having mH  125 GeV [Ș, ș], in excellent agreement with the indirect
predictions from electroweak precision data. Ļus, the SM is expected to be embedded in a
more fundamental theory which will stabilize the hierarchy between the electroweak scale
and the Planck scale in a natural way. A theory of that type would usually predict the on-
set of new physics at scales of the order of, or just above, the electroweak scale. Ļeorists
strive to construct models of new physics that keep the successful features of the SM while
curing its shortcomings, such as the absence of a dark matter candidate or a detailed expla-
nation of the observed baryon asymmetry of the universe. In the weakly-coupled approach
to electroweak symmetry breaking, supersymmetric (SUSY) extensions of the SM provide
a possible explanation for the stability of the electroweak energy scale in the presence of
quantum corrections [ȘȜ–ȘȞ]. Ļese theories predict at least ŀve Higgs particles [Șȟ]. Ļe
properties of the lightest Higgs scalar often resemble those of the SM Higgs boson, with a
mass that is predicted to be less than 135 GeV [ȘȞ] in the simplest supersymmetric model.
Additional neutral and charged Higgs bosons are also predicted. Moreover, low-energy
supersymmetry with a supersymmetry breaking scale of order 1TeV allows for grand uni-
ŀcation of the electromagnetic, weak and strong gauge interactions in a consistent way,
strongly supported by the prediction of the electroweak mixing angle at low energy scales,
with an accuracy at the percent level [ȘȠ, șȗ].
Prior to ȘȠȟȠ, when the e+e− collider LEP at CERN came into operation, searches
were sensitive only to Higgs bosons with masses of a few GeVand below [șȘ]. In the LEP
1 phase, the collider operated at center-of-mass energies close to mZ . During the LEP 2
phase, the energy was increased in steps, reaching 209 GeVin the year șȗȗȗ before the ŀnal
shutdown. Ļe combined data of the four LEP experiments, ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, and
OPAL, were sensitive to neutral Higgs bosons with masses up to about 115 GeVand to
charged Higgs bosons with masses up to about 90 GeV [șș,șȚ]. Ļe search for the Higgs
boson continued at the Tevatron pp collider, which operated at a center-of-mass energy of
1:96TeV until its shutdown in the Fall of șȗȘȘ. Ļe two experiments, CDF and D;, each
collected approximately 10 fb−1 of data with the capability to probe a SMHiggs boson mass
in the 90 − 185 GeVrange. Ļese searches are described in more details in section Ș.Ț.ș.
Ļe ultimate searches for Higgs bosons have been performed at the LHC over the last
two years, where both experiments ATLAS and CMS achieved a much better sensitivity
than the Tevatron searches. Ļe results were presented in a seminar held on July țth at
CERN, where both experiments ATLAS and CMS reported a 5 excess, predominantly
in the  and ZZ modes, which are compatible with a SM-like Higgs boson with a mass
near 125 GeV [șț,șȜ].
Despite the observation of this new resonance, we are still far from solving the EWSB
puzzle. Now that the presence of a signal has been established, it becomes mandatory
to understand the precise nature of such a particle by scrutinizing the coupling strengths
in the different production and decay channels, especially investigating the Higgs bosons
produced via vector boson fusion and in association with aW or a Z boson. Such precision
measurements will be crucial to completely understand the mechanism of the electroweak
symmetry breaking.
Ș.Ș Higgs BosonMass and Couplings Ț
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Figure 1: RG evolution of the Higgs self coupling, for di↵erent Higgs masses for the central value of mt
and ↵s, as well as for ±2  variations of mt (dashed lines) and ↵s (dotted lines). For negative values
of  , the life-time of the SM vacuum due to quantum tunneling at zero temperature is longer than the
age of the Universe as long as   remains above the region shaded in red, which takes into account the
finite corrections to the e↵ective bounce action renormalised at the same scale as   (see [11] for more
details).
2 Stability and metastability bounds
We first present the analysis on the Higgs instability region at zero temperature. We are
concerned with large field field values and therefore it is adequate to neglect the Higgs mass
term and to approximate the potential of the real field h contained in the Higgs doublet H =
(0, v + h/
p
2) as
V =  (|H|2   v2)2 ⇡  
4
h4 . (1)
Here v = 174 GeV and the physical Higgs mass is mh = 2v
p
  at tree level. Our study here
follows previous state-of-the-art analyses (see in particular [9, 11, 12]). We assume negligible
corrections to the Higgs e↵ective potential from physics beyond the SM up to energy scales of
the order of the Planck mass. We include two-loop renormalization-group (RG) equations for all
the SM couplings, and all the known finite one and two-loop corrections in the relations between
3
Figure Ș.Ș. Renormalization group evolution of the Higgs self coupling , formH = 124GeV (left)
and mH = 126 GeV(right), f r the central values of mt and s (solid cur es), as well as for
variations of mt (dashed curves) and s (dotted curves). For negative values of , the lifetime
of the SM vacuum due to quantum tunneling at zero temperature is longer than the age of the
universe as long as  remains above the region shaded in red [Țȗ].
Ș.Ș Higg Boson Ma s and Couplings
In the SM, the Higgs boson mass is given by mH =
p
/2, where  is the Higgs self-
coupling parameter and v is the vacuum expectation value of theHiggs ŀeld, v = (
p
2GF ) 
246GeV, ŀxed by the Fermi couplin GF , which is determin d with a precision of 0:6
ppm from muon decay measurements [șȝ]. Since  is presently unknown, the value of the
SMHiggs boson massmH cannot be predicted. However, besides the upper bound on the
Higgs bosonmass from unitarity constrai ts [Șș,șȞ], addi ional theoretical arguments place
approximate upper and lower bounds on mH [șȟ, șȠ]. Ļere is an upper bound based on
the perturbativity of the theory up to the scale  at which the SM breaks down, and a lower
bound derived from the stability of the Higgs potential. IfmH is too large, then the Higgs
self-coupling diverges at some scale  below the Planck scale. IfmH is too small, then the
Higgs potential develops a second (global) minimum at a large value of the magnitude of
the scalar ŀeld of order . New physics must enter at a scale  or below, so that the global
minimum of the theory corresponds to the observed SU(2)LU(1)Y broken vacuum with
v = 246 GeV. Given a value of , one can compute the minimum and maximum allowed
Higgs bosonmasses. Conversely, the value ofmH itself can provide an important constraint
on the scale up to which the SM remains successful as an effective theory. In particular, a
Higgs boson with 125 GeVmass is consistent with an effective SM description that survives
all the way to the Planck scale. Ļe main uncertainties in the vacuum stability and pertur-
bativity bounds come from the uncertainties in the value of S and the top quark mass. As
can be inferred from ŀgure Ș.Ș,taking these uncertainties into account, a Higgs boson mass
of about 125GeV is close to the boundary of a SM that is consistent up to the Planck scale,
and a SM that is unstable with a slow tunneling rate.
Ļe SM Higgs couplings to fundamental fermions are proportional to the fermion
masses, and the couplings to bosons are proportional to the squares of the boson masses.
In particular, the SM Higgs boson is a CP-even scalar, and its couplings to gauge bosons,
ț Ș.Ļe StandardModel Higgs Boson
Higgs bosons and fermions are given by:
gHff =
mf
v
; gHV V =
2m2V
v
; gHHV V =
2m2V
v2
gHHH =
3m2H
v
gHHHH =
3m2H
v2
where V = W or Z. In Higgs boson production and decay processes, the dominant
mechanisms involve the coupling of theH to theW, Z and/or the third generation quarks
and leptons. ĻeHiggs boson’s coupling to gluons, is induced at leading order by a one-loop
graph in which the H couples to a virtual tt pair. Likewise, the Higgs boson’s couplings to
photons is also generated via loops, although in this case the one-loop graph with a virtual
W+W  pair provides the dominant contribution [Șȟ]. Reviews of the SM Higgs boson’s
properties and phenomenology, with an emphasis on the impact of loop corrections to the
Higgs boson decay rates and cross sections, can be found in [ȚȘ–ȚȜ].
Ș.ș Deŀnition Of Ļe Higgs Couplings
In this section we describe the mathematical formulæ needed to compute theHiggs produc-
tion cross section and branching fractions in terms of SM values for the case in which the
overall strength of the Higgs coupling to vector bosons cV , and to fermions cF , are free to
vary. Ļis is a special simpliŀed scenario of the general parameterization of the Higgs cou-
plings introduced in [Țȝ, ȚȞ]. Ļere are no new production modes nor new decay channels
in addition to those present in the SM.
Ļe expression of the four Higgs production cross section is given by a simple rescaling
of the SM ones (V = W;Z):
(gg ! H) = c2F (gg ! H)SM
(qq ! qqH) = c2V (qq ! qqH)SM
(qq ! V H) = c2V (qq ! V H)SM
(gg; qq ! ttH) = c2F (gg; qq ! ttH)SM
(Ș.Ș)
Ļe decay branching ratios are determined by a simple rescaling of the Higgs partial widths.
Ļe formulas for these latter are (f denotes any of the quarks and leptons of the SM):
 (H ! V V ) = c2V  (H ! V V )SM
 (H ! f f) = c2F  (H ! f f)SM
 (H ! gg) = c2F  (H ! gg)SM
 (H ! ) = jcF Af (mH) + cV AW (mH)j
2
jAf (mH) +AW (mH)j2
 (H ! )SM
 (H ! Z) = jcF Bf (mH) + cV BW (mH)j
2
jBf (mH) +BW (mH)j2
 (H ! Z)SM
(Ș.ș)
Ș.ș Deŀnition OfĻeHiggs Couplings Ȝ
so that  tot(H) is the sum of the above partial widths and BR(H ! X) =  (H !
X)/ tot(H). Ļe functions A and B are given at one loop by
Af (mH) =   8
3
4m2t
m2H

1 +

1  4m
2
t
m2H

 f

4m2t
m2H

1  s


; (Ș.Ț)
AW (mH) = 2 + 3 4m
2
W
m2H

1 +

2  4m
2
W
m2H

 f

4m2W
m2H

; (Ș.ț)
Bf (mH) =  
4
 
1
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where
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(Ș.Șȗ)
For a full discussion of these results, and expressions for more general cases where new ŀelds
can contribute to the loop functions, see for instance [Șȟ].
For simplicity, we quote in table Ș.Ș the numerical values of the functions Af;W and
Bf;W for the mass range of interest. Note that the contribution from gauge bosons in
H ! Z are on the order of 20 times larger than the contribution from fermions; in
practice, modiŀcations to this decay will have a negligible impact on results throughout the
space explored in this analysis.
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Table Ș.Ș. Numerical values for rescaling factors in loop-mediated processesH !  andH ! Z.
mH (GeV) Af AW Bf BW
100  1:75 7:72 0:615  10:8
110  1:76 7:93 0:618  11:2
120  1:77 8:19 0:621  11:7
130  1:78 8:53 0:624  12:3
140  1:79 9:01 0:627  13:2
150  1:80 9:76 0:631  14:7
160  1:81 12:40 0:636  20:0
Ș.Ț Experimental Searches for the Higgs Boson
Ș.Ț.Ș IŚŐŕŞőŏŠ CśŚşŠŞōŕŚŠş śŚ ŠŔő SM Hŕœœş BśşśŚ
Indirect experimental bounds for the SM Higgs boson mass are obtained from ŀts to pre-
cision measurements of electroweak observables. Ļe Higgs boson contributes to the W
and Z vacuum polarization through loop effects, leading to a logarithmic sensitivity of the
ratio of the W and Z gauge boson masses on the Higgs boson mass. A global ŀt to the
precision electroweak data accumulated in the last two decades at LEP, SLC, the Tevatron,
and elsewhere, gives mH = 94+29 24 GeV, or mH < 152 GeVat 95ȋC.L. [Șț]. Ļe top
quark contributes to the W boson vacuum polarization through loop effects that depend
quadratically on the top mass, which plays an important role in the global ŀt. A top quark
mass of 173:2  0:9 GeV [Țȟ] and a W boson mass of 80:385  0:015 GeV [Șț] were
used.
Ș.Ț.ș SőōŞŏŔőş ŒśŞ ŠŔő SM Hŕœœş BśşśŚ ōŠ LEP
Ļe principal mechanism for producing the SM Higgs boson in e+e− collisions at LEP
energies is Higgs-strahlung in the s-channel, e + e− ! HZ. Ļe Z boson in the ŀnal
state is either virtual (LEP1 ), or on mass shell (LEP2). At LEP energies, SM Higgs
boson production via W+W  and ZZ fusion in the t-channel has a small cross section.
Ļe sensitivity of the LEP searches to the Higgs boson depends on the center-of-mass
energy, ps. For mH <
p
s   mZ , the cross section is of order 1 pb or more, while for
mH >
p
s MZ the cross section is smaller by at least an order of magnitude.
During the LEP 1 phase, the ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL collaborations an-
alyzed over 17 million Z decays and set lower bounds of approximately 65 GeVon the
mass of the SM Higgs boson [ȚȠ]. At LEP 2, substantial data samples were collected at
center-of-mass energies up to 209 GeV. Data recorded at each center-of-mass energy were
studied independently and the results from the four LEP experiments were then combined.
Ļe CLs method [țȗ] was used to compute the observed and expected limits on the Higgs
boson production cross section as functions of the Higgs boson mass considered, and from
that a lower bound onmH was derived.
Higgs bosons with mass above 2m were searched for in four ŀnal state topologies:
Ļe four-jet topology in which H ! bb and Z ! qq; the ŀnal states with tau leptons
produced in the processes H ! +  where Z ! qq, together with the mode H ! bb
with Z ! + ; the missing energy topology produced mainly in the process H ! bb
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with Z ! , and ŀnally the leptonic states H ! bb with Z ! e+e , + . At LEP
1, only the modes with Z ! `+`− and Z !  were used because the backgrounds in
the other channels were prohibitive. For the data collected at LEP 2, all decay modes were
used.
For very light Higgs bosons, with mH < 2m , the decay modes exploited above are
not kinematically allowed, and decays to jets, muon pairs, pion pairs, and lighter parti-
cles dominate, depending on mH . For very low masses, OPAL’s decay-mode independent
search [țȘ] for the Bjorken process e+e− ! S0Z, where S0 denotes a generic neutral scalar
particle, provides sensitivity regardless of the branching fractions of the S0. Ļis search is
based on studies of the recoil mass spectrum in events with Z ! e+e− and Z ! + 
decays, and on the ŀnal states Z !  and S0 ! e+e− or photons. Upper bounds on the
e+e− ! ZH cross section are obtained for scalar masses between 1KeV and 100GeV,
and are below 0:05 times the SM prediction formH < 80 GeV, constraining the coupling
of the Higgs boson to the Z.
Ļe combination of the LEP data yields a 95ȋC.L. lower bound of 114:4 GeVfor the
mass of the SM Higgs boson [șș]. Ļe median limit one would expect to obtain in a large
ensemble of identical experiments with no signal present is 115:3 GeV. An excess of data
was seen consistent with a Higgs boson of mass mH  115 GeV. Ļe signiŀcance of this
excess is low, however. It is quantiŀed by the background-only p-value [țȘ], which is the
probability to obtain data at least as signal-like as the observed data, assuming a signal is
truly absent; a small p-value indicates data that are inconsistent with the background model
but are more consistent with a signal model. Ļe background-only p-value for the excess in
the LEP data is 9ȋ.
Ș.Ț.Ț SőōŞŏŔőş ŒśŞ ŠŔő SM Hŕœœş BśşśŚ ōŠ ŠŔő TőŢōŠŞśŚ
At the Tevatron, the most important SM Higgs boson production processes are gluon fu-
sion (gg ! H) and Higgs boson production in association with a vector boson (WH or
ZH). Vector boson fusion (VBF) has a smaller cross section, but some search channels are
optimized for it. For mH less than about 135 GeV, the most sensitive analyses search for
WHandZHwithH ! bb. Ļemode gg ! H ! bb is overwhelmed by the background
from the inclusive production of pp ! bb + X via the strong interaction. Ļe associated
production modes WH and ZH allow use of the leptonic W and Z decays to purify the
signal and reject QCD backgrounds.
Ļe contribution of H ! W W or WW is dominant at higher masses, mH > 135
GeV. Using this decay mode, both the direct (gg ! H) and the associated production
(pp!WH or ZH) channels are explored, and the results of both Tevatron experiments,
CDF and D;, are combined to maximize the sensitivity to the Higgs boson.
Ļe signal-to-background ratio is much smaller in the Tevatron searches than in the
LEP analyses, and the systematic uncertainties on the estimated background rates are typ-
ically larger than the signal rates [țȗ]. In order to estimate the background rates in the
selected samples more accurately, auxiliary measurements are made in data samples which
are expected to be depleted in Higgs boson signal. Ļese auxiliary samples are chosen
to maximize the sensitivity to each speciŀc background in turn. Montecarlo simulations
are used to extrapolate these measurements into the Higgs signal regions. Ļe dominant
physics backgrounds such as top-pair, diboson, Wbb, and single top production are esti-
mated by Montecarlo simulations in this way, i.e., after having been tuned or veriŀed by
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corresponding measurements in dedicated analyses, thereby reducing the uncertainty on the
total background estimate. Nearly all Tevatron analyses use multivariate analysis techniques
(MVA’s) to further separate signals from backgrounds and to provide the ŀnal discriminants
whose distributions are used to compute limits, best-ŀt cross sections and uncertainties, and
p-values. Separate MVA’s are trained at eachmH in all the different sub-channels [țȗ].
All of the searches for the SM Higgs boson at the Tevatron are combined together for
maximum sensitivity [țș]. Ļe Tevatron combination excludes two ranges inmH : between
100GeV and 106 GeV, and between 147 GeVand 179 GeV. An excess of data is seen
in the mass range 115GeV < mH < 135GeV, with a maximum local signiŀcance of 2:7
standard deviations (sigma), at mH = 120 GeV, where the expected local signiŀcance for
a SM Higgs signal is 2:0 sigma. When corrected for the look-elsewhere effect (LEE) [țȚ],
which accounts for the possibility of selecting the strongest of the several random excess
which may happen in the range 115GeV < mH < 200GeV, the global signiŀcance of
the excess is 3:1 standard deviations [țț]. Ļe majority of the excess is contributed by the
searches forH ! bb. Ļe channels used at the Tevatron for Higgs boson masses below 130
GeVare different from those dominantly used at the LHC, and thus provide complementary
information on the couplings of the Higgs boson to gauge bosons and to b quarks.
Ș.ț Ļe Higgs Boson at the LHC
At the LHC, the Higgs boson production mechanism with the largest cross section is
gg ! H+X . Ļis process is known at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) in QCD, in
the large top-mass limit, and at NLO in QCD for arbitrary top mass [țȜ]. Ļe NLOQCD
corrections approximately double the leading-order prediction, and the NNLO corrections
add approximately 50ȋ to the NLO prediction. NLO electroweak corrections range be-
tween 0 and 6ȋ of the LO term [țȝ]. Mixed QCD-electroweak corrections O(s)
are computed in [țȞ]. Updated predictions for the gluon fusion cross sections at NNLO
or through soft-gluon resummation up to next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic accuracy
(NNLL), and two-loop electroweak effects can be found in [țȞ, țȟ]. A better perturbative
convergence is achieved by resumming the enhanced contributions arising from the ana-
lytic continuation of the gluon form factor [țȠ]. Updated predictions to compute the gluon
fusion cross sections at NNNLL in renormalization group improved perturbation theory
and incorporating two-loop electroweak effects can be found in [Ȝȗ]. Part of the analysis
described in chapter Ȝ is based on the search for the Higgs boson produced in association
with jets. In the heavy top quark mass limit, the Higgs boson production cross section in
association with one jet is considered in [ȜȘ–Ȝț] and in association with two jets in [ȜȜ,Ȝȝ].
Ļe other relevant Higgs boson production mechanisms are associated production withW
and Z gauge bosons and vector boson fusion, and at a signiŀcantly smaller rate, the asso-
ciated production with top quark pairs. Ļe cross sections for the associated production
processes qq ! WH + X and qq ! ZH + X [ȜȞ–ȜȠ] are known at NNLO for the
QCD corrections and at NLO for the electroweak corrections [ȝȗ,ȝȘ]. Ļe residual uncer-
tainty is less than 5ȋ. For the vector boson fusion processes qqqqH +X , corrections to the
production cross section are known at NNLO in QCD and at NLO for the electroweak
corrections and the remaining theoretical uncertainties in the inclusive cross section are ap-
proximately 2ȋ [ȝș], but are larger if jets are required or vetoed [Țț]. Ļe cross section for
the associated production process ttH has been calculated at NLO in QCD [ȝȚ]. of ŀve
Ș.țĻeHiggs Boson at the LHC Ƞ
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Figure Ș.ș. SMHiggs boson production cross sections for pp collisions at 8TeV, including theoret-
ical uncertainties.
quark łavors [ȝȗ,ȝț,ȝȜ]. Ļe cross sections for the production of SM Higgs bosons for pp
collisions at ps = 8TeV at the LHC are summarized in ŀgure Ș.ș.
Ļe branching ratios for the most relevant decay modes of the SM Higgs boson as
functions ofmH , including themost recent theoretical uncertainties, are shown in ŀgure Ș.Ț.
Ļe total decay width as function ofmH is shown in ŀgure Ș.ț. Details of these calculations
can be found in [ȚȘ–Țț]. For Higgs boson masses below 135 GeV, decays to fermion pairs
dominate; the decay H ! bb has the largest branching ratio and the decay H ! +  is
about an order of magnitude smaller. For these lowmasses, the total decay width is less than
10MeV. For Higgs boson masses above 135 GeV, the W+W  decay dominates (below
theW+W  threshold, one of theW bosons is virtual) with an important contribution from
H ! ZZ, and the decay width rises rapidly, reaching about 1 GeVatmH = 200 GeVand
100 GeVat mH = 500 GeV. Above the tt threshold, the branching ratio into tt pairs
increases rapidly as a function of the Higgs boson mass, reaching a maximum of about 20ȋ
atmH  450 GeV. Higgs boson decays into pairs of gluons, pairs of photons, and Z are
induced at one loop level. Higgs boson decay into a pair of photons has been particularly
relevant for the discovery potential of the LHC for a low-mass Higgs boson. In spite of
the small expected signal rate, the reconstructed mass resolution provides a way to separate
signal from background, a means to calibrate the background rate with a signal-free sample
of events, and a precise measurement ofmH .
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Chapter ș
CompactMuon Solenoid Detector
ș.Ș Large Hadron Collider
«After extended consultation with the appropriate scientiŀc committees, CERN’s
Director-General LucianoMaiani announced today that the LEP accelerator had been
switched off for the last time. LEP was scheduled to close at the end of September
șȗȗȗ but tantalizing signs of possible new physics led to LEP’s run being extended until
November 2nd. At the end of this extra period, the four LEP experiments had produced
a number of collisions compatible with the production ofHiggs particles with amass of
around 115GeV. Ļese events were also compatible with other known processes. Ļe
new data was not sufficiently conclusive to justify running LEP in șȗȗȘ, which would
have inevitable impact on LHC construction and CERN’s scientiŀc programme. Ļe
CERN Management decided that the best policy for the Laboratory is to proceed
full-speed ahead with the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) project.»
CERN Press Release, Ȓ/ȋȋ/ȌȊȊȊ
With this words, at the beginning of November șȗȗȗ, the Large Electron-Positron col-
lider (LEP) gave way to the new two-ring-superconducting-hadron accelerator and collider:
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC).
Ļe ŀrst approval of the LHC project was already been given by the CERN Council in
December ȘȠȠț. At that time, the plan was to build a machine in two stages starting with
a center-of-mass energy of 10TeV, to be upgraded later to 14TeV. However, during ȘȠȠȜ-
ȝ, intense negotiations secured substantial contributions to the project from non-member
states, and in December ȘȠȠȝ the CERNCouncil approved construction of the 14TeVma-
chine in a single stage. Ļe non-member state agreements ranged from ŀnancial donations,
through in kind contributions entirely funded by the contributor, to in-kind-contributions
that were jointly funded by CERN and the contributor. Conŀdence for this move was based
on the experience gained in earlier years from the international collaborations that often
formed around physics experiments. Overall, non-member state involvement has proven to
be highly successful.
Ļe decision to build LHC at CERN (European Center for Nuclear Research) was
strongly inłuenced by the cost saving to be made by re-using the LEP tunnel and its injec-
tion chain. Although at its founding CERN was endowed with a generous site in the Swiss
countryside, with an adjacent site for expansion into the even emptier French countryside,
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the need for space outstripped that available when the super-proton synchrotron, or SPS,
was proposed. In this instance, the problem was solved by extensive land purchases, but
the next machine, LEP, with its 27 km ring, made this solution impractical. In France, the
ownership of land includes the underground volume extending to the center of the earth,
but, in the public interest, the Government can buy the rights to the underground part for
a purely nominal fee. In Switzerland, a real estate owner only owns the land down to a
“reasonable” depth. Accordingly, the host states reacted quickly and gave CERN the right
to bore tunnels under the two countries, effectively opening a quasi-inŀnite site that only
needed a few “islands” of land ownership for shafts. In ȘȠȟȠ, CERN started LEP, the
worlds highest energy electron-positron collider. In șȗȗȗ, LEP was closed to liberate the
tunnel for the LHC.
Ļe LHC design depends on some basic principles linked with the latest technology.
Being a particle-particle collider, there are two rings with counter-rotating beams, unlike
particle-antiparticle colliders that can have both beams sharing the same phase space in
a single ring. Ļe tunnel geometry was originally designed for the electron-positron ma-
chine LEP, and there were eight crossing points łanked by long straight sections for radio-
frequency cavities that compensated the high synchrotron radiation losses. A proton ma-
chine such as LHC does not have the same synchrotron radiation problem and would, ide-
ally, have longer arcs and shorter straight sections for the same circumference, but accepting
the tunnel “as built” was the cost-effective solution. However, it was decided to equip only
four of the possible eight interaction regions and to suppress beam crossings in the other
four to prevent unnecessary disruption of the beams. Of the four chosen interaction points,
two were equipped with new underground caverns.
Ļe LHC has two high luminosity experiments, ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC Appara-
tuS) [ȝȝ] and CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid) [see next section], both aiming at a peak
luminosity of L = 1034 cm-2s-1 for proton operation. Ļere are also two low luminosity ex-
periments: LHCb [ȝȞ] for B-physics, aiming at a peak luminosity ofL = 1032 cm-2s-1, and
TOTEM [ȝȟ] for the detection of protons from elastic scattering at small angles, aiming at
a peak luminosity of L = 2  1029 cm-2s-1. In addition to the proton beams, the LHC is
also operated with ion beams. Ļe LHC has one dedicated ion experiment, ALICE [ȝȠ],
aiming at a peak luminosity of L = 1027 cm-2s-1 for nominal lead-lead ion operation.
Ļe high beam intensity required for a luminosity of L = 1034cm 2s 1 excludes the
use of antiproton beams, and hence excludes the particle-anti-particle collider conŀguration
of a common vacuum and magnet system for both circulating beams, as used for example
in the Tevatron. To collide two counter-rotating proton beams requires opposite magnetic
dipole ŀelds in both rings. Ļe LHC is therefore designed as a proton-proton collider with
separate magnet ŀelds and vacuum chambers in the main arcs, and with common sections
only at the insertion regions where the experimental detectors are located. Ļe two beams
share an approximately 130m long common beam pipe along the insertion regions. Hence
dedicated crossing angle orbit bumps separate the two LHC beams left and right from the
interaction point, in order to avoid parasitic collisions.
ș.ș CMS Overall Concept
ĻeCompact Muon Solenoid (CMS) is one of the two general purpose experiments which
takes data at the LHC. Its physics goals range from the search for the Higgs boson to the
ș.ș CMSOverall Concept ȘȚ
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1: Schematic view of the CMS Detector showing its main components. 
 
The 66 million silicon pixels and 9.3 million silicon strips, forming the tracker, are used to determine 
the trajectories of charged particles. The multilayer silicon detectors provide accurate tracking of 
charged particles with excellent efficiency, especially important for the high-pileup conditions at the 
LHC. The magnetic field curves the trajectories of charged particles, allowing the measurement of 
their momenta. The track-finding efficiency is more than 99% and the uncertainty in the 
measurement of transverse momentum, pT, (projection of the momentum vector onto the plane 
perpendicular to the beam axis) is between 1.5% and 3% for charged tracks of pT ~100 GeV. By 
extrapolating tracks back towards their origins the precise proton-proton interaction points, or 
collision vertices, can be determined. Decay vertices of long-lived particles containing heavy-quark 
flavors, such as B-mesons, can similarly be identified and reconstructed. Such “b-tagging” is 
particularly useful in searches for previously unobserved particles, such as the Higgs boson. 
 
The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) absorbs photons and electrons. These produce showers 
of particles in the dense crystal material, which yield scintillation light detected by photo-detectors 
glued to the rear faces of the 75,848 crystals. The amount of light detected is proportional to the 
energy of the incoming electron or photon, allowing their energies to be determined with a 
precision of about 1% in the region of interest for the analyses reported here. Since electrons are 
charged particles they can be discriminated from photons by matching the ECAL signal with a track 
reconstructed in the tracker.  
 
Hadrons can also initiate showers in the ECAL, but they generally penetrate further into the 
detector, reaching the hadron calorimeter (HCAL) surrounding the ECAL. The measurements of 
particle energies in the HCAL are not as precise as those of the ECAL but are well adapted to the 
needs of the CMS physics program. 
 
The solenoid is surrounded by a large detector system that identifies and measures momenta of 
muons. It comprises three different types of gas-ionization detectors that enable muon momenta to 
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Figure ș.Ș. An exploded view of the CMS detector.
se rches for new physics beyond the Standard Model, to the precision measurements of
already known particles and phenomena [Ȟȗ].
Ļ overall l yout of CMS is shown in ș.Ș. At th heart of CMS sits a 13m-lo g,
5:9m inner diameter, 3:8T superconducting solenoid. In order to achieve goodmomentum
resolution within a compact spectrometer without making stringent demands on muon-
chamber resolution and alignment, a high magnetic ŀeld was chosen. Ļe return ŀeld is
l rge enough to saturate 1:5m of iron, allowing four muon stations to be integrated to
ensure robustness and full geometric coverage. Each muon station consists of several layers
of aluminium drift tubes (DTs) in the barrel region, and of cathode strip chambers (CSCs)
in the endcap egion, complemented by resistive plate chambers (RPCs).
Ļe bore of the magnet coil is also large enough to accommodate the inner tracker and
t e calorimetry inside. Ļe tracking volume is give by a cylinder of length 5:8m and diam-
ter 2:6m. In order to deal with high track multiplicities, CMS employs 10 layers of silicon
microstrip detectors, which provide the required granularity and precision. In addition, 3
layers of silicon pixel detectors are placed close to the interaction region to improve the
measur ment of the impact parameter of charged-particle tracks, as well as the ositi n of
secondary vertexes. Ļe electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) uses lead tungstate (PbWOț)
crystals with coverage in pseudorapidity up to jj < 3:0. Ļe scintillation light is detected
by silicon avalanche photodiodes (APDs) in the barr l region nd vacuum ph totriodes
(VPTs) in the endcap region. A preshower system is installed in front of the endcap ECAL
for 0 rejection. Ļe ECAL is surrounded by a brass/scintillator sampling hadron calorime-
ter with coverage up to jj < 3:0. Ļe scintillation light is converted by wavelength-shifting
(WLS) ŀbers embedded in the scintillator tiles and channeled to photodetectors via clear
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ŀbers. Ļis light is detected by novel photodetectors (hybrid photodiodes, or HPDs) that
can provide gain and operate in high axial magnetic ŀelds. Ļis central calorimetry is com-
plemented by a tail-catcher in the barrel region, ensuring that hadronic showers are sampled
with nearly 11 hadronic interaction lengths. Coverage up to a pseudorapidity of 5:0 is pro-
vided by an iron/quartz-ŀber calorimeter. Ļe Cherenkov light emitted in the quartz ŀbers
is detected by photomultipliers. Ļe forward calorimeters ensure full geometric coverage
for the measurement of the transverse energy in the event.
In the following, the CMS sub-detectors are described from the innermost region (the
closest to the interaction point) to the outermost region. Ļe chapter ends with a description
of the trigger and data acquisition systems.
ș.Ț Coordinate Conventions
Ļe coordinate system adopted by CMS has the origin centered at the nominal collision
point inside the experiment, the y-axis pointing vertically upward, and the x-axis pointing
radially inward toward the center of the LHC.Ļus, the z-axis points along the beam direc-
tion toward the Jura mountains fromLHCPoint 5. Ļe azimuthal angle  is measured from
the x-axis in the x-y plane. Ļe polar angle  is measured from the z-axis. Pseudorapidity
is deŀned as  =   ln tan(/2). Ļus, the momentum and energy measured transverse to
the beam direction, denoted by pT and ET , respectively, are computed from the x and y
components. Ļe imbalance of energy measured in the transverse plane is denoted by EmissT .
ș.ț Inner Tracking System
By considering the charged particle łux at various radii at high luminosity, three regions
can be delineated:
• the region closest to the interaction vertex, where the particle łux is reaches its max-
imum (107 s 1 at r  10 cm), is instrumented with pixel detectors. Ļe size of a
pixel is  100  150m2 , giving an occupancy of about 10 4 per pixel per LHC
crossing;
• in the intermediate region (20 < r < 55 cm), the particle łux is low enough to enable
the use of silicon microstrip detectors with a minimum cell size of 10 cm  80m,
leading to an occupancy of  2-3ȋ/LHC crossing;
• in the outermost region (r > 55 cm) of the inner tracker, the particle łux has dropped
sufficiently to allow use of larger-pitch silicon microstrips with a maximum cell size
of 25cm 180m, whilst keeping the occupancy to  1ȋ.
Close to the interaction vertex, in the barrel region, there are three layers of hybrid pixel
detectors at radii of 4:4, 7:3, and 10:2 cm. Ļe size of the pixels is 100  150 m2. In
the barrel part, the silicon microstrip detectors are placed at r between 20 and 110 cm. Ļe
forward region has 2 pixel and 9 microstrip layers in each of the 2 endcaps. Ļe barrel part
is separated into an inner and an outer barrel. In order to avoid excessively shallow track
crossing angles, the inner barrel is shorter than the outer barrel, and there are an additional
three inner disks in the transition region between the barrel and endcap parts, on each side
of the inner barrel. Ļe total area of the pixel detector is 1m2 , whilst that of the silicon
ș.ț Inner Tracking System ȘȜ
strip detectors is 200m2, providing coverage up to jj < 2:4. Ļe inner tracker comprises
ȝȝ million pixels and Ƞ.ȝ million silicon strips [ȞȘ].
ș.ț.Ș SŠŞŕŜ ŠŞōŏŗőŞ
Ļe barrel tracker region is divided into two parts: a TIB (Tracker Inner Barrel) and a TOB
(Tracker Outer Barrel).
Ļe TIB is made of 4 layers and covers up to jzj < 65 cm, using silicon sensors with a
thickness of 320m and a strip pitch which varies from 80 to 120 m. Ļe ŀrst 2 layers are
made with stereo modules in order to provide a measurement in both r- and r-z coordi-
nates. A stereo angle of 100 mrad has been chosen. Ļis leads to a single-point resolution
of between 23 34 m in the r- direction and 230 m in z.
Ļe TOB comprises 6 layers with a half-length of jzj < 110 cm. As the radiation levels
are smaller in this region, thicker silicon sensors (500m) can be used to maintain a good
signal/noise ratio for longer strip length and wider pitch. Ļe strip pitch varies from 120
to 180m. Also for the TOB the ŀrst two layers provide a stereo measurement in both
r- and r-z coordinates. Ļe stereo angle is again 100mrad and the single-point resolution
varies from 35-52m in the r- direction and 530m in z.
Ļe endcaps are divided into the TEC (Tracker End Cap) and TID (Tracker Inner
Disks). Each TEC comprises 9 disks that extend into the region 120 cm < jzj < 280 cm,
and each TID comprises 3 small disks that ŀll the gap between the TIB and the TEC. Ļe
TEC and TID modules are arranged in rings, centered on the beam line, and have strips
that point towards the beam line, therefore having a variable pitch. Ļe ŀrst 2 rings of the
TID and the innermost 2 rings and the ŀfth ring of the TEC have stereo modules. Ļe
thickness of the sensors is 320; m for the TID and the 3 innermost rings of the TEC and
500m for the rest of the TEC.
Ļe entire silicon strip detector consists of almost 15 400 modules, which are mounted
on carbon-ŀber structures and housed inside a temperature controlled outer support tube.
Ļe operating temperature is around  20 C.
ș.ț.ș PŕŤőŘ TŞōŏŗőŞ
Ļe pixel detector consists of 3 barrel layers with 2 endcap disks on each side of them (see
ŀgure ș.ș). Ļe 3 barrel layers are located at mean radii of 4:4 cm, 7:3 cm and 10:2 cm, and
have a length of 53 cm. Ļe 2 end disks, extending from 6 to 15 cm in radius, are placed on
each side at jzj = 34:5 cm and 46:5 cm.
In order to achieve the optimal vertex position resolution, a design with an almost square
pixel shape of 100  150m2 in both the (r; ) and the z coordinates has been adopted.
Ļe barrel comprises 768 pixel modules arranged into half-ladders of 4 identical modules
each. Ļe large Lorentz effect (Lorentz angle is 23) improves the r- resolution through
charge sharing.
Ļe endcap disks are assembled in a turbine-like geometry with blades rotated by 20
to also beneŀt from the Lorentz effect. Ļe endcap disks comprise 672 pixel modules with
7 different modules in each blade.
Ļe spatial resolution is measured to be about 10m for the r-measurement and about
20m for the z measurement. Ļe detector is readout using approximately 16 000 readout
chips, which are bump-bonded to the detector modules.
Șȝ ș. CompactMuon Solenoid Detector
Figure ș.ș. Layout of pixel detectors in the CMS tracker.
ș.ț.Ț PőŞŒśŞřōŚŏő
Ļe performance of the tracker is illustrated in ŀgure ș.Ț, which shows the transverse mo-
mentum resolution for single muons with a pT of 1, 10 and 100GeV, as a function of pseu-
dorapidity. Ļe material inside the active volume of the tracker increases from  0:4X0 at
 = 0 to around 1 X0 at jj  1:6, before decreasing to  0:6X0 at jj = 2:5.
Figure ș.Ț. Resolution of the transverse momentum as a function of pseudorapidity for single muons
with pT () = 1; 10; 100GeV.
ș.Ȝ Electromagnetic Calorimeter
Ļe electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) plays an essential role in the study of the physics
of electroweak symmetry breaking, particularly through the exploration of the Higgs sector.
ș.Ȝ Electromagnetic Calorimeter ȘȞ
Ļe search for the Higgs with CMS strongly relies on information from the ECAL: by
measuring the two-photon decay mode, and by measuring the electrons and positrons from
the decay of Ws and Zs originating from the H ! ZZ and H !WW decay chain.
ĻeECAL is also an important detector element for a large variety of SM and other new
physics processes. Ļe reconstruction of a background-free Z ! ee data sample is relevant
for any new high-mass object with one or more Zs in the subsequent decay chain. It is also
crucial for other measurements such as cascade decays of gluinos and squarks, where the
lepton-pair mass provides information about the supersymmetric particle spectrum, or the
leptonic decay of new heavy vector bosons (W’, Z’) in the multi-TeV mass range.
Ļe choice of a scintillating crystal calorimeter offers the best performance for energy
resolution since most of the energy from electrons or photons is deposited within the ho-
mogeneous crystal volume of the calorimeter. High density crystals with a small Molière
radius allow a very compact electromagnetic calorimeter system.
Several large crystal calorimeters successfully operated in high-energy physics experi-
ments (e.g. L3 at LEP and CLEOII at CESR). However, these detectors did not face the
difficult experimental environment at the LHC which imposes stringent and challenging
requirements on the detector speciŀcations: under nominal LHC operation, every 25 ns an
average of 20 events with some 1000 charged tracks are produced. Compared with the L3
BGO calorimeter, where high precision and wide dynamic range were required, the same
criteria have to be met but at a much higher speed and in a much more hostile radiation
environment at the LHC. Special efforts have therefore been made during the past years
to develop crystals, photodetectors, electronics and software that provide the performance
required by the physics at the LHC.
After an intensive initial R&D programme, lead tungstate (PbWO4) crystals were cho-
sen. Ļe choice was based on the following considerations: PbWO4 has a short radiation
length and a small Molière radius; it is a fast scintillator; it was relatively easy to produce
from readily available raw materials, and substantial experience and production capacity al-
ready existed in China and Russia. Ļe initial drawback of low light yield was overcome
by progress in crystal growth and through the development of large-area silicon avalanche
photodiodes.
ș.Ȝ.Ș DőşŕœŚ CśŚŏőŜŠ
Ļe ECAL design was optimized using the H !  decay as a benchmark. Since the
width of the Higgs signal is entirely dominated by the experimental two-photon mass res-
olution, it imposes the most stringent performance requirements. Ļe ability to maintain
high mass resolution, even under the difficult running conditions, is one of the key design
goals for the electromagnetic calorimeter. A 3D view of the barrel and endcap electro-
magnetic calorimeter is shown in ŀgure ș.ț. Ļe above considerations led to the design
requirements and constraints given below.
• Geometry
– Pseudorapidity coverage. Ļe geometrical crystal coverage extends to jj = 3.
Precision energy measurement, involving photons and electrons, are carried out
to jj < 2:5. Ļis limit has been determined by considerations of the radiation
dose and amount of pileup energy and matches the geometric acceptance of the
inner tracking system.
Șȟ ș. CompactMuon Solenoid Detector
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– stabilize the temperature of the calorimeter to ≤ 0.1 °C.
A 3-D view of the barrel and endcap electromagnetic calorimeter is shown in Fig. 1.5.
Fig. 1.5: A 3-D view of the electromagnetic calorimeter.
1.6.1 The barrel calorimeter
The barrel part of the ECAL covers the pseudorapidity range |η| < 1.479 (see Fig. 1.6).
The front face of the crystals is at a radius of 1.29 m and each crystal has a square cross-section of
≈ 22 × 22 mm2 and a length of 230 mm corresponding to 25.8 X0. The truncated pyramid-shaped
crystals are mounted in a geometry which is off-pointing with respect to the mean position of the
primary interaction vertex, with a 3° tilt in both φ and in η. The crystal cross-section corresponds
to Δη × Δφ = 0.0175 × 0.0175 (1°). The barrel granularity is 360-fold in φ and (2 × 85)-fold in η,
resulting in a total number of 61 200 crystals. The crystal volume in the barrel amounts to 8.14 m3
(67.4 t). Crystals for each half-barrel will be grouped in 18 supermodules each subtending 20° in
φ. Each supermodule will comprise four modules with 500 crystals in the first module and
400 crystals in each of the remaining three modules. For simplicity of construction and assembly,
crystals have been grouped in arrays of 2 × 5 crystals which are contained in a very thin wall
(200 µm) alveolar structure and form a submodule.
Figure ș.ț. A 3D view of the electromagnetic calorimeter.
– Granularity. Ļe transverse granularity of   = 0:0175 0:0175, cor-
responding to a crystal front face of about 22 22mm2, matches the PbWO4
Molière radius of 21:9mm. Ļe smallMolière radius reduces the effect of pileup
contributions to the energy measurement by reducing the area over which the
energy is summed. In the endcaps (1:48 < jj < 3:0) the granularity increases
progressively to a maximum value of = 0:050:05, though the crystal
front section does not change.
– Calorimeter thickness. A total thickness of about 26 radiation lengths at jj =
0 is required to limit the longitudinal shower leakage of high-energy electro-
magnetic showers to n acceptable level. Ļis co responds to a crystal length of
23 cm in the barrel region. Ļe presence of a preshower (a total of 3X0 of lead)
in the endcap region allows the use of slightly shorter crystals (22 cm).
• Readout Chain
– Dynamic range. Ļe dynamic range (12 bits) is set at the lower end by the
expected electronic noise per channel, about 30MeV in the barrel and about
150MeV in the endcaps, and at the higher end by the energy (2TeV) de-
posited in a single crystal, for example by electrons from a multi-TeV Z’.
– Speed of response. Ļe PbWO4 scintillation decay kinetics can be approxi-
mated by a single 10 ns decay time constant. Ļe shaping time of the pream-
pliŀers has been chosen to be 40 ns. Ļis is a compromise between competing
requirements of minimizing pile-up energy, on the one hand, and maximizing
the amount of light collected and reducing the energy equivalent of electronics
noise on the other.
ș.Ȝ Electromagnetic Calorimeter ȘȠ
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Fig. 1.3: Different contributions to the energy resolution of the PbWO4 calorimeter.
Angular and mass resolution
The two-photon mass resolution depends on the energy resolution and the error on the
measured angle between the two photons. If the vertex position is known, the angular error is
negligible. However, a contribution of about 1.5 GeV to the di-photon mass resolution (at a mass
of around 100 GeV) is expected from the uncertainty in the position of the interaction vertex, if the
only information available is the r.m.s spread of about 5.3 cm of the interaction vertices. At low
luminosity, where the number of superimposed events is small, the longitudinal position of the
Higgs production vertex can be localized using high-pT tracks originating from the Higgs event.
Studies indicate that even at high luminosity the correct vertex can be located for a large fraction
of events using charged tracks. However, this result depends on the precise knowledge of the
minimum-bias pileup at LHC energies. We thus retain the possibility of inserting a barrel
preshower device consisting of a lead/silicon layer. The information from the preshower, when
combined with that of the crystal calorimeter, could provide the measurement of the photon
direction at high luminosity, with an accuracy of about 45 mrad/√E.
1.4.4 Radiation environment
At a luminosity of 1034 cm–2 s–1 about 109 inelastic proton–proton interactions per
second will generate a hostile radiation environment.
The simulations of the radiation environment use minimum-bias events obtained from the
DPMJET-II event generator. The uncertainty in the estimate of the neutron fluence is about a factor
of 2 due to approximations in the geometrical descriptions of the subdetectors, and somewhat
smaller for the dose in and around the ECAL. All estimates are presented for an integrated
luminosity of 5 × 105 pb–1 assumed to be appropriate for the first ten years of LHC operation.
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Figure ș.Ȝ. Different contributions to the energy resolution of the PbWO4 calorimeter.
• Resolution
– Energy Resolution. For the energy range of about 25GeVto 500GeV, appro-
priate for photons fr the H !  decay, the energy resolution has been
parameterized in this document as:
(E)
E
=
ap
E
 n
E
 c (E in GeV) (ș.Ș)
where a is the stochastic term, n the noise, and c the constant term. Ļe
stochastic term includes łuctuations in the shower containment as well as a
contribution from photostatistics. Figure ș.Ȝ summarizes the different contri-
butions expected for the energy resolution. Terms representing the degradation
of the energy resolution at extremely high energies have not been included. Ļe
nois term contains the contributio s from electronic noise and pile-up energy;
th former is quit important at low energy, the latter is negligibl at low lumi-
nosity. Ļe curve labeled intrinsic includes the shower containment and a con-
stant term of 0:55ȋ. Ļe constant term must be kept down to this level in order
to proŀt from the excellent stochastic term of PbWO4 in the energy range rel-
evant for the Higgs search. To achieve this goal, in situ calibration/monitoring
using isolated high pT electrons is performed.
– Angular and Mass Resolution. Ļe two-photon mass resolution depends on
the energy resolution and the error on the measured angle between the two
photons. If the vertex position is known, the angular error is negligible. How-
ever, a contribution of about 1:5GeVto the diphoton mass resolution (at a mass
of around 100GeV) is expected from the uncertainty in the position of the in-
teraction vertex, if the only information available is the r.m.s spread of about
5:3 cm of the interaction vertexes. At low luminosity, where the number of su-
perimposed events is small, the longitudinal position of the Higgs production
vertex can be localized using high-pT tracks originating from the Higgs event.
Studies indicate that even at high luminosity the correct vertex can be located
for a large fraction of events using charged tracks.
șȗ ș. CompactMuon Solenoid Detector
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Fig. 1.6: Longitudinal section of the electromagnetic calorimeter (one quadrant).
Table 1.2 summarizes the design parameters. Figure 1.7 displays the total thickness (in
radiation lengths) of the ECAL as a function of pseudorapidity. The crystal-to-crystal separation
across intermodule boundaries is 6 mm (both in η and φ), and results in the radiation lengths
reduction shown in Fig. 1.7.
Thermal regulation will be carried out by two active systems:(i) a specially regulated
cooling circuit which keeps the operating temperature (ambient temperature) of the crystal array
and of the APDs within a tight temperature spread of ±0.05 °C, ensuring adequate thermal
stability; (ii) the power cooling circuit evacuates the heat generated by all power sources in the
supermodule (each supermodule is designed as a separate thermal entity).
Table 1.2: ECAL design parameters
Parameter Barrel Endcaps
Pseudorapidity coverage
ECAL envelope: rinner, router [mm]ECAL envelope: zinner zouter [mm]
|η| < 1.48
1238, 1750
0, ±3045
1.48 < |η| < 3.0
316, 1711
±3170, ±3900
Granularity: Δη × Δφ
Crystal dimension [mm3] 
Depth in X0
0.0175 × 0.0175
typical: 21.8 × 21.8 × 230
25.8
0.0175 × 0.0175 to 0.05 × 0.05
24.7 × 24.7 × 220
24.7
No. of crystals
Total crystal volume [m3]
Total crystal weight [t]
61 200
8.14
67.4
21 528
3.04
25.2
Modularity
1 supermodule/Dee
1 supercrystal unit
36 supermodules
1700 crystals (20 in φ, 85 in η)
–
 4 Dees
5382 crystals
36 crystals
Figure ș.ȝ. Longitudinal section of the electromagnetic calorimeter (one quadrant).
ș.Ȝ.ș TŔő BōŞŞőŘ CōŘśŞŕřőŠőŞ
Ļe barrel part of the ECAL covers the pseudorapidity range jj < 1:479 (see ŀgure ș.ȝ).
Ļe front face of the crystals is at a radius of 1:29m and each crystal has a square cross-
section of2222mm2 and a length of 230mm corresponding to 25:8X0. Ļe truncated
pyramid-shaped crystals are mounted in a geometry which is off-pointing with respect to
the mean position of the primary interaction vertex, with a 3 tilt in both  and in . Ļe
crystal cross-section corresponds to = 0:01750:0175 (1). Ļe barrel granularity
is 360-fold in  and (2 85)-fold in , resulting in a total number of 61 200 crystals. Ļe
crystal volu e in the barrel amounts to 8:14m3 (67:4 t). Crystals for each half-barrel are
grouped in 18 supermodules each subtending 20 in . Each supermodule comprises four
modules with 500 crystals in the ŀrst module and 400 crystals in each of the remaining three
modules. For simplicity of construction and assembly, crystals have been grouped in arrays
of 2  5 c ystals which are contained in a very thin wall (200m) alveolar structure and
form a submodule. Ļermal regulation is carried out by two active systems: Ș) a specially
regulated cooling circuit which keeps the operating temperature (ambient temperature) of
the crystal array and of the APDs within a tight temperature spread of 0:05 C, ensuring
adequate thermal stability; ș) the power cooling circuit evacuates the heat generated by
all power sources in the supermodule (each supermodule is designed as a separate thermal
entity).
ș.Ȝ.Ț TŔő EŚŐŏōŜ CōŘśŞŕřőŠőŞ
Ļe endcap part of the crystal calorimeter covers a pseudorapidity range from 1:48 to 3:0.
Ļe design of the endcaps provides precision energy measurement to jj = 2:5. Crystals
are however installed up to jj = 3 in order to augment the energy-łow measurement in
the forward direction. Ļe mechanical design of the endcap calorimeter is based on an off-
pointing pseudo-projective geometry using tapered crystals of the same shape and dimen-
sions (24:724:7220mm3) grouped together into units of 36, referred to as supercrystals.
A total of 268 identical supercrystals is used to cover each endcap with a further 64 sectioned
supercrystals used to complete the inner and outer perimeter. Each endcap contains 10 764
ș.Ȝ Electromagnetic Calorimeter șȘ
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requirements for individual crystals will be met by means of the thermal conduit provided from the
rear face of the crystal through the metal inserts to the interface plate and support elements.
Cooling regulation will be provided by a water cooling system installed on the Dee support plate.
Fig. 1.8: A single endcap with Dees apart.
1.6.3 The preshower detectors
The endcap preshower covers a pseudorapidity range from |η| = 1.65 to 2.61. It will be
present from the start of the experiment. Its main function is to provide π0−γ separation. In the
barrel, an optional preshower covers the pseudorapidity range up to |η| = 0.9 to enable
measurement of the photon angle to an accuracy of about 45 mrad/√E in the η direction. This
detector will be built and installed only for the high-luminosity operation, if the activity of the
minimum-bias events seen at LHC start-up shows that additional angular determination is
necessary.
The preshower detector, placed in front of the crystals, contains lead converters (a single
one of 2.5 X0 in the barrel, two converters in the endcaps of a total thickness of 2 X0 and 1 X0
respectively), followed by detector planes of silicon strips with a pitch of < 2 mm. The impact
position of the electromagnetic shower is determined by the centre-of-gravity of the deposited
energy. The accuracy is typically 300 µm at 50 GeV. In order to correct for the energy deposited
in the lead converter, the energy measured in the silicon is used to apply corrections to the energy
measurement in the crystal. The fraction of energy deposited in the preshower (typically 5% at
20 GeV) decreases with increasing incident energy. Figure 1.9 shows the layout of the preshower,
and Table 1.3 summarizes the design parameters.
Figure ș.Ȟ. A single endcap with Dees apart.
crystals, corresponding to a volume of 1:52m3 (12:6 t). B th endcaps are identical. Each
endcap detector is constructed using Dee-shaped sections as seen in ŀgure ș.Ȟ.
Figure ș.ȟ shows the total thickness (in radiation lengths) of the ECAL as a function
of pseu orapidity; where the endcap part also incl des the presh wer detector.
Because of the high radiation levels in the endcaps all materials used in this region must
tolerate very large doses and neutron łuences.
Ļe endcap calorimeter operates at a temperature close to ambient, whichmust be stabi-
lized to within 0:1 C.Ļe pr shower detector mounted in front f the endcaps operates at
−5 C, thus care must be taken to avoid any condensation problems. Cooling requirements
for individual crystals are met b eans of t e thermal conduit provided from the rear face
of the crystal through the metal inserts to the interface plate and support elements. Cooling
regulation are provided by a water cooling system installed on the Dee support plate.
ș.Ȝ.ț TŔő PŞőşŔśţőŞ DőŠőŏŠśŞ
Ļe endcap preshower covers a pseudorapidity range from jj = 1:65 to 2:61. Its main
function is to provide 0- separation. Ļe preshower detector, placed in front of the crys-
tals, contains two lead converters of a total thickness of 2X0 and 1X0 respectively), followed
by detector planes of silicon strips with a pitch of< 2mm. Ļe impact position of the elec-
tromagnetic shower is determined by the center-of-gravity of the deposited energy. Ļe
accuracy is typically 300m at 50GeV. In order to correct for the energy deposited in the
lead converter, the energy measured in the silicon is used to apply corrections to the energy
measurement in the crystal. Ļe fraction of energy deposited in the preshower (typically
5ȋ at 20GeV) decreases with increasing incident energy. Figure ș.Ƞ shows the layout of
the preshower.
To maintain its performance during the lifetime of the experiment, the endcap sili-
con detector has to be operated at  5 C. Heating ŀlms and insulating foam glued on the
moderators guarantee that the external surfaces are kept at the ambient temperature of the
șș ș. CompactMuon Solenoid Detector
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Fig. 1.7: Total thickness in X0 of the ECAL as a function of pseudorapidity, averaged over φ. 
1.6.2 The endcap calorimeter
The endcap part of the crystal calorimeter covers a pseudorapidity range from 1.48 to 3.0.
The design of the endcaps provides precision energy measurement to |η| = 2.6. Crystals will
however be installed up to |η| = 3 in order to augment the energy-flow measurement in the forward
direction.
The mechanical design of the endcap calorimeter is based on an off-pointing pseudo-
projective geometry using tapered crystals of the same shape and dimensions
(24.7 × 24.7 × 220 mm3) grouped together into units of 36, referred to as supercrystals. A total of
268 identical supercrystals will be used to cover each endcap with a further 64 sectioned
supercrystals used to complete the inner and outer perimeter. Each endcap contains
10 764 crystals, corresponding to a volume of 1.52 m3 (12.6 t). Both endcaps are identical. Each
endcap detector is constructed using Dee-shaped sections as seen in Fig. 1.8. Table 1.2 summarizes
the design parameters. 
Figure 1.7 shows the total thickness (in radiation lengths) of the ECAL as a function of
pseudorapidity; where the endcap part also includes the preshower detector.
Because of the high radiation levels in the endcaps (see Fig. 1.4) all materials used in this
region must tolerate very large doses and neutron fluences.
The endcap calorimeter will be operated at a temperature close to ambient, which must be
stabilized to within 0.1 °C. The preshower detector mounted in front of the endcaps will be
operated at −5 °C, thus care must be taken to avoid any condensation problems. Cooling
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Figure ș.ȟ. Total thickness in X0 of the ECAL as a function of pseudorapidity, averaged over .
neighboring detectors.
ș.Ȝ.Ȝ LőōŐ TšŚœşŠōŠő CŞťşŠōŘş
Lead Tungstate crystals (PbWO4) were produced for CMS by the Bogoroditsk Techno-
Chemical Plant in Russia and by the Sha gh i Institute of Cer mics in China. Ļe char-
acteristics [țȗ] of these production crystals make them an appropriate choice for operation
at LHC. Ļe high densi y (8:3 g/cm3), short radiation length (0:89 cm) and small Molière
radius (2:2 cm) results in a ŀne granularity and a compact calorimeter. Ļe scintillation de-
cay time is of the same order of magnitude as the LHC bunch crossing time: about 80ȋ of
the light is emitted in 25 ns. Ļe light output is relatively low: about 4:5 photoelectrons per
MeV are collected in both the avalanche photodiodes (APDs) and the vacuum phototriodes
(VPTs), where the higher APD quantum efficiency is balanced by th ir smaller surface cov-
erage on the back face of the crystal. Ļe crystals emit blue-green scintillation light with
a broad maximum at 420 nm [Ȟș, ȞȚ]. Ļe light output variation with temperature, −1:9ȋ
per C at 18 C, requires an ECAL cooling system capable of extracting the heat dissipated
by the readout electronics and of keeping the crystal temperature stable within0:05 C to
preserve energy resolution.
To exploit the total internal rełection for optimum light collection on the photodetector,
the crystals are polished after machining. Ļis is done on all but one side for EB crystals.
For fully polished crystals, the truncated pyramidal shape makes the light collection non-
uniform along the crystal length, and the needed uniformity [Ȟț] is achieved by depolishing
one lateral face. In the EE, the light collection is naturally more uniform because the crystal
geometry is nearly parallelepipedic, and just a mild tuning has been considered.
Ļe crystals have to withstand the radiation levels and particle łuxes [ȞȜ] anticipated
throughout the duration of the experiment. Ionizing radiation produces absorption bands
through the formation of color centers due to oxygen vacancies and impurities in the lattice.
Ļe practical consequence is a wavelength-dependent loss of light transmission without
changes to the scintillation mechanism, a damage which can be tracked and corrected for
by monitoring the optical transparency with injected laser light. Ļe damage reaches a dose-
ș.Ȝ Electromagnetic Calorimeter șȚ
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Fig. 1.9: Schematic section through the endcap preshower.
To maintain its performance during the lifetime of the experiment, the endcap silicon
detector has to be operated at –5 °C. Heating films and insulating foam glued on the moderators
guarantee that the external surfaces are kept at the ambient temperature of the neighbouring
detectors.
Table 1.3: Preshower design parameters
Barrel Endcap
|η | − range 0–0.9 1.65–2.61
Fiducial area 17.8 m2 16.4 m2
Si detectors 2880 × 2 4512
Strip pitch / length 1.8 mm / 102 mm 1.9 mm / 61 mm
Electronics channels 92 160 144 384
Operating temperature 12 °C –5 °C
Max. integrated fluence 1.25 × 1013 n/cm2 1.6 × 1014 n/cm2
Max. integrated dose ~ 5 kGy ~ 70 kGy
moderator moderator
heating film
foam
cooling
block
Pb
digital
electronics
silicon
detectors
tiles
cooling
block
Pb foam
digital
electronics
heating film
silicon
detectors
tiles
185 mm
incident
particle
Figure ș.Ƞ. Schematic section through the endcap preshower.
rate dependent equilibrium level which results from a balance between damage and recovery
at 18 C [Ȟș, Ȟȝ]. To ensure an adequate performance throughout LHC operation, the
crystals are required to exhibit radiation hardness properties quantiŀed as an induced light
attenuation length always greater than 3 times the crystal length even when the damage is
saturated. Hadrons have been measured to induce a speciŀc, cumulative reduction of light
transmission, but the extrapolation to LHC indicates that the damage re ains within limits
required for good ECAL performance [ȞȞ].
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Ļe high bunch-crossing frequency at the LHC necessitates a pipelined readout. As the
time required to form and return a trigger decision is roughly 100 bunch crossings, the
energy deposition in each crystal associated with a given bunch crossing must be stored
until the trigger decision is available. Ļe energy deposited in the crystals is converted to a
digital form every 25 ns and then stored in a digital representation. At t e same time, the
digital values for the crystal in each trigger tower ( = 0:087 0:087) are summed
for use by the ŀrst-level calorimeter trigger.
Ļe relatively low light yield of PbWO4 along with the high magnetic ŀeld and radia-
tion environment in CMS severely limit the choice of the photodetector. Ļe low light yield
means that unity gain devices (silicon or vacuum photodiodes) are not capable of delivering
the noise performance needed for small (electrical) signals. Ļe very high magnetic ŀeld
rules out vacuum devices in the central (low ) region, and limits the number of gain stages
that could be used in the forward (high ) region. Furthermore, the high radiation envi-
ronment in the forward direction excludes solid-state and hybrid devices. Silicon avalanche
photodiodes are used in the barrel and vacuum phototriodes in the endcaps.
APDs cover 50mm2 of the crystal surface, operate at gains of 50 to 100 and have quan-
tum efficiencies (for PbWO4) of 80ȋ. VPTs have a sensitive area of 180mm2, operate at
gains approaching 10 in a 4T ŀeld and have quantum efficiencies of 15ȋ.
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Large-area silicon avalanche photodiodes are new devices in high-energy physics ex-
periments, and have undergone considerable development in the past few years. APDs are
similar to silicon photodiodes, with the exception of a buried p-n junction reverse-biased at a
very high electric ŀeld. Photoelectrons arriving at the junction undergo avalanche multipli-
cation, giving the device gain. Ļis gain is sensitive to variations of voltage and temperature,
thus the APDmust be operated under stabilized conditions. APDs are quite radiation-hard
(compared to diodes), however radiation-induced leakage currents can cause a degradation
in noise performance for high neutron łuence.
Ļe gain of vacuum phototriodes is relatively insensitive to magnetic ŀeld when oper-
ated in the orientation to the magnetic ŀeld present in the endcaps, and is less sensitive to
variation of temperature and voltage than APDs. To ŀrst order, the radiation hardness of
vacuum photodetectors depends simply on the window material, and radiation-hard glasses
are available.
Wide dynamic range with excellent noise performance and signal acquisition precision
are required to achieve the physics goals. Ļe signal acquisition has thus been designed as a
unit based on the following principles:
• PbWO4 is a relatively fast scintillator at LHC speeds. With an average decay time
of 10 ns, not all of the charge can be collected in one bunch crossing, thus exclud-
ing classical gated integrators. However, PbWO4 is sufficiently fast that very simple
pulse-shaping schemes allow a voltage-sampling system to be used without recourse
to complex electronics.
• Excellent noise performance requires the gain to be located as close as possible to the
front-end.
• As relative rather than absolute precision is required, and multiple gains are employed
for noise reduction, a łoating-point gain-switching system is the natural choice.
Ļe core of the readout thus involves a transimpedance preampliŀer with built-in shap-
ing, and a gain-ranging multiplexer which forms a łoating-point front-end to a 12-bit,
40MHz voltage-sampling ADC. Ļe transimpedance design takes optimal advantage of
the simple exponential scintillation pulse shape and operates neither as a charge-sensitive
preampliŀer nor as a current-to-voltage converter, but somewhere in between.
A signiŀcant technical change in the readout design since the Technical Proposal has
been the choice of where to place the data pipeline. As originally conceived, the pipeline
(and thus the trigger summing circuitry) would have been located with the front-end readout
directly behind the crystals. High-speed digital ŀber-optic links would have been used
to transmit the trigger information and readout data, with lower speed links for timing
and control. Ļis solution would require large quantities of digital electronics capable of
surviving the calorimeter radiation environment, and would make it exceedingly difficult
to make any architectural changes to the way in which trigger and readout information is
formed. At the cost of an order of magnitude increase in the number of digital links, it
has been decided to place the pipeline outside the detector, and use one high-speed data
link per crystal. Ļus all data are transported, every 25 ns, out of the ECAL and into the
counting room. Once in the counting room, the data are stored in pipelines and the trigger
information is extracted.
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Ļe required performance of the muon system, and hence the bending power, is deŀned
by the narrow states decaying into muons and by the unambiguous determination of the
sign for muons with a momentum of 1 TeV/c. Ļis requires a momentum resolution of
p/p  10ȋ at p = 1 TeV.
CMS chose a large superconducting solenoid, the parameters of which are given in
table ș.Ș.
Table ș.Ș. Parameters of the CMS superconducting solenoid.
Parameter Value
Field 3:8T
Inner bore 5:9m
Length 12:9m
Number of turns 2168
Current 19:5 kA
Stored energy 2:7GJ
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Ļe design of the hadron calorimeter (HCAL) [Ȟȟ] is strongly inłuenced by the choice of
the magnet parameters since most of the CMS calorimetry is located inside the magnet coil
and surrounds the ECAL system (see ŀgure ș.Șȗ). An important requirement of HCAL is
to minimize the non-Gaussian tails in the energy resolution and to provide good contain-
ment and hermeticity. Hence, the HCAL design maximizes material inside the magnet coil
in terms of interaction lengths. Ļis is complemented by an additional layer of scintillators,
referred to as the hadron outer (HO) detector, lining the outside of the coil. Brass has been
chosen as absorber material as it has a reasonably short interaction length, is easy to ma-
chine and is non-magnetic. Maximizing the amount of absorber before the magnet requires
minimizing the amount of space devoted to the active medium. Ļe tile/ŀber technology
makes for an ideal choice. It consists of plastic scintillator tiles read out with embedded
wavelength-shifting (WLS) ŀbers. Ļe WLS ŀbers are spliced to high-attenuation-length
clear ŀbers are just outside the scintillator carrying the light to the readout system. Ļis
technology was ŀrst developed by the UA1 collaboration [ȞȠ] and at Protvino [ȟȗ] and it
was used in the upgrade of the CDF endcap calorimeter [ȟȘ]. Ļe photodetection readout
is based on multi-channel hybrid photodiodes (HPDs). Ļe absorber structure is assembled
by bolting together precisely machined and overlapping brass plates so as to leave space to
insert the scintillator plates, which have a thickness of 3:7mm. Ļe overall assembly enables
the HCAL to be built with essentially no uninstrumented cracks or dead areas in . Ļe
gap between the barrel and the endcap HCAL, through which the services of the ECAL
and the inner tracker pass, is inclined at 53 and points away from the center of the detector.
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HCALBarrel
Ļe barrel hadron calorimeter is an assembly of two half barrels, each composed of 18 iden-
tical 20 wedges in . Ļe wedge is composed of łat brass alloy absorber plates parallel
to the beam axis. Ļe innermost and outermost absorber layers are made of stainless steel
for structural strength. Ļere are 17 active plastic scintillator tiles interspersed between the
stainless steel and brass absorber plates. Ļe ŀrst active layer is situated directly behind
the ECAL. Ļis layer has roughly double the scintillator thickness to actively sample low
energy showering particles from support material between the ECAL andHCAL.Ļe lon-
gitudinal proŀle in the barrel going from an inner radius of 177:7 cm to an outer radius of
287:6 cm is given by
• (Layer 0) 9mm Scintillator/61mm Stainless Steel;
• (Layers 1-8) 3:7mm Scintillator/50:5mm Brass;
• (Layers -14) 3:7mm Scintillator/56:5mm Brass;
• (Layers +16) 3:7mm Scintillator/75mm Stainless Steel/9mm Scintillator;
where the layer number refers to the active scintillator layer. Ļe individual tiles of scin-
tillator are machined to a size of    = 0:087  0:087 and instrumented with a
single WLS. Ļe WLS ŀbers are spliced to clear ŀbers, and the clear ŀbers are run down
the length of the half-barrel where they are optically added to corresponding projective tiles
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from each of the 17 active layers, thus forming 32 barrel HCAL towers in . Ļe excep-
tions are towers 15 and 16 located at the edge of the HB half-barrel where multiple optical
readouts are present, as shown in ŀgure ș.ȘȘ.
Ļe optical signal from theHCAL towers is detected with a pixelated hybrid photodiode
(HPD) mounted at the ends of the barrel mechanical structure. An additional layer of
scintillators, the outer hadron calorimeter (HO), is placed outside of the solenoid and has
a matching   projective geometry with a separate optical readout.
Figure ș.ȘȘ. A schematic view of the tower mapping in r-z of the HCAL barrel and endcap regions.
Ļe shaded regions corresponds to different readout channels.
HCALEndcaps
Ļe endcap hadron calorimeter (HE) is tapered to interlock with the barrel calorimeter
and to overlap with tower 16, as shown in ŀgure ș.ȘȘ. Ļe HE is composed entirely of
brass absorber plates in an 18-fold -geometry matching that of the barrel calorimeter. Ļe
thickness of the plates is 78mm while the scintillator thickness is 3:7mm, hence reducing
the sampling fraction. Ļere are 19 active plastic scintillator layers. In the high -region,
i.e. above jj = 1:74, the -granularity of the tiles is reduced to 10 to accommodate
the bending radius of the WLS ŀber readout, as shown in ŀgure ș.Șș(a). For the purpose
of uniform segmentation in the level-1 calorimeter trigger, the energies measured in the
10 -wedges are artiŀcially divided into equal shares and sent separately to the trigger.
Ļe    tower size matches that of the barrel in the range 1:3 < jj < 1:74. For
jj > 1:74, the  size increases. Ļe number of depth segments in the HE includes a
pseudo-EM compartment starting with tower 18, the ŀrst tower beyond the  coverage of
the ECAL barrel.
HCALOuter
Ļe outer barrel hadron calorimeter consists of layers of scintillator located outside of the
magnet coil. Since these are located within the return yoke along with the barrel muon
detector, the segmentation of these detectors closely follows that of the barrel muon system.
Ļe entire assembly is divided into 5 rings (2:54m wide along the z-axis), each having 12
sectors. Ļe central ring (ring 0) has two layers of 10mm thick scintillators on either side of
the tail catcher iron (18 cm thick) at radial distances of 385 cm and 409:7 cm, respectively. All
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Figure ș.Șș. (a) Ļe - view of a 20 HE section showing the 5 regions for  < 1:740 and the
10 regions for  > 1:740. Ļe tower 28/29 split in  is also shown. (b) Ļe r- view of an HF
wedge ( at z = 11:2m). Ļe shaded regions correspond to the level-1 trigger sums.
other rings have a single layer at a radial distance of 409:7 cm. Ļe panels in the 12 sectors
are identical except those in rings 1. Ļis is due to the chimney structure in the magnet.
To accommodate this structure, special panels were built with a single row of scintillator tiles
removed. Ļe HO covers jj < 1:26 with the exception of the space between successive
muon rings in the  direction, the space occupied by 75mm stainless steel support beams
separating the 12 layers in  and the chimney structure. Ļe inclusion of the HO layers
extends the total depth of the calorimeter system to a minimum of 11 interaction lengths
for jj < 1:26.
HCAL Forward
Ļe forward calorimeters (HF) are located 11:2m from the interaction point. Ļey aremade
of steel absorbers and embedded radiation hard quartz ŀbers, which provide a fast collection
of Cherenkov light. Each HF module is constructed of 18 wedges in a non-projective
geometry with the quartz ŀbers running parallel to the beam axis along the length of the
iron absorbers. Long (1:65 m) and short (1:43 m) quartz ŀbers are placed alternately with
a separation of 5mm. Ļese ŀbers are bundled at the back of the detector and are readout
separately with phototubes. Ļe r- view of an HF wedge is shown in ŀgure ș.Șș(b).
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To test the performance of the HCAL, it is usual to look at the jet energy resolution and
the transverse energy resolution. Ļe granularity of the sampling in the three parts of the
HCAL has been chosen such that the jet energy resolution, as a function of ET , is similar
in all three parts. Ļis is illustrated in ŀgure ș.ȘȚ. Ļe resolution of the transverse energy
(ET ) in QCD dijet events with pile-up is given by
(ET )
ET
 100ȋp
ET
: (ș.ș)
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Figure ș.ȘȚ. Ļe jet transverse energy resolution as a function of the simulated jet transverse energy
for barrel jets (jj < 1:4), endcap jets (1:4 < jj < 3:0) and very forward jets (3:0 < jj < 5:0).
ș.ȟ Muon System
Centrally produced muons are measured three times: in the inner tracker, after the coil,
and in the return łux. Measurement of the momentum of muons using only the muon
system is essentially determined by the muon bending angle at the exit of the 3:8T coil,
taking the interaction point (which is known with a precision of  20m) as the origin
of the muon. Ļe resolution of this measurement (labeled “muon system only” in ŀgure
ș.Șț) is dominated by multiple scattering in the material before the ŀrst muon station up
to pT values of 200GeV, when the chamber spatial resolution starts to dominate. For low-
momentum muons, the best momentum resolution is obtained in with the silicon tracker
(“inner tracker only” in ŀgure ș.Șț). However, the muon trajectory beyond the return yoke
extrapolates back to the beam-line because of the compensation of the bend before and after
the coil, when multiple scattering and energy loss can be neglected. Ļis fact can be used
to improve the muon momentum resolution at high momentum when combining the inner
tracker and muon detector measurements (“full system” in ŀgure ș.Șț).
Ļree types of gaseous detectors are used to identify and measure muons [ȟș]. Ļe
choice of the detector technologies has been driven by the very large surface to be covered
and by the different radiation environments. In the barrel region (jj < 1:2), where the
neutron induced background is small, the muon rate is low and the residual magnetic ŀeld
in the chambers is low, drift tube (DT) chambers are used. In the two endcaps, where the
muon rate as well as the neutron induced background rate is high, and the magnetic ŀeld is
also high, cathode strip chambers (CSC) are deployed and cover the region up to jj < 2:4.
In addition to this, resistive plate chambers (RPC) are used in both the barrel and the endcap
regions. Ļese RPCs are operated in avalanche mode to ensure good operation at high rates
(up to 10 kHz/cm2) and have double gaps with a gas gap of 2mm. Ļe RPCs provide a fast
response with good time resolution but with a coarser position resolution than the DTs or
CSCs. Ļe RPCs can therefore identify unambiguously the correct bunch crossing.
Ļe DTs or CSCs and the RPCs operate within the ŀrst level trigger system, providing
two independent and complementary sources of information. Ļe complete system results
in a robust, precise and łexible trigger device.
Ļe layout of one quarter of the CMS muon system is shown in ŀgure ș.ȘȜ. In the
Muon Barrel (MB) region, 4 stations of detectors are arranged in cylinders interleaved with
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Figure ș.Șț.Ļemuonmomentum resolution versus p using the muon system only, the inner tracker
only, or both (“full system”). Left) Central slice of the barrel: jj < 0:2; Right) Central slice of
the endcap: 1:8 < jj < 2:0.
the iron yoke. Ļe segmentation along the beam direction follows the 5 wheels of the yoke
(labeled YB-ș for the farthest wheel in -z, and YB+ș for the farthest in +z). In each of the
endcaps, the CSCs and RPCs are arranged in 4 disks perpendicular to the beam, and in
concentric rings, 3 rings in the innermost station, and 2 in the others. In total, the muon
system contains about 25 000 m2 of active detection planes, and nearly 1 million electronic
channels.
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Ļe Muon Barrel, consists of 250 chambers organized in 4 layers inside the magnet return
yoke, at radii of approximately 4:0; 4:9; 5:9 and 7:0m from the beam axis. Each of the 5
wheels of the Muon Barrel is divided into 12 sectors, with each covering a 30 azimuthal
angle. Chambers in different stations are staggered so that a high-pT muon produced near a
sector boundary crosses at least 3 out of the 4 stations. Ļere are 12 chambers in each of the 3
inner layers. In the 4th layer, the top and bottom sectors host 2 chambers each, thus leading
to a total of 14 chambers per wheel in this outermost layer. In each chamber, there are
12 layers of contiguous drift tube cells grouped in three SuperLayers (SL) with 4 staggered
layers each; the innermost and outermost SLs are dedicated to hits measurement in the
CMS bending plane (r- plane), while in the central SL the hits are measured along the
beam axis (r-z plane). Ļe maximum drift length is 2:0 cm and the single-point resolution
is 200m. Each station is designed to give a muon vector in space, with a  precision
better than 100m in position and approximately 1mrad in direction.
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Figure ș.ȘȜ. Layout of one quarter of the CMS muon system.
ș.Ƞ Trigger and Data Acquisition
For the nominal LHC design luminosity of 1034 cm 2s 1, an average of 17 events occurs at
the beam crossing frequency of 25 ns. Ļis input rate of 109 interactions every second must
be reduced by a factor of at least 107 to 100Hz, the maximum rate that can be archived by
the on-line computer farm. CMS has chosen to reduce this rate in two steps. At the ŀrst
level all data is stored for 3:2s, after which no more than 100 kHz of the stored events are
forwarded to theHighLevel Triggers. Ļismust be done for all channels without dead time.
Ļe Level-1 (L1) system is based on custom electronics. Ļe High Level Trigger (HLT)
system, relies upon commercial processors. Ļe L1 system uses only coarsely segmented
data from calorimeter and muon detectors, while holding all the high-resolution data in
pipeline memories in the front-end electronics. Ļe HLT is provided by a subset of the
on-line processor farm which, in turn, passes a fraction of these events to the remainder of
the on-line farm for more complete processing.
Ļe physical size of the CMS detector and underground caverns imposes constraints on
signal propagation that combine with electronics technology to require 3:2s, equivalent
to 128 25-ns beam crossings, for any primary decision to discard data from a particular
beam crossing. During this 3:2s period, trigger data must be collected from the front
end electronics, decisions must be developed that discard a large fraction of the data while
retaining the small portion coming from interactions of interest and these decisions must
be propagated to the readout electronics front end buffers.
Ļe trigger is the start of the physics event selection process. A decision to retain an
event for further consideration has to be made every 25 ns. Ļis decision is based on the
event’s suitability for inclusion in one of the various datasets to be used for analysis. Ļe
datasets to be taken are determined by CMS physics priorities as a whole. Ļese datasets
include dilepton and multilepton data sets for top and Higgs searches, diphoton datasets for
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1.3 Overview of Trigger Structure
1.3.1 Level 1
The design of the CMS Trigger and Data Acquisition system is illustrated in Fig. 1.1.
At the first level all information about the event is preserved. The first level decision is
made, with negligible deadtime, on a subset of the total information available for the events. Made
at a fixed time after the interaction has occurred, a first level decision is issued every 25 ns. The
L1 trigger system must be able to accept a new event every 25 ns. The L1 pipeline data storage
time is 3.2 µs. Since signal propagation delays are included in this pipeline time, the L1 trigger
calculations must be done in many cases in less than 1µs. If the first level trigger generates an
accept, the event data are moved or assigned to a buffer for readout and processing by the High
Level Triggers.
The limit of 3.2 µs is imposed by the amount of data storage in the tracker and pre-
shower front-end buffers before readout after a L1 accept. The quantity of tracker and preshower
data requires an architecture which provides for storage of event data before a L1 accept and
readout of the event data (at maximum 100 kHz out of the input rate of 40 MHz bunch crossings)
corresponding to the L1 accepts. This architecture prevents use of the tracker data in the L1 trigger
decision.
The L1 trigger involves the calorimetry and muon systems as well as some correlation
of information from these systems. The L1 decision is based on the presence of local objects such
as photons, electrons, muons, and jets, using information from calorimeters, and muon systems in
a given element of η-φ space. It also employs global sums of ET and missing ET. Each of these
items is tested against several pT or ET thresholds.
Fig. 1.1: CMS Trigger and Data Acquisition System
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Figure ș.Șȝ. CMS Trigger and Data Acquisition System.
Higgs searches, lepton plus jet datasets for top physics, and inclusive electron datasets for
calorimeter calibrations. In ddi ion, o her samples are nece sary for m asuring effici ncies
in event selection and studying backgrounds. Ļe trigger has to select these samples in real
time along with the main data samples.
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Ļe design of the CMSTrigger and Data Acquisition system is illustrated in ŀgure ș.Șȝ. At
the ŀrst level all information about the event is preserved. Ļe ŀrst level decision is made,
with negligible dead-time, on a subset of the total information available for the events.
Made at a ŀxed time after the interaction has occurred, a ŀrst level decision is issued every
25 ns. Ļe L1 trigger system ust be able to accept a new event every 25 ns. Ļe L1
pipeline data storage ti e is 3:2s. Si ce signal propag tion d lays are i cluded i this
pipeline time, the L1 trigger calculations must be done in many cases in less than 1s. If
the ŀrst level trigger generates an accept, the event data are moved or assigned to a buffer
for readout and processing by the High Level Triggers.
Ļe limit of 3:2s is imposed by the amount of data storage in the tracker and preshower
front-end buffers before readout after a L1 accept. Ļe quantity of tracker and preshower
data requires an architecture which provides for storage of event data before a L1 accept and
readout of the event data (at maximum 100 kHz out of the input rate of 40MHz bunch
crossings) corresponding to the L1 accepts. Ļis architecture prevents use of the tracker
data in the L1 trigger decision.
Ļe L1 trigger involves the calorimetry and muon systems as well as some correlation of
information from these systems. Ļe L1 decision is based on the presence of local objects
such as photons, electrons, muons, and jets, using information from calorimeters, and muon
systems in a given element of - space. It also employs global sums of ET and missing
ET . Each of these items is tested against several pT or ET thresholds.
Ļe global compilation of this information is used to decide whether to keep (i.e. trigger
on) the data from a particular beam crossing. ĻeL1 logic also has the ability tomonitor and
control trigger rates, hot and dead channels, and other pathological conditions. Ļe maxi-
mum design trigger rate of 100 kHz for L1 corresponds to a minimum rejection rate of 104
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at design luminosity of 1034cm 2s 1. Ļis maximum L1 trigger rate is set by the average
time to read information for processing by the HLT and the average time for completion of
processing steps in the HLT logic.
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Ļe CMS Level-1 Trigger System is required to reduce the input interaction rate of 1GHz
to a ŀltered event rate of 75 kHz. For physics analysis and further event ŀltering, the data
corresponding to each selected event must then be moved from about 512 front-end buffers
to a single location. To match the capabilities of the mass storage and offline computing
systems, the ŀnal output of the experiment should not exceed 100 events per second.
Ļese functions are performed by a system employing a high performance readout net-
work to connect the sub-detector readout units via a switch fabric to the event ŀlter units
(which are implemented by a computer farm). Ļe łow of event data is controlled by an
event manager system.
In order to optimize the data łow, the ŀlter farm performs event selection in progressive
stages by applying a series of High Level Trigger ŀlters. Ļe initial ŀltering decision is
made on a subset of the data, from detector components such as the calorimeter and muon
systems. Ļis avoids saturating the system bandwidth by reading out the large volume of
tracking data at 75 kHz. It is expected that initial ŀltering can reduce the event rate by at
least one order of magnitude. Ļe remainder of the full event data are only transferred to
the farm after passing these initial ŀlters and the ŀnal High Level Trigger algorithms are
then applied to the complete event.
Ļe High Level Triggers have access to all the information used in L1 since this is
stored locally in the L1 trigger crates. Consequently, High Level Triggers can make further
combinations and other topological calculations on the digital list of objects transmitted
from L1. More importantly, much information is not available on the time scale of the L1
trigger decision. Ļis information is then used in theHigh Level Triggers. Ļis information
includes that from the tracker and the full granularity of the calorimeters. Eventually, the
High Level Triggers use the full event data for the decision to keep an event.
Ļe High Level Triggers, implemented as a processing farm that is designed to achieve
a rejection factor of 103, write up to 100 events/second to mass storage. Ļe last stage of
High Level Trigger processing does reconstruction and event ŀltering with the primary goal
of making datasets of different signatures on easily accessed media.
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Reconstruction and Identiŀcation of
Physics Objects
Ț.Ș Photon Reconstruction and Identiŀcation
Ț.Ș.Ș PŔśŠśŚ RőŏśŚşŠŞšŏŠŕśŚ
Photon candidates are reconstructed from clusters of ECAL channels around signiŀcant
energy deposits, which are merged into superclusters [ȟȚ]. Ļe clustering algorithms result
in almost complete recovery of the energy of photons that convert in the material in front
of the ECAL. In the barrel region, superclusters are formed from ŀve-crystal-wide strips
in  centered on the locally most energetic crystal (seed) and have a variable extension in
. In the endcaps, where the crystals are arranged according to an x-y rather than an -
geometry, matrices of 55 crystals (which may partially overlap) around the most energetic
crystals are merged if they lie within a narrow road in .
A supercluster is promoted to a photon candidate if its reconstructed transverse energy is
greater than 10GeV. Ļe topological variableRȠ = E33/ESC (energy sum of 33 crystals
centered on the most energetic, divided by the energy of the supercluster), is introduced.
If RȠ > 0:94 the photon is most probably unconverted and the best resolution is obtained
from the energy sum of 55matrix. IfRȠ < 0:94, the corrected supercluster energy is used
(see section Ț.Ș.Ț). Ļe energy weighted mean position of the crystals used to compute the
photon energy is assigned to the photon position.
Ț.Ș.ș RőŏśŚşŠŞšŏŠŕśŚ śŒ CśŚŢőŞşŕśŚş
Ļe CMS tracker was designed to achieve a high momentum resolution in the high occu-
pancy environment of the LHC collisions, and this inevitably led to a substantial amount
of tracker material. Ļe direct consequence is that a large fraction of photons convert into
e+e  pairs.
Conversion track pairs are built from a combination of standard tracks reconstructed by
using iterative tracking steps [ȟț], electron-speciŀc tracks and conversion ECAL-seeded
tracks [ȟȜ, ȟȝ]. A mixture of these types of tracks is preselected with basic quality criteria
(nHits> 4, 2 < 10), and opposite-charge pairs are considered which satisfy the photon
conversion topology. Ļe signature which distinguishes photon conversion candidates from
massive V0 particles or from vertexes due to mis-reconstructed tracks is the parallelism of
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the conversion electrons at the conversion vertex.
Track pairs are preselected so to remove the prompt tracks by requiring that they have
a distance of minimum approach with respect to primary vertex greater than zero and that
their angular separation measured as cot() is less than 0:1. Furthermore the z separation
of their innermost hits is required to be less than 5 cm, and the point at which the tracks
are tangent is required to be well contained in the Tracker volume (radius less than 120 cm
and z less than 300 cm). Track pairs satisfying these criteria are then ŀtted to a common
constrained vertex.
Ļe last steps of the selection require that the vertex ŀt is successful and that the 2
probability of the ŀt is greater 10 6. Moreover, conversions are also required to have a
ŀtted pT > 1GeV and to be matched to a photon supercluster (i.e. the R measure
between the direction of the supercluster and the conversion to be less than 0:1). Conversion
reconstruction is used in the analysis only to help in the identiŀcation of the correct Higgs
interaction vertex as explained in section ț.Ț. About one quarter of the events have at least
one of the photon reconstructed and selected as a conversion.
Ț.Ș.Ț EŚőŞœť RőŏśŚşŠŞšŏŠŕśŚ
A good understanding of the expected signal shape is crucial as an input to the limit extrac-
tion procedure. Ļe width of the reconstructed Higgs mass peak in the low mass range is
driven by the detector resolution whenever the correct vertex is taken. It is thus necessary
to optimize the agreement between simulation and the observed data, such as the simulated
events match the observed detector performance.
Here we describe the different ingredients entering the photon energy calibration. Ļen
we expand on how the supercluster energy calibration is performed using an multivariate
(MVA) approach.
Moreover we document the procedure through which data is scaled and simulation is
smeared so as to obtain a signal model that is as realistic as possible. It is important to
stress that whatever systematic effects exist in the corrections that are applied, the scal-
ing/smearing step will always provide checking and closure in terms of performance match-
ing between data and simulation. Ļerefore, while we cannot draw conclusions as to the sys-
tematic uncertainties of the corrections used, we can ascertain quantitatively by how much
they bring us close to simulation, or not. Ļe only genuinely remaining systematic uncer-
tainty is the difference between electrons and photons, since the matching between data
and simulation is performed using Z ! e+e events, while the analysis concerns H ! 
decays.
Ļere are three main ingredients affecting the determination of the photon energy:
• channel intercalibration;
• transparency loss corrections;
• Clustered energy corrections.
Ļe ŀrst two do not depend on the underlying object being reconstructed, while the last
one should be considered separately for electrons and photons.
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Channel intercalibration. Individual channel calibrations (IC) are derived in situ
mainly by equalizing the response to low mass diphoton resonances (0, ) across the de-
tector [ȟȞ]. Supplementary information and cross checks are provided by studying the ap-
proximate -invariance of the energy łow in minimum bias data [ȟȞ], and the ratio of the
energy over the momentum (E/p) of isolated electrons [ȟȟ].
In ŀgure Ț.Ș it is possible to appreciate the effect of the individual channel calibration
in Z ! e+e events from șȗȘȘ data by comparing the blue (uncalibrated) and red curves
(calibrated).
Transparency loss corrections. Ļe transparency of the ECAL crystals deteriorates due
to irradiation during the LHC running periods, and it recovers when there are no collisions
occurring in the detector.
Ļe ECAL response stability in time is achieved using per-channel corrections to com-
pensate for variations of light transmission in the crystals. Laser light is injected in each
crystal every 40minutes and the signal measured by the photon detectors — compared to a
reference signal — is used to monitor the light transmission and to derive corrections [ȟȠ].
During șȗȘș, the channel response varied by about 4ȋ in the barrel and 10ȋ in the end-
caps. Ļe time history of reference signals, such as the energy-over-momentum ratio of
isolated electrons, or the invariant mass peak of Z ! e+e decays and of 0 and  decays
into photons, is used to monitor the quality of the correction.
In ŀgure Ț.Ș it can be seen the effect of the transparency loss corrections in Z !
e+e events from șȗȘȘ data by comparing the red (calibrated, uncorrected) and black curves
(calibrated and corrected).
Supercluster energy correction. Ļe photon energy is computed starting from the
raw supercluster energy (adding also the preshower energy in the endcap). In order to
obtain the optimal resolution, the raw energy must be corrected for local containment of the
shower in the calorimeter, as well as the global containment of the shower for photons which
convert and shower in material upstream of the calorimeter. Ļese corrections are computed
using a multivariate regression technique originally based on the TMVAGradient Boosted
Decision Tree implementation [Ƞȗ], though substantially optimized [ȠȘ].
Ļe regression is trained on prompt photons in Montecarlo (from the photon + jets
sample) using the ratio of generator level photon energy to the raw supercluster energy as
the target variable.
Ļe input variables are the global  and  coordinates of the supercluster, a collection
of shower shape variables, and a set of local cluster coordinates. Ļe shower shape vari-
ables included are the RȠ of the supercluster, the ratio of the 55 crystal energy to the
raw supercluster energy, the energy weighted -width and -width of the supercluster, the
number of clusters merged to form the supercluster, and the ratio of hadronic energy be-
hind the supercluster to the electromagnetic energy of the cluster. In the endcap, the ratio
of preshower energy to raw supercluster energy is additionally included. Ļese variables
provide information on the likelihood and location of a photon conversion and the degree
of showering in the material, and together with their correlation with the global  and 
position of the supercluster, drive the degree of global containment correction predicted by
the regression.
In the barrel, the / index of the seed crystal as well as the position of the seed cluster
with respect to the crystal center are also included. Ļese variables, together with the seed
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cluster energy ratios provide information on the amount of energy which is likely to be lost
in crystal and module gaps and cracks, and drive the level of local containment corrections
predicted by the regression. Although the global and local containment are conceptually
different effects, the required corrections are allowed to be correlated in the regression in
order to account for the fact that a showering photon is not incident at a single point on the
calorimeter face, and is therefore relatively less affected by the local containment.
Finally the number of primary vertexes and median energy density  parameter¹ in the
event are included in order to correct residual energy scale effects from pile-up.
Ļe performance of the regression for photons in Montecarlo is shown in terms of the
H !  mass resolution in the four untagged event categories used in the analysis in ŀgure
Ț.ș, comparing to the default photon energy in the reconstruction.
Ț.Ș.ț RőşśŘŢŕŚœ ŐōŠō ōŚŐ şŕřšŘōŠŕśŚş ŐŕşŏŞőŜōŚŏŕőş
Having corrected the data as much as possible, some discrepancies with respect to simula-
tion are still present. Based on Z ! e+e data and simulated events, these discrepancies
are dealt with by correcting the energy scale in data and by then determining the smearing
needed to apply to the simulated samples so as to have the best match between data and
simulation.
Energy scale correction. Ļe supercluster energy scale is tuned and corrected varying
the scale in the data to match the prediction in Z ! e+e events. An analytic ŀt to the
Z invariant mass peak, build with supercluster energies, is performed using a convolution
of a Breit-Wigner function with a Crystal Ball (CB) function [ȠȚ]. Data and Montecarlo
distribution are ŀtted separately, and the ŀt results are compared to extract the scale offset. In
the ŀt, the Breit-Wigner parameters are ŀxed to the PDG [Ƞț] values: mZ = 91:188GeV
and  Z = 2:495GeV. On the contrary, the CB parameters describing the calorimeter
resolution effects and bremsstrahlung losses are free parameters of the ŀt.
Ļe data-Montecarlo difference is time dependent; this time dependence is not the
same in different pseudorapidity region, but it is very similar for showering and non-showering
electrons². Ļerefore, the following two-step procedure has been implemented: in the ŀrst
step the scale is extracted per run-range and per pseudorapidity region (four bins, two in
the barrel and two in the endcap) to take into account imperfect transparency corrections.
In the second step the residual data-Montecarlo difference is investigated by looking
separately at the two RȠ bins (non-showering and showering electrons) in every pseudora-
pidity region, to factorize the effect of the material in front of the calorimeter.
Ļe ŀnal energy scale correction is then derived as the product of the two corrections
in n(run-range)4(pseudorapidity region)2(RȠ categories). Ļe relative scale difference
is deŀned as:
P =
mdata  mMC
mZ
(Ț.Ș)
where mdata and mMC are the CB parameters measuring the differences in data and
¹Ļe  is evaluated for each event by taking the median value of the following distribution:  =
median
hn
pTj
Aj
oi
, where the index j runs over all the jets reconstructed in the event, and Aj is the jet area. A
detailed description can be found in [Ƞș].
²We deŀne an electron to be showering if it irradiates at least one detectable photon before reaching the
ECAL.
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Montecarlo between the ŀtted Z invariant mass peak position and the PDGmZ value. Ļe
quantity (1 P ) ranges up to 1:5ȋ in the barrel, and up to 4:9ȋ in the endcap, and it is
applied as a multiplicative factor to data to correct the photon energy scale.
MC Energy Smearing. Ļe electron supercluster energy is modiŀed by applying a
random Gaussian multiplicative factor centered in (1 + P ) and with a  resolution,
where P is the energy scale correction deŀned in equation Ț.Ș, and  is the additional
constant term in the energy resolution.
After deŀning n exclusive electron categories, the nind = [n(n + 1)/2] independent
invariant mass distributions of Z ! e+e  are built in data and simulation. Ļe method is
based on the simultaneous minimization of the data-Montecarlo discrepancy in the nind
invariant mass distributions as a function of the 2n parameters (Pi;i). Ļe motivation
for building a combined likelihood of all the nind distributions is to include in the smearing
computation also the events where the two electrons lie in different categories. We use 9
electron categories, accounting for different  regions of barrel and endcap, for different RȠ
intervals and for the distance between the cluster and the ECAL module borders.
Two examples of mass distributions are visible in Figure Ț.Ț: the left plot shows the
Z ! e+e  with both electrons belonging to the (barrel, jj<1, RȠ>0:94) category, while
the right plot shows one mixed category: one (barrel, jj<1, RȠ>0:94) and one (endcap,
jj>2, RȠ>0:94) electron.
Ļe ŀnal smearing factors range from 1:1ȋ to 2:4ȋ in the barrel, and from 3:3ȋ to 6:1ȋ
in the endcaps.
Ț.Ș.Ȝ PŔśŠśŚ IŐőŚŠŕŒŕŏōŠŕśŚ
Photon identiŀcation is performed by applying cuts on a set of six discriminating variables.
Cut values are optimized separately for each of four categories deŀned in terms of pseudo-
rapidity andRȠ. Ļese categories have signiŀcantly differing levels of background and mass
resolution, and the use of categories thus provides increased sensitivity.
Ļe following variables are used to distinguish isolated photons originating from the
primary interaction from the background due to low multiplicity jets with high electromag-
netic content:
Ș. Relative combined isolation using selected event vertex.
An isolation sum is calculated as follows:X
Iso = IsoTrk + IsoECAL + IsoHCAL;
where:
• IsoTrk is the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of tracks which are consis-
tent with originating from the primary vertex (within 1 cm along the beam
direction and within0:1 cm transverse to the beam direction) and lie within a
hollow cone of size Ro < 0:3 centered around a line joining the selected pri-
mary vertex to the ECAL supercluster, excluding an inner cone (Ri = 0:02)
in order to avoid including the momentum of conversion tracks.
• IsoECAL is computed as the transverse energy sum of ECAL energy deposits in
crystals located within a cone of sizeRo < 0:3 (approximately 1250 crystals),
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centered around the supercluster position, excluding an inner veto cone (Ri =
3:5 crystals) and eta-slice ( = 2:5 crystals) in order to exclude the footprint
of the signal photon, which can be extended in the  direction in the case of
converted photons.
• IsoHCAL is the sum of the energies of HCAL towers whose centers lie within
an annular region of outer radius Ro = 0:4 and inner radius Ri = 0:15,
centered on the ECAL supercluster position.
For each of the isolation sums deŀned above, the energy deposited within the isolation
cone is contaminated by energy from pile-up and from the underlying event. Since
the contamination increases with the number of pile-up vertexes, the efficiency of the
isolation cut decreases with increasing pile-up. In order to maintain high efficiency
under high pile-up conditions, the contribution to
P
Iso from pile-up and the un-
derlying event is estimated on an event-by-event basis as the product of the measured
energy density  for the event determined using the FōşŠJőŠ algorithm [Ƞș, ȠȜ, Ƞȝ],
and an effective areaAeff corresponding to the isolation cone excluding veto regions.
Ļe pile-up corrected isolation sum is then given by:
X
IsoPUcorr =
X
Iso  Aeff
Ļe isolation sum is then scaled by pT ()/(50 GeV), where pT () is the transverse
energy of the photon determined using the selected primary vertex. In this way scaling
factor is close to 1 for typical signal photon transverse energies. Ļe relative isolation
is thus given by:
Isorel =
P
IsoPUcorr
pT ()/(50 GeV)
(Ț.ș)
ș. Relative combined isolation using event vertex giving highest IsoTrk.
Ļe isolation sum is calculated as above, except for the following:
• IsoTrk is computed for each reconstructed primary vertex and the largest value
is used.
• For all three sub-detector isolation (IsoTrk, IsoECAL and IsoHCAL), the outer
cone size Ro is set to 0:4.
• Ļe value of the effective area Aeff is enlarged.
Ļis deŀnition of isolation adds discrimination since in the previous deŀnitions IsoTrk
gives no discrimination in the case that the wrong primary vertex is selected, although
it is more powerful in the case that the correct vertex is selected. In this way the dif-
ferent deŀnitions are complementary.
Ț. Relative track isolation using selected event vertex.
Since track isolation is the most discriminating of the three sub-detector isolation, a
cut is additionally applied on relative isolation deŀned using track isolation only:
Isorel;T rk =
P
IsoTrk
pT ()/50GeV
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No pile-up subtraction is required since only tracks consistent with the selected pri-
mary vertex are included in the sum.
ț. H/E
Ļe ratio of hadronic energy to electromagnetic energy is calculated as the ratio of
the sum of HCAL tower energies within a cone of size R < 0:15 centered on
the ECAL supercluster position, to the energy of the supercluster. Due to the 25
radiation length thickness of the ECAL crystals, isolated photons have a value close
to or equal to zero.
Ȝ. ii
Ļe transverse shape of the electromagnetic cluster is computed with logarithmic
weights and is deŀned as
2ii =
P55
i wi(i   55)2P55
i wi
; wi = max

0; 4:7 + ln Ei
E55

;
where Ei and i are the energy and pseudorapidity of the ith crystal within the 55
electromagnetic cluster, and E55 and 55 are the energy and  of the entire 55
cluster. Ļe value of 2ii tends to be smaller for single isolated photons (including
converted photons, since the cluster is spread in the  direction only), than for the
background which is dominated by jets consisting of multiple 0s each decaying to
two photons.
ȝ. Minimum threshold onRȠ
A minimum threshold on RȠ (deŀned at the beginning of this section) is applied to
photons in the ECAL endcaps in order to exclude very poorly reconstructed photons.
To avoid misidentifying an electron as a photon, a conversion-safe electron veto is ap-
plied. It consists of removing photons if there is a electron matching to the photon super-
cluster, with no missing hits and having no matching reconstructed conversion.
Ļe photon identiŀcation cuts are set to get the best compromise between signal effi-
ciency and fake rate. Ļis means that the cuts are tighter in the lowRȠ category than in the
high RȠ category, and tighter in the endcap than in the barrel. For this cut setting proce-
dure, subleading photon candidates are used, taking H !  (mH = 120GeV) events as
signal, and +jet events as background. After optimizing many different sets of cuts corre-
sponding to different S/B ratio, we decide to use the super-tight working point whose cuts
are listed in table Ț.Ș. Ļe chosen selection criteria are applied to both legs of the diphoton
pair. Ļe efficiency of the photon ID variables as a function of the number of reconstructed
vertexes in shown in ŀgure Ț.ț in the four photon categories. Ļe single-photon efficiency
evaluated on a simulated signal samples ranges from 97ȋ to 83ȋ going from the ŀrst to last
category. Ļe fake rate evaluated on a simulated QCD sample ranges from 8ȋ to 53ȋ. Ļe
diphoton efficiencies evaluated on both Montecarlo an data are discusses thoughtfully in
the next sections.
Ț.Ș.ȝ PŔśŠśŚ PŞőşőŘőŏŠŕśŚ
All prompt and non-prompt photons within acceptance are required to pass a preselection.
Ļis selection is conceived to keep the common phase space of data passing the online HLT
ŀlter, and Montecarlo events passing the generator level ŀlters.
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(a) Barrel (b) Endcap
Figure Ț.Ș. Z boson invariant mass in a Z! e+e data sample collected in șȗȘȘ. Ļe Z peak is used
as a reference to show the role of the individual channel calibration (IC) and transparency loss
corrections (Laser): uncalibrated and uncorrected (no IC, no Laser) data in blue, calibrated but
uncorrected (IC, no Laser) data in red, and calibrated and corrected (IC, Laser) data in black.
Table Ț.Ș. Ļresholds of the photon identiŀcation selection criteria in the four photon categories.
Ļe selection is applied to both the leading and subleading photons.
Variable Barrel Endcap
RȠ > 0:94 RȠ < 0:94 RȠ > 0:94 RȠ < 0:94
Rel. Comb. Iso. (selected vtx.) 3:8 GeV 2:2 GeV 1:77 GeV 1:29 GeV
Rel. Comb. Iso. (worst vtx.) 11:7 GeV 3:4 GeV 3:9 GeV 1:84 GeV
Rel. Track Iso. (selected vtx.) 3:5 GeV 2:2 GeV 2:3 GeV 1:45 GeV
ii 0:0106 0:0097 0:028 0:027
H/E 0:082 0:062 0:065 0:048
RȠ 0:94 0:36 0:94 0:32
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(a) Both photons in barrel, High RȠ (b) Both photons in barrel, Low RȠ
(c) At least one photon in endcap, High RȠ (d) At least one photon in endcap, Low RȠ
Figure Ț.ș. Comparison of the diphoton mass resolution in the four analysis categories using the
H !  Montecarlo (mH = 120GeV) Ļe default reconstructed photon energy is shown in
black, and the full regression-corrected energy is shown in red.
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(a) Both electrons in the same (barrel, high) RȠ cate-
gory.
(b) Electrons in different categories, one being (end-
cap, low RȠ ).
Figure Ț.Ț. Invariant mass distribution of Z! e+e events in different categories. Red histogram is
the standard Montecarlo simulation, while the black empty histogram is the optimal smearing
of Montecarlo energies to match data distributions.
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Figure Ț.ț. Photon Identiŀcation variables as a function of the number of vertexes in the four photon
categories. Within the legend, “Iso Good” stands for Relative Combined Isolation with respect
to the selected vertex; “Iso Bad” stands for Relative Combined Isolation with respect to the
worst vertex; “HoE” stands for H/E.
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Ļe motivation is to be sure that the photon identiŀcation optimization is performed
in a region where Montecarlo can properly describe the behavior of data and, at the same
time, to discard events too close to the trigger turn-on.
Ļe variables used for preselection are therefore built to be similar to those used in the
HLT trigger (a detailed description of theHTL can be found in [ȠȞ]) and in theMontecarlo
ŀlter. Ļey consist in photonET thresholds, requirements on the photon shower shape and
on several isolation criteria. Moreover, to avoid misidentifying an electron as a photon, a
conversion-safe electron veto is applied.
Since the trigger thresholds evolved with time, to determine a ŀxed set of cut values
we consider the tightest trigger combination which covers the common phase space of all
the available trigger paths. Ļis choice also allows to strongly simplify the trigger efficiency
calculation.
Ļe preselection variables and the relative threshold for barrel and endcap are listed in
table Ț.ș. All the variables have been already presented in the previous section (Ț.Ș.Ȝ) except
for the isolation ones. Ļey are simpler with respect to those used in the standard photon
id, since they have to rełect the selection performed online. Ļe deŀnition of such variables
follows:
Ș. ET-corrected Ecal Isolation: IsoECAL   0:012ET ()
ș. ET-corrected Hcal Isolation: IsoHCAL   0:005 ET ()
Ț. ET-corrected Tracker Isolation: IsoTrk   0:002 ET ()
ț. Charged Isolation: the sum of pT of the charged particle łow candidates³ within
0:02 < R < 0:2.
Table Ț.Ț shows preselection efficiencies measured using tag and probe with Z !
e+e events for data ("DATA), Montecarlo ("MC) and the ratio "DATA/"MC , for the four
photon categories.
Ļe effect on the signal photon of the electron veto requirement has been evaluated from
data in a sample of Z !  events, and compared with events selected in a simulated
sample of DY events. Ļe photon from Z !  in a mass window 70 to 110GeV is
further subjected to the preselection criteria described above, except the electron veto, and
used as probe. Ļe electron veto efficiency is measured as the ratio of “passing” photons
divided by the total number of preselected photons. Table Ț.ț lists the results in data and
simulation and their ratios. Values are given for the four categories used in the analysis.
Ț.Ș.Ȟ PŔśŠśŚ IŐőŚŠŕŒŕŏōŠŕśŚ PőŞŒśŞřōŚŏő
Figure Ț.Ȝ shows the signal efficiency of the super-tight working point for photons from
simulated Higgs bosons withmH = 124GeV, as a function of pseudorapidity and pT , for
each of the four photon categories. Ļe efficiency of the same selection is measured in data
using the tag and probe technique. Z ! e+e events are used to determine the combined
efficiency of all the cuts listed in table Ț.Ș with the exception of the electron veto cut whose
efficiency is measured using Z!  events. In table Ț.Ȝ are listed the efficiencies mea-
sured using tag and probe with Z! e+e events for data ("DATA) andMontecarlo ("MC),
³Ļe particle łow technique is a reconstruction algorithm that aims to identify every visible particle of the
event by considering information coming from all the sub-detectors [Ƞȟ–Șȗȗ].
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Table Ț.ș. Preselection variables and thresholds in the four photon categories.
Category Variable Criterion
Barrel RȠ  0:94
H/E
< 0:075
RȠ > 0:94 < 0:082
Endcap RȠ  0:94 < 0:075
RȠ > 0:94 < 0:075
Barrel RȠ  0:94
ii
< 0:014
RȠ > 0:94 < 0:014
Endcap RȠ  0:94 < 0:034
RȠ > 0:94 < 0:034
Barrel & Endcap
RȠ  0:94 Corrected IsoECAL < 4GeV
RȠ > 0:94 < 50GeV
RȠ  0:94 Corrected IsoHCAL < 4GeV
RȠ > 0:94 < 50GeV
RȠ  0:94 Corrected IsoTrk < 4GeV
RȠ > 0:94 < 50GeV
RȠ  0:94 Charged Isolation < 4GeV
RȠ > 0:94 < 4GeV
and the ratio "DATA/"MC , for the four photon categories. Efficiencies are computed with
respect to the preselection described in Section Ț.Ș.ȝ. Analysis selection efficiencies are
determined from signal Montecarlo and are corrected to account for differences between
Monte Carlo and data using the above ratio.
Table Ț.Ț. Photon identiŀcation efficiencies measured in the four photon categories using tag and
probe with Z! e+e events (for all cuts except electron rejection).
Data Simulation Ratio
" STAT SY ST " STAT " 
Barrel RȠ > 0:94 0:9894 0:0002 0:0030 0:9916 0:0001 0:998 0:003
RȠ < 0:94 0:9327 0:0006 0:0055 0:9369 0:0003 0:996 0:006
Endcap RȠ > 0:94 0:9832 0:0007 0:0090 0:9771 0:0002 1:006 0:009
RȠ < 0:94 0:9298 0:0014 0:0170 0:9298 0:0003 0:999 0:018
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(a) Efficiency vs photon pseudorapidity
(b) Efficiency vs photon transverse momentum
Figure Ț.Ȝ. Photon Identiŀcation efficiency measured in a Higgs signal sample ( mH = 124GeV)
for each of the four photon categories.
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Table Ț.ț. Efficiency of the conversion-safe electron veto applied at the preselection level, measured
in the four photon categories using tag and probe with Z !  events. Ļe data to simulation
ratio is also shown with its error. Ļe efficiency is built using for the denominator photons
passing all the preselection cuts except the electron veto; the numerator is the number of photons
passing also the electron veto.
Data Simulation Ratio
"  "  " 
Barrel RȠ > 0:94 0:999 0:001 1:000 0:000 0:999 0:001
RȠ < 0:94 0:982 0:004 0:990 0:003 0:992 0:005
Endcap RȠ > 0:94 0:990 0:004 0:999 0:002 0:990 0:004
RȠ < 0:94 0:966 0:008 0:985 0:006 0:981 0:010
Table Ț.Ȝ. Photon identiŀcation efficiencies measured in the ț photon categories using tag and probe
with Z ! e+e events (for all cuts except electron rejection) with respect to the preselection
efficiencies.
Category Data Simulation Ratio
" STAT SY ST " STAT " 
Barrel RȠ>0:94 0:9086 0:0007 0:0025 0:9064 0:0003 1:002 0:003
RȠ<0:94 0:7051 0:0008 0:0080 0:7109 0:0003 0:992 0:011
Endcap RȠ>0:94 0:7623 0:0012 0:0055 0:7464 0:0008 1:021 0:008
RȠ<0:94 0:4554 0:0015 0:0115 0:4435 0:0006 1:027 0:026
Ț.ș Jet Reconstruction
A colored energetic particle, such as a quark or a gluon expelled in a high-energy proton-
proton collision, due to the intensity of the strong ŀeld potential is energetically incentivated
into losing its color charge in the formation of stable, colorless conŀgurations. Ļis is done
by multiple radiations of gluons which excite the vacuum producing quark-antiquark pairs,
and the quarks eventually combine themselves in the formation of mesons and baryons.
Ļis process is known as hadronization. Quadrimomentum conservation laws applied to the
initial parton imply that the hadronization products will have a quasi collinear conŀguration,
in the parton’s direction: these sprays of particles are visible in modern detectors, and are
commonly referred to as jets.
Ț.ș.Ș RőşŜśŚşő ōŚŐ RőşśŘšŠŕśŚ
Ļe aim of jet reconstruction is to measure the momentum of the colored parton which
initiated the hadronization process. In order to do so, ŀnal state particles, visible in the de-
tector, have to be grouped together, through the choice of an appropriate jet algorithm, as
will be shown in the following section. Ļe same algorithm is applied to reconstructed ob-
jects and to generator-level particles, giving rise respectively to reconstructed and generator
jets. Each reconstructed jet can be matched to its corresponding generator jet topologically,
by choosing the closest generator jet on the - plane.
Two variables are commonly employed to measure jet reconstruction performance: the
Ț.ș Jet Reconstruction țȠ
jet response and resolution. Ļe response variable is deŀned on a jet-by-jet basis as the
ratio between the transverse momentum of the reconstructed jet and that of its matched
generator jet:
R = p
reco
T
pgenT
(Ț.Ț)
Ļis is deŀned only at Monte-Carlo level, as it accesses the generator information. Ļe
average value of this variable, hRi, is an estimator of the response of a given jet reconstruc-
tion strategy. Ļe jet resolution, instead, is usually deŀned as the width of the R variable
distribution, divided by the response.
Ț.ș.ș RőŏśŚşŠŞšŏŠŕśŚ MőŠŔśŐş
Ļree different methods of jet reconstruction are employed by CMS, characterized by the
way that the sub-detector inputs are used during the jet ŀnding procedure: calorimeter jets
(Calo-Jets), jet-plus-tracks jets ( JPT-Jets) and particle łow jets (PF-Jets).
Calorimeter jets are reconstructed using energy deposits in the ECAL andHCAL cells,
combined into calorimeter towers as inputs. A calorimeter tower consists of one or more
HCAL cells and the geometrically corresponding ECAL crystals. In the barrel region of the
calorimeters, the unweighted sum of one single HCAL cell and 55 ECAL crystals form
a projective calorimeter tower. Ļe association between HCAL cells and ECAL crystals
is more complex in the endcap regions of the ECAL. Beyond the coverage of the ECAL
(jj > 3:0), each calorimeter tower corresponds to one HCAL cell.
Ļe Jet-Plus-Tracks ( JPT) algorithm [ȘȗȘ] corrects the energy and the direction of
a calorimeter jet. It exploits the excellent performance of the CMS tracking detectors to
improve the pT response and resolution of calorimeter jets (tracking coverage extends up to
jj  2:4). Charged particle tracks are associated with each calorimeter jet based on spatial
separation in - between the jet axis and the track momentummeasured at the interaction
vertex. Ļe associated tracks are classiŀed as in-cone tracks if their projection onto the
surface of the ECAL falls within the jet cone. Conversely, if they are bent outside the cone
by the magnetic ŀeld, then they are called out-of-cone tracks. Ļe momenta of both in-
cone and out-of-cone tracks are then added to the energy of the associated calorimeter jet.
For in-cone tracks the expected average energy deposition in the calorimeters is subtracted,
based on the momentum of the track and the hypothesis that it originates from a charged
pion.
Ļe Particle Flow (PF) algorithm [Ƞȟ] aims to reconstruct, identify and calibrate each
individual particle in the event by combining the information from all CMS sub-detector
systems. PF particles are reconstructed as a combination of charged particle tracks and
clusters in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, as well as signals in either of the
two CMS preshower detectors and the muon system. Depending on which of the detector
systems contribute to a single particle, it is identiŀed as either an electron (track + ECAL),
muon (track + ECAL + HCAL + Muon System), photon (ECAL), charged hadron (track
+ ECAL + HCAL), or neutral hadron (HCAL). Ļe algorithm employs strategies to han-
dle ambiguities stemming from overlapping detector signals to avoid information double-
counting. Based on the particle type, the energy of each particle is calibrated. Charged
hadrons are treated under the assumption that they are pions. As a result of the PF recon-
struction, the inputs to the jet clustering are almost fully calibrated and the resulting higher
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level objects (jets) require small a posteriori energy corrections.
CMS employs several jet clustering algorithms, e.g. anti-kT [Șȗș], kT [ȘȗȚ, Șȗț] and
Sŕş-CśŚő [ȘȗȜ], with different choices for the jet size parameter R. Jets in the studies
presented here are reconstructed with the anti-kT algorithm, R = 0:5, provided by an
interface of the CMS software to the FōşŠJőŠ package [Șȗȝ].
Ț.Ț Missing Transverse Energy Reconstruction
In this analysis the EmissT variable is built summing the transverse energy of all the particle-
łow (PF) objects in the event:
   !
EmissT =  
X
n
(En sin n cosn {^+ En sin n sinn |^) (Ț.ț)
where the PF technique is a reconstruction algorithm already described in the previous
sections that aims to identify every visible particle of the event by considering information
coming from all the sub-detectors [Ƞȟ–Șȗȗ].
Ļe EmissT is one of the most sensitive variable to detector noise, imperfect alignment
between sub-detectors and imprecise jet energy reconstruction. One way to check that the
EmissT reconstruction is under control, is to compare the fake EmissT spectrum in data andMon-
tecarlo. Given that the two do not agree, several corrections are implemented to account
for all the systematic effects distorting the EmissT shape. Ļe correction factors target mostly
the energy of the jets, which need to be corrected before entering the EmissT computation.
It’s useful to recall here two jet-related quantities that have been introduced in the pre-
vious section: the jet response and the jet resolution. Ļe jet response is deŀned as the ratio
R = pT /pgenT , where pgenT is the transverse momentum of the jet clustered from stable parti-
cles before interacting with the detector (generator-level jet), and the numerator (pT ) refers
to the transverse momentum of a reconstructed jet (detector-level jet). For a ŀxed pgenT , the
distribution of R follows a Gaussian in good approximation, and the jet pT resolution is
deŀned as the standard deviation of the response distribution.
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Figure Ț.ȝ. Uncorrected Particle Flow EmissT distributions.
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Two variables are used to compare EmissT between data and simulation: the EmissT magnitude
and the EmissT direction (EmissT ). Ļe former (ŀgure Ț.ȝ(a)) shows that the EmissT distribution
in data is wider and slightly shifted with respect to the Montecarlo one. To let the simu-
lation correctly describe the width of the data distribution, we apply a smearing factor to
the Montecarlo jet energy, because in [ȘȗȞ] we ŀnd the that the simulated jet resolution
is underestimated. To account for the offset in the EmissT scale — caused by the jet mean
response in data not being equal to one as a function of  [Șȗȟ] — we choose to apply a
scale factor to the jet energy in data depending on the jet pseudorapidity.
Ļe (EmissT ) distribution in ŀgure Ț.ȝ(b) shows that both data and Montecarlo distri-
butions are not -symmetric. Ļe asymmetry is found to be caused by a systematic shift
in the EmissT vector components, and the correction we apply aims at łattening the (EmissT )
distribution.
Ļe derivation and implementation of the three correction factors (smearing, shifting,
scaling) is described in the next sections.
EmissT Smearing
Ļe smearing of the simulated EmissT distribution is performed by smearing the energy of the
jets involved in the EmissT computation. Two different procedures are implemented: the ŀrst
deals with reconstructed jets matching with the generator-level information; the second
deals with fragmentation jets not linked to any generator-level parton. Both of them take
advantage of the jet studies performed at the beginning of the data taking, when the low
instantaneous luminosity allowed to perform low-pT QCD studies. And both of them aim
at modifying the reconstructed jet energy in the range allowed by the jet energy resolution.
Ļe latter is not a ŀxed value, but it varies as a function of the jet pseudorapidity— rełecting
the differences in terms of instrumental noise and background processes between the central
and the forward regions of the detector — and as a function of the jet pT .
Ļe smearing factors in the two cases are computed as follows:
Ș. Matching. When the jet is matched to the parton-level information, the smearing
factor is factorized into a pT -dependent and a -dependent term. Since the true
transversemomentum (pgenT ) is known, the pT -dependent term consists in the relative
difference between the reconstructed and the generated momentum:
precoT   pgenT
precoT
:
Ļe -dependent term (R()) is computed using the asymmetry method [ȘȗȠ] in
 + jet events. Ļe method consists in selecting events where the momentum of the
two objects is fully balanced, and it exploits the excellent energy resolution of the
ECAL to measure the photon energy and predict the jet energy. Ļe distribution
of the ratio between the jet and the photon energy quantiŀes the jet resolution. Ļe
R() values as a function of the jet  are reported in table Ț.ȝ. Ļe overall correction
f ( ; pT ) is summarized in equation Ț.Ȝ.8><>:
psmearedT = p
reco
T  (1 + f(; pT ))
f( ; pT ) = (R()  1) p
reco
T   pgenT
precoT
(Ț.Ȝ)
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Table Ț.ȝ. Expected jet energy resolution.
Pseudorapidity Region Expected Jet Resolution
0:0   1:1 1:07 0:020+0:02 0:033
1:1   1:7 1:10 0:031+0:03 0:039
1:7   2:3 1:07 0:048+0:05 0:047
2:3   5:0 1:18 0:062+0:04 0:072
ș. No Matching. When the jet is not matched, the  dependency of the jet resolu-
tion is still described by R(), but a new term is needed for the pT -dependent term.
We choose to use a normally distributed variable g, with null average and variance
E( ; pT ), where E is the expected jet-pT resolution and it is deŀned as follows:
E(; pT ) = S(; pT )
p
R2()  1:
Ļe term S(; pT ) is the outcome of a fully differential (, pT ) study using the asym-
metry method described above in dijet and  + jet events [ȘȗȞ]. Figures from Ț.Ȟ
to Ț.Ƞ are retrieved from [ȘȘȗ], and they show the pT dependence of the jet energy
resolution in several  bins. We use these plots as a look-up table: the  value dis-
criminates which plot to use, the pT value determines the position on the x axis, and
S(; pT ) is the value of the expected jet resolution. Ļe overall correction is described
in equation Ț.ȝ 8><>:
psmearedT = p
reco
T  (1 + g)
g  Gauss (0; E(; pT ))
E(; pT ) = hS(; pT )i 
pR2()  1 (Ț.ȝ)
EmissT Shift
Ļe fake EmissT distribution is dominated by the detector noise. If the noise is uniform in ,
the EmissT projection along the x and y directions (the two axes spanning the plane transverse
to the beam line) follow a Gaussian distribution with null average. On the contrary, the plot
in ŀgure Ț.ȝ(b) shows a large  asymmetry, suggesting a possible shift of the EmissT vector.
To test this hypothesis, a Montecarlo sample simulating the Drell-Yan (DY) process
is considered. Ļe DY has negligible EmissT coming from real physics processes, hence it is a
good candidate to study fake EmissT . We deŀne(
Emissx = EmissT  cos
 
(EmissT )

Emissy = EmissT  sin
 
(EmissT )
 (Ț.Ȟ)
and ŀgure Ț.Șȗ shows the Emissx and Emissy distribution of the DY sample, where a Gaus-
sian ŀt highlights the average of the two distributions.
Given the difference of the Emissx and Emissy mean value from zero, we test a correction
based on recomputing the EmissT vector by shifting its component of the amount needed to
cancel out this difference. But correcting for such a shift turns out to be not sufficient.
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Figure Ț.Ȟ. Scaled Montecarlo truth resolution compared to data for jets reconstructed with the PF
algorithm in 0:0  jj < 0:5 (left); 0:5  jj < 1:0 (center); 1:0  jj < 1:5 (right).
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Figure Ț.ȟ. Scaled Montecarlo truth resolution compared to data for jets reconstructed with the PF
algorithm in 1:5  jj < 2:0 (left); 2:0  jj < 2:5 (center); 2:5  jj < 3:0 (right).
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Figure Ț.Ƞ. Scaled Montecarlo truth resolution compared to data for jets reconstructed with the PF
algorithm in 3:0  jj < 5:0.
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Figure Ț.Șȗ. Distributions of the fake missing transverse energy along the x (left) and y (right)
directions. Gaussian ŀts are overlaid to show the systematic shift in the mean value.
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Figure Ț.ȘȘ. Fake Missing Transverse Energy shifts along the x (left) and y (right) directions as
a function of the total visible transverse energy (șȗȘș Drell-Yan sample: DYJetsToLL_M-
Ȝȗ_TuneZșStar_ȟTeV-madgraph-tarballSummerȘș-PU_SȞ_STARTȜș_VȠ-vșAODSIM).
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Table Ț.Ȟ. Fitted parameters of the Emissx and Emissy correction functions.
Sample Component Fitted Parameter p0 Fitted Parameter p1
Data Emissx  0:666  0:035 0:006239  0:000049
Data Emissy 0:673  0:035  0:004613  0:000050
Simulation Emissx 0:021  0:038  0:001346  0:000036
Simulation Emissy 0:826  0:039  0:003714  0:000036
Further investigations shows that the Emissx and Emissy shifts are not constant. In particular
they vary linearly as a function of the total visible transverse energy in the event (SumET).
To evaluate the proper correction factor, we divide the sample in bins of SumET, and for
each bin we compute the average Emissx and Emissy shift. Ļe two distributions are separately
ŀtted with a ŀrst order polynomial, and each of them represents a continuous correction
function. Ļe ŀtted functions for the simulated DY sample are shown in ŀgure Ț.ȘȘ.
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Figure Ț.Șș.Missing Transverse Energy shifts along the x (left) and y (right) directions as a function
of the total visible transverse energy in șȗȘș data (Run2012A Prompt Reco).
Ļe parameters derived so far cannot be used to correct the EmissT shift in collision data.
Indeed, the (EmissT ) asymmetry is different between data andMontecarlo (as shown in the
ŀgure Ț.ȝ(b)). Ļe same procedure is repeated using a collision data sample, and the relative
correction functions are shown in ŀgure Ț.Șș.
Ļe formula to properly shift and correct EmissT as a function of SumET is the following:(
E0missx = Emissx   (p1  SumET + p0)
E0missy = Emissy   (p1  SumET + p0)
(Ț.ȟ)
where the parameter p0 and p1 are listed in table Ț.Ȟ.
Jet Scaling
For a well calibrated detector, the pT of a reconstructed jet corresponds on average to the
transverse momentum pgenT of the generator-level jet. However in real life the jet response is
never unitary, andMontecarlo based correction are applied during the event reconstruction.
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Residual  and pT dependencies of the jet response in data are investigated by balancing
the total energy in dijets and  + jet events (as for the jet resolution). Studies performed
within the CMS Jet-Met group show that the only relevant residual discrepancy in the jet
response is a function of the jet pseudorapidity [Șȗȟ]. Ļe residual correction that we apply
as a multiplicative factor to the jet energy in data is shown in ŀgure Ț.ȘȚ; this is the last step
needed to have a reliable Montecarlo description of the EmissT distribution.
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Figure Ț.ȘȚ. Residual Jet Corrections as a function of .
In summary, the jet smearing procedure is applied only to simulation, the EmissT shifts
are applied both to data and Montecarlo (using different values), and the jet scaling is
applied only to data. Using all the corrections described so far, we compute again the
EmissT magnitude and the EmissT direction. Ļey are shown in ŀgure Ț.Șț.
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Figure Ț.Șț. Corrected Particle Flow EmissT : Magnitude (left) and Azimuthal Angle (right)
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Ț.ț Isolated Lepton Reconstruction
Electrons are identiŀed as clusters of ECAL energy deposits matched to tracks from silicon
tracker with an algorithm which accounts for possible energy loss due to bremsstrahlung
in the tracker material. Electron candidates require a cluster with ET > 20GeV with
pseudorapidity jj < 1:4442 or 1:566 < jj < 2:5. Misidentiŀed jets are suppressed by the
particle-łow (PF) isolation requirement. Such PF isolation takes into account the particles
which are in a particularR cone around the reconstructed lepton. As to electron isolation,
it requires the cut on the combined relative isolation
X
PFChIso(e)+max(0:; PFPhoIso(e)+PFNeuIso(e) Aeff ))/pT (e) (Ț.Ƞ)
where PFChIso, PFPhoIso, PFNeuIso are respectively the charged hadrons, photons and
neutral hadrons in aR = 0:3 cone with respect to the electron direction. Ļe parameters
 and Aeff have been already introduced; they measure respectively the average energy
density in the event, and the effective area spanned by the objects clusterized in the jet. Ļe
electron identiŀcation cuts are summarized in Tab. Ț.ȟ.
Table Ț.ȟ. Electron identiŀcation requirements.
Variable Criterion
Barrel Endcap
ii < 0:01 < 0:03
in < 0:015 < 0:010
in < 0:007 < 0:009
H/E < 0:12 < 0:10
d0 w.r.t. selected vertex < 0:02 cm
dz w.r.t. selected vertex < 0:2 cm
j1/E   1/pj < 0:05
Combined relative PF isolation < 0:15
vertex ŀt probability (conv. rej.) > 10 6
missing hits (conv. rej.)  1
Muons are identiŀed requiring a good consistency between tracker and muon detector
measurements. Such requirement is essential to reduce the contamination from muons
produced in decays of hadrons and from beam halo. Ļe tracker muons reconstruction
starts from the inner tracker information, while the global muon reconstruction starts from
segments in the muon chambers. Ļe muon candidate is required to be reconstructed also
by the PF algorithm, and to have pT > 20GeVand jj < 2:4. Ļe muon identiŀcation is
based on cuts on the following variables: 2/ndof of the global-muon track ŀt, transverse
impact parameter of its tracker track with respect to the primary vertex, the longitudinal
distance of the tracker track with respect to the primary vertex, number of pixel hits, and
number of tracker layers with hits. Moreover, it is required that muon segments in at least
two muon stations and at least one muon chamber hit are included in the global muon track
ŀt.
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Ļe muon isolation requires the cut on the combined relative PF isolationX
PFChIso() +max(0:; PFPhoIso() + PFNeuIso() Aeff  )/pT ()
(Ț.Șȗ)
where PFChIso, PFPhoIso, PFNeuIso are respectively the charged hadrons, photons and
neutral hadrons in a R = 0:4 cone. Ļe muon selection criteria are summarized in Ta-
ble Ț.Ƞ.
Table Ț.Ƞ. Muon identiŀcation and isolation requirements.
Variable Criterion
Number of pixel hits > 0
2/n.d.f < 10
Number of muon hits > 0
Number of matched muon stations > 1
Number of tracker layers > 5
d0 w.r.t. selected vertex < 0:02 cm
dz w.r.t. selected vertex < 0:05 cm
Combined relative PF isolation < 0:2
ȜȠ
Chapter ț
Inclusive Analysis of Diphoton Events
Ļe study of the Higgs boson in the lowmass region is driven by mainly ŀve decay channels:
• H ! V V (where V =W;Z)
• H ! +  
• H ! b b
• H !  .
Ļe ŀnal state involving two b quarks has the largest branching ratio, but it is swamped
by the overwhelming hadronic background [ȘȘȘ]. Ļe decay into two W bosons occurs
with a probability similar to the decay into two b quarks, and the W leptonic decay can
be used to strongly suppress the background. Ļe price for this choice is a reduced yield
because of the leptonic branching ratio, and the impossibility to precisely reconstruct the
Higgs boson invariant mass because of the neutrinos [ȘȘș, ȘȘȚ]. If the two vector bosons
are two Zs, the ŀnal state objects (jets and leptons) can be constrained to be resonant, and
the invariant mass of the four objects can precisely measure the Higgs mass. But the yield
of this channel is the lowest, and the analysis relies on really few events [ȘȘț,ȘȘȜ]. Finally,
the decay into two taus could result in a decent yield, but it is spoiled by the difficulty in
the reconstruction of the tau jets. Indeed, the challenge of tagging tau jets and properly
reconstruct their energy (accounting also for the invisible energy carried by neutrinos) is
currently driving the sensitivity of this channel [ȘȘȝ].
Ļe diphoton decay represents the best compromise between a reasonable yield (more
than 100 expected signal events in 5 fb-1) and a good sensitivity in the low mass region. Ļe
choice of investigating the Higgs couplings by means of this channel lies on the following
properties of its ŀnal state: it provides a clean ŀnal state topology, where the identiŀcation
of the two high energy photons is performed with a very high efficiency (see section Ț.Ș);
the mass peak can be reconstructed with great precision using the CMS high resolution
electromagnetic calorimeter; the analysis is in principle simple and straightforward, since
it consists in a classic bump hunt on a smooth background shape (section ț.Ȝ); the main
irreducible background is the direct photon production, having a cross section only ŀve
times larger with respect to the signal (section ț.Ș). And, despite its small branching ratio
of 0:2ȋ in the mass region of interest, the expected signal rate is roughly one order of
magnitude smaller than the SM background rate (section ȝ.ș).
ȝȗ ț. Inclusive Analysis of Diphoton Events
Ļe motivations for describing the inclusive analysis of the H !  channel before
introducing the exclusive analysis are mainly two:
Ș. the exclusive analysis assigns each event to a given category according to the presence
of a tagging object in the event (e.g. a pair of forward jets, an isolated lepton, large
EmissT ); when no such object is present, we consider the event to be untagged, and we
process it using the inclusive analysis. Ļerefore the latter can be considered as the
category of the exclusive analysis with the lowest priority;
ș. there are many features of the exclusive analysis inherited from the inclusive one, such
as the trigger, the vertex reconstruction and the photon selection. We introduce them
here, so that in the next chapter the focus will be only on the tagging objects.
Untagged signal events are mainly ascribable to the gluon-gluon fusion (GGF) Higgs
production mechanism. Ļis process has a cross section roughly twenty times larger than
the other production mechanism, hence is responsible for the majority of the signal yield.
ț.Ș Data Samples and Cross Sections
Ļe data sample consists of events collected by means of diphoton triggers through Spring
and Summer șȗȘș, and it corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 5:3 fb-1 atps = 8TeV.
Ļe description of the Higgs boson decaying in two photons and of all background
processes is obtained from Montecarlo simulations. Different matrix element generators
are used according to the simulated process, but all of them are interfacedwith PťŠŔŕō [ȘȘȞ]
(using the Z2* tune parameter set) to simulate parton hadronization and jet fragmentation.
After the generation step, the events are passed through the full CMS detector simulation
withGőōŚŠ 4 [ȘȘȟ]. Ļe number of simultaneous collisions (pile-up) is simulated such that
the running conditions of the șȗȘș run could be covered. Ļe pile-up scenario accounts for
both multiple pp collisions happening in the same bunch crossing (in-time), and for 50 ns
out-of-time pile-up. To let the simulated pile-up distribution match the one observed in
data, a reweighting procedure in necessary. Ļe latter is described in section ț.Ș.Ș.
Ļe signal samples describing the gluon fusion and the vector boson fusion processes
are generated using the next-to-leading-order (NLO) matrix element generator PśţŔőœ
[ȘȘȠ, Șșȗ]; whereas the associated production process is simulated directly with PťŠŔŕō
at leading order (LO). For the dominant gluon fusion process, the Higgs boson transverse
momentum spectrum is reweighted to the next-to-next-to-leading-logarithmic (NNLL) +
NLO distribution computed with the HŝT package [ȘșȘ–ȘșȚ].
Ļe SMHiggs boson cross-sections and branching ratios are taken from reference [Șșț].
In particular, the gluon fusion cross-section is computed at NNLO+NNLL for perturba-
tive QCD and NLO for electroweak (EWK) contributions. Ļe vector boson fusion cross-
section is computed at NNLO for QCD and NLO for Electroweak contributions. Ļe
associated production cross sections are computed at NLO QCD order. Ļe gluon fusion
process cross-section is reduced by ș.Ȝȋ for all values of mH to account for interference
with background diphoton ŀnal states [ȘșȜ]. Ļe magnitude of the variation of the inter-
ference effect in our acceptance is smaller than the systematic uncertainty on the effect. Ļe
uncertainty on the signal cross section due to PDF uncertainties is determined using the
PDFțLHC prescription [Șșȝ–ȘȚȗ]. Signal samples are produced for Higgs mass values
ranging from 90 to 150GeV with a 5GeV step (see Table ț.Ș).
ț.Ș Data Samples and Cross Sections ȝȘ
We consider two types of background processes. Ļe irreducible background has two real
high ET isolated photons. Ļe reducible background has at least one non-isolated photon.
A two real photon signature can be produced by both quark-antiquark annihilation (namely
Born qq ! X) and gluon-gluon fusion (namely Box gg ! ) as well as quark-gluon
Compton scattering with isolated Bremsstrahlung processes (namely Brem qg ! X) as
shown in Figure ț.Ș. We estimate the total differential rate of irreducible backgrounds to be
about 100 fb/GeV at 120GeV mass, hence high mass resolution is required to powerfully
discriminate a signal.
q
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Figure ț.Ș. Spectator diagrams for irreducible background with two isolated photons: (a) Born
qq ! X process, (b) Box gg ! , (c) Brem qg ! X .
Backgrounds in which at least one ŀnal state jet interpreted as a photon are considered as
reducible. Ļe dominant reducible backgrounds arise from QCD processes like +jet and
dijets, which can lead to fake photons induced by neutral hadrons 0 or  that are produced
in the jet fragmentation processes. To diminish the rate of reducible backgrounds to the level
of the irreducible one, the jet fake rate needs to be less than 10 3. A measurement of the
isolated photon production cross section is reported in [ȘȚȘ,ȘȚș], while a measurement of
the diphoton production cross section is published in [ȘȚȚ]. Published results of production
cross sections of irreducible and reducible backgrounds are in a reasonable agreement with
the perturbative QCD (pQCD) predictions at the next-to-leading order (NLO) level.
Ļe background Montecarlo samples are generated using PťŠŔŕō, using PśţŔőœ in-
terfaced with PťŠŔŕō, or using the MōŐGŞōŜŔ matrix-element generator interfaced with
PťŠŔŕō depending on the simulated process. Ļe SM background samples involving a
prompt or fake diphoton ŀnal state are summarized in table ț.ș.
Ļe pQCD calculations of the cross-sections and kinematic distributions of irreducible
and  + jet backgrounds carried out at NLO with the DŕPŔśŤ [ȘȚț] and JőŠPŔśŤ [ȘȚȜ]
programs, respectively. Ļese are general purpose cross-section integrators which include
both direct and fragmentation production mechanisms. Ļe k-factors [ȘȚȝ] used to rescale
the simulated background samples are summarized in table ț.Ț. It is important to note that
the ratio of the NLO to the LO cross sections (k-factor) may be large for the irreducible
background samples generated with PťŠŔŕō while it is smaller for the MōŐGŞōŜŔ gen-
erated samples since it includes the complementary high-pT jets.
Speciŀc backgrounds contributing to the Higgs boson tagged with lepton, EmissT and
two-jets are produced. Ļey include tt and electroweak processes that may produce the
same signature as VH channel electroweak processes:
Ș. top-quark pairs tt
ș. single vector bosons: W+jets, Z+jets,
Ț. diboson channels: W,WZ, ZZ
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Table ț.Ș. SMHiggs cross sections at ȟ TeV (pb) for different production mechanisms and H! 
branching ratios for different Higgs masses.
mH (GeV) Gluon Vector Boson W !WH , tt! H Branching
Fusion Fusion Z ! ZH Fraction
90 36:8 2:18 1:97, 1:06 0:32 1:23  10 3
95 33:2 2:07 1:68, 0:91 0:28 1:40  10 3
100 30:1 1:97 1:43, 0:78 0:24 1:59  10 3
105 27:4 1:88 1:23, 0:68 0:21 1:78  10 3
110 19:8 1:79 1:06, 0:59 0:19 1:97  10 3
115 25:0 1:71 0:92, 0:51 0:17 2:13  10 3
120 21:1 1:63 0:80, 0:45 0:15 2:25  10 3
125 19:5 1:56 0:70, 0:39 0:13 2:29  10 3
130 18:0 1:48 0:61, 0:35 0:12 2:26  10 3
135 16:7 1:43 0:54, 0:31 0:10 2:12  10 3
140 15:6 1:36 0:47, 0:27 0:09 1:93  10 3
145 14:6 1:31 0:42, 0:24 0:08 1:67  10 3
150 13:6 1:25 0:37, 0:22 0:07 1:36  10 3
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Figure ț.ș. Distribution of the number of reconstructed vertexes (a) before and (b) after the pile-up
reweighting procedure. Black dots represent Z! e+e data.
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Table ț.ș. BackgroundMontecarlo samples, their production cross section and number of simulated
events for different p^T -bins generated with PťŠŔŕō.
Dataset Kinematic Range  (pb) Events
Diphoton + jets (MōŐGŞōŜŔ) - 75:4 1154970
Diphoton Box (PťŠŔŕō) 10 < bpT  25 GeV 424:8 500400
Diphoton Box (PťŠŔŕō) 25 < bpT  250 GeV 15:54 500352
Diphoton Box (PťŠŔŕō) bpT > 250 GeV 1:18  10 3 500050
Photon + Jet (PťŠŔŕō) 20 < bpT  40 GeV 8:19  104 5907942
Photon + Jet (PťŠŔŕō) bpT > 40 GeV 8:84  103 5956149
QCD (PťŠŔŕō) 30 < bpT  40 GeV 5:20  107 6061407
QCD (PťŠŔŕō) bpT > 40 GeV 2:37  107 9790851
Drell-Yan + jets (MōŐGŞōŜŔ) M`` > 50 GeV 3:53  103 30461028
Table ț.Ț. Background k-factors applied to the Montecarlo background samples.
Process k-factor
pp!  (born & brem) 1:15
pp!  (box ) 1:3
pp! +jet (1 prompt) 1:3
pp!jets (1 prompt) 1:3
pp!jets (0 prompt) 1
Drell Yan 1:15
ț. diphoton associated with vector bosons and top quarks: W, Z, tt
Ļe cross section of these background samples, the generator used and other parameters
are summarized in Table ț.ț.
ț.Ș.Ș PŕŘő-šŜ ŞőţőŕœŔŠŕŚœ
Ļe simulation includes an accurate prediction of the number of interactions taking place in
each bunch crossing. However, to fully reproduce the expected distribution of the number
of interactions taking place in real data, the simulated events must be reweighted.
Although the primary vertex reconstruction has been shown well-behaved up to the
levels of pile-up observed in șȗȘș data, the ŀnal distribution of the number of vertexes is
still sensitive to the details of the primary vertex reconstruction and to the underlying event.
Additionally, the distribution of the number of reconstructed vertexes could be biased by
the offline event selection criteria and even by the trigger. In order to factorize these effects,
instead of reweighting the simulation by the number of reconstructed primary vertexes, we
reweight according to the number of pile-up interactions from the simulation truth. Ļe
target pile-up distribution for data is derived by using the per bunch-crossing instantaneous
luminosity (measured by the forward calorimeters) together with the total pp inelastic cross-
section (71mb).
To validate the reweighting technique we compare the vertexes reconstructed using
the Deterministic Annealing algorithm [ȘȚȞ] between data and Montecarlo in a Z !
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Table ț.ț. Electroweak backgroundMontecarlo samples, their production cross-sections and equiv-
alent simulated integrated luminosity.
Dataset Generator Kinematic Range  (pb) Events
tt MōŐGŞōŜŔ 157:5 1:17  106
WW (2`2) MōŐGŞōŜŔ 5:81 1:58  106
WZ(3`) MōŐGŞōŜŔ 1:057 2:56  106
ZZ(2`2q) MōŐGŞōŜŔ 1:28 1:94  106
ZZ(2`2) MōŐGŞōŜŔ 0:365 0:9  106
ZZ(4`) MōŐGŞōŜŔ 0:0921 5:1  106
W MōŐGŞōŜŔ ET () > 5GeV 322:356 4:7  106
Z MōŐGŞōŜŔ ET () > 5GeV 181:338 5:76  106
W+ MōŐGŞōŜŔ ET () > 10GeV 0:0667 6:2  105
W  MōŐGŞōŜŔ ET () > 10GeV 0:0504 1:2  105
Z MōŐGŞōŜŔ ET () > 10GeV 0:068 6:9  104
tt MōŐGŞōŜŔ ET () > 10GeV 0:001316 3:1  104
e+e sample. Ļe two distributions after the reweighting are reported in ŀgure ț.ș(b) and
they show a fair agreement.
ț.ș Trigger
Every LHC collision event at CMS is evaluated by the trigger system. Ļere are two levels
of triggers at CMS, the Level-1Trigger (L1) and theHigh Level Trigger (HLT).Ļe events
entering the analysis must pass a diphoton trigger decision. Ļe trigger criteria for identify-
ing events with a pair of photon candidates have evolved with the increasing instantaneous
luminosity delivered by the LHC.
Ļe diphoton triggers used by the analysis can be categorized into two types (two HLT
paths [ȘȚȟ,ȘȚȠ]), one with ET thresholds of 26/18GeV and the other with ET thresholds
of 36/22GeV, where the two thresholds are applied respectively to the leading and the
trailing photon. Each 26/18 path is required to be initiated by at least two hardware L1
e/ candidate, whereas each 36/22 path is required to be initiated by at least one hardware
L1 e/ candidate. Ļe minimum ET requirements for these L1-primitives are respectively
13/7GeV for the ŀrst path and 22GeV for the second path (the exact deŀnition of L1-
primitive can be found in [Șțȗ]).
Once the L1-seeding requirement has been satisŀed, ECAL electromagnetic clusters
are formed in the region in the vicinity of the L1 primitive(s). To save processor time in
the HLT, ECAL information is unpacked only from the readout units overlapping with a
rectangle centered on an L1 candidate with a size    = 0:25  0:4. Ļe resulting
cluster should have a position matching the L1 candidate, a transverse energy satisfying
the requirements of the given HLT path and show little energy in the hadronic calorimeter
(HCAL) region just behind it.
For the 26/18 path, we require the presence of at least two such clusters. Among these
clusters we require at least two passing the relevant HLT cuts (described later). For the
single-L1-seeded 36/22 diphoton path, we require only one such cluster. Ļis requirement
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being satisŀed, we try to reconstruct another candidate by unpacking the rest of the ECAL
information. Ļis candidate is also required to pass the HLT selection criteria.
Ļe HLT selection is based on the isolation of the photon, the shape of the electromag-
netic shower and the hadronic fraction of the total energy. Ļe general trigger strategy is
to keep all the possible good photon pairs using the “OR” of multiple paths implementing
different thresholds, and it is described in more detail in reference [ȘțȘ].
To measure the trigger efficiencies, one needs to evaluate separately the efficiency of
the L1-seeding (L1 efficiency) and the efficiency of the HLT ŀlters provided that the L1
requirement has been satisŀed. In this analysis, we use the tag and probe method on Z !
e+e data for efficiency measurements. Ļe data sample for efficiency studies is obtained as
follows:
Ș. From a dataset enriched with double electron events, we select those events passing
a loosely prescaled single electron path. Since this path requires only one electron
passing the tight HLT cuts, the other electron which is required to pass only a very
loose selection, is suitable for our measurement.
ș. We require at least one offline electron to be matched to the high quality HLT elec-
tron, and at least two offline photons to be matched to the two HLT electromagnetic
objects. Ļe two offline photons are required to have an invariant mass compatible
with the Z peak (between 70GeV and 110GeV), and to pass an offline pT cut of
30GeV and 22:5GeV, respectively.
Ț. We require the event to pass the preselection described in section Ț.Ș.ȝ.
ț. Ļe photon matched to the HLT electron leg is also required to be matched to an L1
e/ isolated object with ET > 22GeV. We label this photon as tag and the other
one as probe, and we perform various efficiency measurements.
To account for the fact that electrons and photons have different distributions of the
shower shape variable RȠ (described in section Ț.Ș), each electron pair used for the trigger
efficiency measurement has been weighted so that the RȠ distribution of the associated
clusters matches the one of Higgs photons. Ļe net effect is an increasing of the measured
efficiency due to the migration of events towards higher RȠ values.
For events passing the preselection and the standard photon selection (see section Ț.Ș.Ȝ)
we ŀnd the HLT efficiency to be (99:78 0:08)ȋ.
Ļe L1 efficiencies are (90:72  0:02)ȋ when there are two L1 candidates seeded by
the 13/7GeV thresholds, and (97:700:03)ȋ where there is just one L1 candidate seeded
by the 22GeV threshold.
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Ļe mass resolution of a narrow resonance decaying into two photons is driven by two
factors: the photon energy resolution and the resolution in measuring the opening angle
between the two photons. In this section the treatment of the latter will be described.
Since photons (and other neutral particles) cannot be readily assigned to a given interaction
vertex, the opening angle resolution strongly depends on determining the interaction where
the diphoton was produced.
ȝȝ ț. Inclusive Analysis of Diphoton Events
Ļe mean number of pp interactions per bunch crossing in the 8 TeV dataset is 18:7.
Ļe interaction vertexes reconstructed using the tracks of charged particles are distributed in
the longitudinal direction, z, with an RMS spread of 5 cm. If the interaction point is known
to better than about 10mm, then the resolution on the opening angle between the photons
makes a negligible contribution to the mass resolution, compared to the contribution from
the ECAL energy resolution. Ļus the mass resolution can be preserved by correctly as-
signing the reconstructed photons to one of the interaction vertexes reconstructed from the
tracks.
Ļe reconstructed primary vertex having the highest probability of being the interaction
vertex of the diphoton event can be identiŀed using the kinematic properties of the tracks
associated with the vertex and their correlation with the diphoton kinematic properties. In
addition, if either of the photons converts and the tracks from the conversion are recon-
structed and identiŀed, the direction of the converted photon, determined by combining
the conversion vertex position and the position of the ECAL supercluster, can be used to
point to and so identify the diphoton interaction vertex.
Ļe method used in this analysis to select the best primary vertex candidate is based on
a multivariate approach exploiting the kinematic properties of the vertex tracks and their
correlation with the diphoton kinematics, and adding the tracker information for converted
photons.
ț.Ț.Ș Bōşő ōŘœśŞŕŠŔřş
Ļe vertex identiŀcation algorithm exploits the correlation between the recoiling tracks and
the diphoton system. In events where one of the two photons converts into an e+e  pair,
the conversion tracks are reconstructed and linked to the photon supercluster. Ļe addi-
tional information is then used to locate the vertex.
Two unconverted photons. In presence of unconverted photons, the three variables
used for the vertex identiŀcation are:
• sumptȌ:
P
i j~piT j2.
• ptbal :  Pi(~piT  ~pTj~pT j).
• ptasym: (jPi ~piT j   pT ) / (jPi ~piT j+ pT ).
where the sums run over all tracks associated to a given vertex, and the last two variables
quantify the event pT balance with respect to the diphoton system. Ļe distribution of such
variables is shown in Figure ț.Ț.
It was veriŀed that, even with the increased pile-up conditions of șȗȘș data-taking, the
addition of more variables doesn’t bring signiŀcant improvements to the correct vertex as-
signment performances [Șțș].
At least one converted photon. Electron-positron pairs from reconstructed converted
photons can be exploited to determine the longitudinal coordinate of the primary interac-
tion vertex where the Higgs boson is produced (the conversion reconstruction algorithm is
detailed in section Ț.Ș.ș).
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Figure ț.Ț. Vertex identiŀcation variables extracted from the general tracks collection.
Two methods have been developed which give different performances depending on
where, in the CMS Tracker, the photon conversion occurs. Both methods exploit the
knowledge of the converted photon direction extracted from the conversion reconstruction;
once the direction is known it is extrapolated back to the beam line to obtain the z position.
In the ŀrst method the photon direction is calculated using the angle, , between the
conversion momentum and the z axis. Ļe conversion momentum is evaluated from the
track pair reŀtted with the vertex constraint. Ļe longitudinal coordinate of the primary
interaction vertex is then calculated as
ZPV = Zconv  Rconv  cot ()
where Zconv and Rconv are the z and the radius of the ŀtted conversion vertex.
In the second method, the direction of the converted photon is instead determined by
combining the information on the conversion vertex and the position of the ECAL super-
cluster so that the longitudinal coordinate of the primary interaction vertex is calculated
as
ZPV = Zconv   Rconv
(RSC  Rconv ) (ZSC   Zconv)
where Zconv and Rconv are the z and the radius of the ŀtted conversion vertex as in the
previous method, and ZSC and RSC are the z and the radius of the ECAL supercluster.
Figure ț.ț illustrates the two techniques.
Ļe CMS tracker is divided into six regions each with a different z resolution (as de-
scribed in section ș.ț and in [ȘțȚ]). Ļe resolution on the longitudinal position of the inter-
action vertex achieved by both methods is comparable, except in the Tracker Outer Barrel
(TOB) region where the conversion momentum method has a signiŀcantly worse resolu-
tion. For this reason the two methods are combined on an event-by-event basis, choosing
one or the other determination depending on the information on the conversion recon-
structed vertex which identiŀes the region of the tracker. Ļis brings an improvement of
about 1ȋ on the overall vertex ŀnding efficiency. Ļe resulting z distribution, measured
on the full șȗȘș data set and the simulated  + jet sample, is shown in Figure ț.Ȝ for the
six separate tracker regions. Ļe results obtained in data are listed in table ț.Ȝ and are used
in the analysis.
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Figure ț.ț. Illustration of the two methods considered to determine the z of the photon vertex in
case it converts. One method only extrapolates the conversion track (conversion only,) whereas
the other also takes into account the ECAL energy position (conversion + SC).
(a) Pixel Barrel (b) Tracker Inner Barrel (TIB) (c) Tracker Outer Barrel (TOB)
(d) Pixel Forward (e) Tracker Inner Disk (TID) (f ) Tracker Endcap (TEC)
Figure ț.Ȝ. z distributions for different tracker regions.
Table ț.Ȝ. Resolution on the primary vertex z as determined from conversions using the combined
method.
 (cm) Pix. Barrel TIB TOB Pix.Fwd TID TEC
Data șȗȘș 0:030 0:376 2:639 0:192 0:497 1:33
Simulated  + jet 0:015 0:294 1:901 0:112 0:362 0:915
Ratio data/simulation 2 1:279 1:388 1:729 1:373 1:453
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ț.Ț.ș CśřŎŕŚōŠŕśŚ
In order to exploit at best the shape and correlation between the variables obtained from the
general tracks collection and pairs of tracks identiŀed as photon conversions, a multivariate
discriminant is employed. In particular, the Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) algorithm is used
to combine all the information. Ļe inputs to the BDT are the sumptȌ, ptbal and ptasym
variables and, in events with at least one photon conversion, a fourth variable
pullconv =
jzvertex   zconvj
conv
where zconv is the estimated primary vertex position and conv is the resolution measured
in data.
Ļe BDT algorithm is trained on simulated H !  events withmH = 120GeV.
ț.Ț.Ț PőŞŒśŞřōŚŏő ŕŚ ŐōŠō
Performance of the identiŀcation algorithm when there are no conversions in the event is
tested on a Z ! +  sample, while the case with at least one conversion is tested in a
 + jet sample.
Without conversions. Events with a Z boson decaying into a muon pair are exploited
to measure the performance of the vertex identiŀcation directly on data. Ļe lepton tracks is
used to identify the hard interaction vertex and they are subsequently removed from collec-
tion of tracks used in the vertex reconstruction algorithm to mimic the topology of a Higgs
boson decaying into two photons.
Ļe difference in the pT spectrum of the Z and the Higgs is taken into account by
studying the efficiency of the vertex identiŀcation as a function of the boson pT .
A relative difference as a function of the boson pT between data and Montecarlo vertex
identiŀcation efficiency is then derived from Z events and later applied as a correction to
the Higgs MC (in the assumption that the relative data to MC differences between Higgs
and Z are the same).
Figure ț.ȝ shows the BDT output for Z! +  events in the simulation and in data,
demonstrating a general good agreement.
Ļe efficiency measured in data on the Z ! +  sample is reported in ŀgure ț.Ȟ as
a function of the pT of the boson and of the number of reconstructed vertexes.
With conversions. Ļe performance of the vertex identiŀcation BDT with converted
photons is measured on + jet events. Events with a converted photon and a jet with a pT
greater than 30GeV are selected for this measurement. Ļe tracks close to the jet direction
(R(jet; track) < 0:5) are excluded when calculating the variables entering the BDT. Ļe
vertex with the highest BDT score is chosen as the best vertex, and we consider it to be
correctly identiŀed if it lies within 10 mm from the vertex tagged by the jet. Figure ț.ȟ
shows the BDT output in  + jet events in data and simulated events; right and wrong
vertex assignment are shown separately.
Figures ț.Ƞ a) and b) show the vertex ŀnding efficiency as a function of the number of
reconstructed vertexes in the event and as a function of the transverse momentum of the
 + jet system. Results are shown for both data and simulated  + jet events.
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Figure ț.ȝ. Performance of the vertex identiŀcation using the combination BDT. A sample of
Z! +  events is used, where the true vertex is tagged by the muon tracks.
(a) (b)
Figure ț.Ȟ. Comparison of the vertex identiŀcation efficiency between data and simulation as a
function of of the number of reconstructed primary vertexes (a) and the boson pT (b).
ț.Ț Diphoton Vertex Identiŀcation ȞȘ
Figure ț.ȟ. Output of the BDT algorithm combining the three variables used for vertex identiŀ-
cation in case of unconverted photons, and the conversion vertex when it is available. Data-
Montecarlo comparison is shown using a sample of  + jet events in the presence of pile-up.
(a) (b)
Figure ț.Ƞ. Ļe BDT vertex identiŀcation efficiency for  + jet events with a converted photon.
a) BDT vertex identiŀcation efficiency as a function of the number of vertexes for data and
simulated events and their ratio; b) BDT vertex identiŀcation efficiency as a function of the
transverse momentum of the photon-plus-jet system, for data and simulated events and their
ratio.
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Figure ț.Șȗ. Performance of the BDT vertex identiŀcation on a H !  Montecarlo sample for
the șȗȘș pileup conditions.
ț.Ț.ț PőŞŒśŞřōŚŏő ŕŚ ō şŕřšŘōŠőŐ şŕœŚōŘ şōřŜŘő
Ļe fraction of H !  events where the vertex chosen using the BDT discriminant is
found within 10mm from the true vertex is shown as a function of the Higgs boson pT
in ŀgure. ț.Șȗ. Ļe overall efficiency integrated over the entire diphoton pT spectrum is
(79:0 0:2)ȋ.
ț.ț Selection Criteria & Event Categorization
Untagged events contribute differently to the Higgs analysis since the signal signiŀcance
depends on the mass resolution and on the signal-to-background ratio. Search sensitivity
can be increased by further subdividing the untagged events into sub-categories according
to indicators of mass resolution and predicted signal-to-background ratio, and combining
the results of a search in each sub-category. Two simple classiŀers are used: the conver-
sion probability of the two photons (i.e. the minimum RȠ of the two photons, RminȠ ),
and the maximum pseudorapidity of the two photons. Both classiŀers are effective in sep-
arating diphotons with good mass resolution from those with less good resolution and in
separating events with a higher signal to background probability from those with a lower
signal/background probability. Ļe sub-category boundaries are chosen tomatch those used
in deŀning the photon classes in the photon identiŀcation algorithm (section Ț.Ș.Ȝ). Ļe
untagged diphoton event categories are:
• Untagged 0: both photons in barrel and RminȠ > 0:94;
• Untagged 1: both photons in barrel and RminȠ < 0:94;
• Untagged 2: one or both photons in endcap and RminȠ > 0:94;
• Untagged 3: one or both photons in endcap and RminȠ < 0:94.
ț.Ȝ BackgroundModel ȞȚ
To obtain similar invariant mass shapes over the different sub-categories (hence simpli-
fying the background modeling), instead of cutting on the pT of the photon it was chosen
to cut on pT /m , where m is the candidate diphoton invariant mass. Ļis result in an
effective pT threshold that is no longer a ŀxed value. Ļe sliding cut has been ŀxed to be
Ș/Ț and Ș/ț respectively on the leading and trailing photon. Ļis means a cut of 40GeV
(leading) and 30GeV (trailing) for a candidate invariant mass of 120GeV. Ļe reason for
this choice is to avoid creating a non-monotonically declining mass spectrum in the back-
ground shape (due to potential turn-on effects in the pT distribution), and to obtain similar
invariant mass shapes over the different event categories.
Both photons are required to be in the acceptance of the detector: jSC j < 2:5 (where
SC is the position of the photon supercluster). And events where one of these photons lies
in the barrel-endcap transition region 1:44 < jSC j < 1:56 are removed. Moreover, the two
photons have to satisfy the super-tight photon-id requirements introduced in section Ț.Ș.
ț.Ȝ Background Model
Montecarlo simulation of the background processes is not used in the analysis. However,
the diphoton mass spectrum that is observed after the full event selection is found to agree
with the distribution predicted by Montecarlo, within the uncertainties on the cross sec-
tions of the contributing processes which is estimated to be about 15ȋ. Ļe background
components have been scaled by k-factors obtained from CMS measurements [Șțț–Șțȝ].
Ļe contribution to the background in the diphoton mass range 110 < m < 150GeV
from processes giving non-prompt photons is about 30ȋ.
For the analysis the backgroundmodel is obtained by ŀtting the observed diphotonmass
distributions in each of the 4 event classes with 5th order Bernstein polynomials (f(x) in
equation ț.Ș) over the range 100 < m < 180GeV.8>>><>>>:
f(x) =
nX
=0
 b;n(x); n = 5
b;n(x) =

n


x(1  x)n  ;  = 0; : : : ; n
(ț.Ș)
Ļe choice of the ŀt function is made based on a study of the bias whichmight be introduced
by the choice of the ŀt function on the measured signal strength.
Ļe study of bias is performed as follows. Four functions are ŀtted to the Montecarlo
background distribution of the diphoton invariant mass spectrum and taken as “truth mod-
els” for the background. Ļe choice of functions is intended to be sufficiently broad to span
the possibilities of the true distribution (i.e. the distribution to which signal-free data would
tend if the integrated luminosity were increased). Due to the variation of photon efficiency
with ET , and possible kinematic biases imposed by our event classiŀcation we are not, at
present, able to exclude the possibility that the true distribution has a polynomial form. Ļe
4 functions are:
Ș. Ļe sum of 2 exponential functions
ș. Ļe sum of 2 power functions (fm p1 + (1  f)m p2)
Ț. 2nd order Chebyshev polynomial
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ț. Laurent series with 4 terms (f1m 3 + f2m 4 + f3m 5 + (1  f1   f2   f3)m 6)
Pseudo-experiments describing possible experimental outcomes are then randomly gener-
ated using the ŀtted functions as generators of background. Further pseudo-experiments
are generated where a Standard Model signal is added to the background. Exclusion limits
are calculated for these experiments using the asymptotic approximation to the CLs proce-
dure [ȘțȞ], using a range of functions to ŀt the background in the generated experiments.
Background ŀtting functions in shortened (“sliding-window”) and extended ŀt ranges are
also tested. Ļe bias is computed as the average value of the observed signal strength in 2000
pseudo-experiments, at each of 9 mass values between 110 and 150GeV (5GeV steps).
It was found that a number of functions were able to reliably predict the local expected
background distribution, keeping the bias on the prediction to a small value for all the truth
models. Among these functions it was found that a 5th order polynomial ŀt to the range
100 < m < 180GeV best preserved the sensitivity of the analysis to excluding or
ŀnding a Higgs Boson signal. Ļe maximum average bias found when using the 5th order
polynomial ŀt was compared to the statistical uncertainty in the background ŀt, evaluated as
an absolute number of events in a 3GeVwindow. It is found that the statistical uncertainties
are at least 5 times larger than the remaining bias at all of the 9 mass points.
ț.ȝ Systematic Uncertainties
Ļe systematic uncertainties described here are related to common features of all the event
categories. Ļey are applied identically to all the categories when ŀtting the background
shapes and when measuring the per-mechanism Higgs cross sections, i.e. they are included
in the model as common nuisance parameters.
Single photon systematics account for the photon identiŀcation efficiency, in particular
for the efficiency of the high RȠ category, where the uncertainty results in a migration of
photons between the two categories; and for the ECAL energy scale and resolution.
Single event systematics account for the uncertainty on the measured integrated lumi-
nosity, for the vertex ŀnding efficiency and for the efficiency of the diphoton trigger.
Ļeoretical systematics come mostly from the uncertainty on the production cross sec-
tions, on the parton density functions, and on the factorization scale in simulating the frag-
mentation processes.
Ļe relevant values are summarized in table ț.ȝ.
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ț.Ȟ Results and Invariant Mass Fits
Background model ŀts to the diphoton mass distribution, on the hypothesis of no signal,
are shown for the four untagged event categories in ŀgure ț.ȘȘ. Ļe error bands show the
uncertainty on the background shapes associated with the statistical uncertainties of the ŀts.
Ļey are generated by randomly throwing values of the polynomial coefficients according to
the covariance matrix of the ŀt and building conŀdence intervals from the sampled values
of the curve at each value ofm .
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Figure ț.ȘȘ. Background function ŀtted to data in the four untagged categories. Figure (a) is cat-
egory 0: both photons in the barrel scoring high RȠ. Figure (b) is category 1: both photons in
the barrel scoring low RȠ. Figure (c) is category 2: at least one photon in the endcap scoring
high RȠ. Figure (d) is category 3: at lease one photon in the endcap scoring low RȠ.
As a sanity check we merge together the four untagged categories and we perform a
data-Montecarlo comparison of the invariant mass shape. Events contributing to the back-
ground distribution are divided into three components: those with two real photons, those
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Figure ț.Șș. Diphoton invariant mass distribution for events selected in all the event categories
for data and simulation. Backgrounds are represented by the ŀlled histograms, while the Higgs
signal (mH = 125 GeV) scaled by a factor 5 is shown by the red line. Ļe shaded band represents
the theoretical uncertainty on the Montecarlo prediction.
with one prompt and one fake photon, and those with two fake photons. Ļe relative frac-
tion of each component as a function of the diphoton invariant mass is shown in ŀgure ț.Șș.
Ļe Drell-Yan sample is treated separately, since its contribution is resonant at 91GeV and
it has a completely different shape with respect to the other backgrounds sources. Ļe ŀgure
shows that the most important background is due to two real photons; the two-fake com-
ponent being strongly suppressed by the tight photon-id. Ļe spikes visible in the simulated
m spectrum are due to the large weights needed to compensate the limited Montecarlo
statistics. Ļe nice data-Montecarlo agreement conŀrms that the corrections applied to the
photon energy are working properly and that the sliding pT cut used in the photon selection
criteria is not distorting the background shape.
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(a) 3D View
(b) Transverse View
Figure ț.ȘȚ. Display of a candidate Higgs event produced via gluon-gluon fusion.
ȞȠ
Chapter Ȝ
Exclusive Analysis of Diphoton Events
We perform an exclusive analysis of the diphoton decay channel with the aim of disen-
tangling the Higgs production mechanism. In particular, when the Higgs is produced via
vector boson fusion (VBF) or in association to a vector boson (VH), we exploit the promi-
nent topology of the ŀnal state to tag the event and to strongly reduce the background.
Ļree event tags are considered in this analysis: the dijet tag, deŀned by the presence of
two forward jets in the ŀnal state; the lepton tag, deŀned by the presence of at least one
isolated electron or muon; and the EmissT tag, deŀned by the presence of large EmissT . Signal
events that are dijet tagged are most likely produced via VBF, since the two initial state
quarks radiating the vector bosons gain small transverse momentum and result in two for-
ward jets. Lepton tagged signal events are ascribable to the VH production mechanism,
where the vector boson is decayed leptonically. EmissT -tagged signal events are equally as-
cribable to the VH mode, but in this case either the Z decayed to neutrinos or the lepton
was outside the acceptance region. Each tag is implemented as a standalone analysis, with
its own optimized selection criteria. Since the number of events in common between them
is non-negligible (especially between the lepton tag and the EmissT tag), we assign a priority
to each tag: events are ŀrstly scrutinized looking for leptons, than looking for jets and ŀ-
nally looking for large EmissT . Within each tagging analysis, the events are further divided
in different event sub-categories to increase the Higgs sensitivity.
Ļe event trigger, the photon selection and the vertex reconstruction are inherited from
the inclusive analysis and have already been described in chapter ț.
Ȝ.Ș Final State With Two Forward Jets
In this section we present the exclusive search for the diphoton Higgs decay with two ad-
ditional jets in the ŀnal state, deŀned to select the Vector Boson Fusion (VBF) production
process. In particular we address here events with two forward jets (originating from the
two scattered quarks), for which the production cross section is about a factor 10 smaller
than that of the gluon-gluon fusion process, but the signal to background ratio is higher
(typically by an order of magnitude).
Candidate diphoton events for the dijet tagged category have the same requirements
imposed on the photons as for the untagged category, with the exception of the pT thresh-
olds, which are modiŀed to increase signal acceptance. In the VBF events the pT of the
Higgs boson is boosted [Șțȟ] giving enhanced asymmetries in the photon pair energies and
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hence favoring a lower threshold on one of the two photons. Ļerefore the threshold re-
quirement for the trailing photon is set to pT () > 25GeV and the thresholds on the
leading photons is set to pT () > (55GeV)m/120.
Ȝ.Ș.Ș JőŠ SőŘőŏŠŕśŚ
In this analysis jets are reconstructed using the particle-łow algorithm [Ƞȟ,ȠȠ], which uses
the information from all CMS sub-detectors to reconstruct different types of particles pro-
duced in the event. Ļe basic objects of the particle-łow reconstruction are the tracks of
charged particles reconstructed in the central tracker, and energy deposits reconstructed in
the calorimeters. Ļese objects are clustered with the anti-kT algorithm [Șȗș] using a value
of 0:5 for the distance parameter R. Ļe jet energy measurement is calibrated to correct
for detector effects using samples of dijet,  + jet , and Z + jet events [ȘȗȠ]. Energy from
pile-up interactions (overlapping the hard scattering interaction), and from the underlying
event, is also included in the reconstructed jets. Ļis energy is subtracted using the FōşŠ-
JőŠ technique [Ƞș,ȠȜ,Ƞȝ], which is based on the calculation of the -dependent transverse
momentum density, evaluated on an event-by-event basis.
Ļe particles produced in the pile-up interactions are sometimes clustered by the jet
clustering algorithm into objects of apparent relatively large pT . Ļe resulting “pile-up jets”
are removed using selection criteria based on the compatibility of the jets’ tracks with the
primary vertex and the jets width. Ļe variables used for jet identiŀcation are deŀned as
follows:
 =
X
pT (track i) /
X
pT (track j)
i 2 tracks in jet not j 2 all tracks in jet
associated to primary vertex
jetRMS =
X
p2T (particle i) R2i /
X
p2T (particle j)
i 2 all particles in jet j 2 all particles in jet
Different cuts are applied in the different region of the detector. Table Ȝ.Ș summarizes the
selection.
Ļese cuts have been chosen to łatten the dependence of the background efficiency
on the number of interactions per event, while keeping the efficiency for jets from the hard
interaction high (> 95ȋ). In ŀgure Ȝ.Ș the discrimination power for the two variables under
study is reported. Ļe efficiency for both real jets and pile-up jets is shown in ŀgure Ȝ.ș,
while the improvement in the two-jet selection is in ŀgure Ȝ.Ț.
Ļe efficiency of the selection has been checked using samples of  + jet and Z(!
Table Ȝ.Ș. Summary of jet-ID cuts.
Jet Pseudorapidity  Ļreshold RMSĻreshold
 < 2:5 < 0:2 logNvtx   0:64 < 0:06
2:5 <  < 2:75 < 0:3 logNvtx   0:64 < 0:05
2:75 <  < 3 - < 0:05
3 <  < 4:7 - < 0:055
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Figure Ȝ.Ș. Discriminating variables used for the pile-up jet ID. Top left:  for jjetj < 2:5. Top
right: RMS for jjetj < 2:5. Bottom Left: RMS for 2:5 < jjetj < 3. Bottom Right: RMS
for jjetj > 3.
Figure Ȝ.ș. Efficiency of pile-up jet ID as a function of the pseudorapidity of the jet. Left: hard
interaction jets. Right: pile-up jets.
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Figure Ȝ.Ț. Effect of pile-up jet ID on the dijet selection. Efficiency here is the ratio of the events
passing the requirements pjetT (leading) > 30GeV and p
jet
T (trailing) > 20GeV to the events
where two photons are selected with loose photon ID. Top left: signal efficiency before pile-
up jet ID. Top right: signal efficiency after pile-up jet ID. Bottom left: background efficiency
before pile-up jet ID. Bottom right: background efficiency after pile-up jet ID.
Ȝ.Ș Final StateWith Two Forward Jets ȟȚ
)+jets events, where the jet recoiling to the photon (Z) is used as a probe. To reduce
the pile-up contamination on the probe side, requirements on the difference between the
azimuthal angle of the photon (Z) and the hardest recoiling jet are applied. In ŀgure Ȝ.ț the
efficiencies on data and MC are compared. As shown, the agreement is within 2-5ȋ de-
pending on the jet pseudorapidity. Ļis difference (parameterized as a function of transverse
momentum and pseudorapidity) is used as systematic uncertainty on the jet efficiency.
To eliminate jets reconstructed from the photons, we reject jets with R < 0:5 with
respect to each of the selected photons, where R =
p
(jet; )2 +(jet; )2.
Ļe two highest pT jets are retained to compute the dedicated VBF selection variables.
Ļe selection makes use of the following variables:
• Ļe transverse momenta of the leading and trailing jets: pT (j1) and pT (j2).
• Ļe dijet invariant mass,mjj .
• Ļe difference in pseudorapidity between the jets, (jj).
• Ļe so-called Zeppenfeld variable Z (deŀned later).
• Ļe difference in the azimuthal angle between the dijet and the diphoton,((j1j2);).
In ŀgure Ȝ.Ȝ and Ȝ.ȝ we show the pT and  distributions of the leading and subleading
jets after the photon selection. Ļe pT is shown for events that have both jets with a trans-
verse momentum larger than 20GeV, while the pseudorapidity is shown for events passing
the jet selection pT (j1) > 30GeV and pT (j2) > 20GeV.
Ļe VBF topology is characterized by the presence of two forward jets at high  that
are back-to-back, and a large central region without hadronic activity due to the exchange
of the colorless Higgs particle. Ļis turns into a large difference in pseudorapidity (jj)
between the two jets, ŀgure Ȝ.Ȟ(a).
Ļe difference in azimuthal angle between the diphoton system and the dijet system
((jj; )) is expected to peak at  for both signal and background processes, except when
one of the tagging jets is from a pileup interaction. Ļerefore the (jj; ) requirement
helps to reduce the background in the high-pileup regime (ŀgure Ȝ.Ȟ(b)).
Ļe Zeppenfeld variable exploits the relationship between the Higgs and jet system
rapidity in VBF events [ȘțȠ]. It corresponds to the pseudorapidity of a physical observable,
e.g. photon, jet or Higgs candidate, in the reference frame of the two tagging jet candidates
and is computed as
Z = obs   (j1) + (j2)
2
(Ȝ.Ș)
where the subscript obs indicates the observable under study. In this analysis we use obs =
(1 + 2), which corresponds to using the pseudorapidity of the Higgs candidate as the
observable.
For the VBF process, the Zeppenfeld distribution is central and differs signiŀcantly from
background (ŀgure Ȝ.ȟ(b)). Ļe physical interpretation of this feature is that theHiggs tends
to be produced preferentially in the pseudorapidity space between the two back to back jets,
following the VBF topology.
Since the tagging jets are forward and very energetic, we expect large dijet invariant mass
mjj values for VBF events (ŀgure Ȝ.ȟ(a)). Ļerefore, a natural choice for VBF analyses is
to select very large dijet invariant mass events [Șțȟ].
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Figure Ȝ.ț. Data-MC comparison of pile-up jet ID efficiency. Results on Z+jet sample for the
recoiling jet in the 20GeV < pT < 100GeV range (left) and as a function of transverse mo-
mentum (right).
Figure Ȝ.Ȝ. Transverse momentum distributions of the two highest pT jets for events passing the
diphoton selection and having pT of both jets larger that 15GeV: highest pT jet (left); second
highest pT jet (right).
Figure Ȝ.ȝ. Pseudorapidity distributions of the two highest pT jets for events passing the diphoton
selection and having pT larger than 30GeV and 20GeV respectively: highest pT jet (left);
second highest pT jet (right).
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(a) (b)
Figure Ȝ.Ȟ. Dijet variables: (a) Pseudorapidity separation between the two selected jets; (b) -
separation between the dijet system and the diphoton system.
(a) (b)
Figure Ȝ.ȟ. Dijet variables: (a) Invariant mass of the two selected jets; (b) Zeppenfeld variable as
deŀned in equation Ȝ.Ș.
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Optimization of Selection Criteria
In order to improve the behavior or the mass spectrum of the background, in line with the
inclusive analysis, we scale the pT cut of the leading photon with the measured mass of the
diphoton system (m). We keep the subleading photon pT cut constant to avoid incurring
in trigger and selection inefficiencies for photon pT < 15GeV.
Ļe set of selection criteria used in the analysis is the following:
preselection: super-tight photon selection, 90 < m < 190GeV,
cut ȗ: pT (1)/m > pT (1)/m jthr and pT (2) > pT (2)jthr,
cut Ș: pT (j1) > pT (j1)jthr,
cut ș: pT (j2) > pT (j2)jthr,
cut Ț: j(j1; j2)j > j(j1; j2)jthr,
cut ț: jZj < jZjthr,
cut Ȝ: mjj > mjj jthr,
cut ȝ: j(jj; )j > j(jj; )thrj
We optimize the sensitivity of the analysis, ŀnding the set of cuts values for which
the MC expected upper limit at 95ȋ CL on the cross-section, using the VBF production
channel only, is minimized. To evaluate the upper limit we further apply a cut on the
invariant mass of the two photons (m) corresponding to (mH   3GeV) < m <
(mH + 2GeV). Ļe optimization is performed using a signal with mH = 120GeV. Ļe
resulting selection criteria is used for all mass points.
We optimize the upper limit by varying the cuts one by one, by keeping constant all
the thresholds except that of the variable involved in the optimization. Ļe threshold value
which is found to minimize the upper limit is kept ŀxed at next iteration, when we optimize
the following cut. When this procedure is performed on each variable, the resulting set of
cuts is used as a new “seed” for the second iteration. We then start from this new “seed”,
and then we vary the cuts altogether on a ŀner matrix around this set.
In addition, the events are split in two categories, depending on the invariant mass of
the dijet system and the pT of the subleading jet. Ļe categories boundaries have also been
optimized with a procedure similar to the one used for the event-selection.
Ļe ŀnal cuts are summarized in table Ȝ.ș. Events falling in the ŀrst category are re-
moved from the second one. Ļe median expected limit for the dijet-tagged categories is
shown in ŀgure Ȝ.Ƞ and compared to the same quantity obtained using only one category.
Ȝ.Ș.ș BōŏŗœŞśšŚŐ MśŐőŘ
We perform the same study of them backgroundmodel described in section ț.Ȝ applying
the VBF selection criteria. Ļe goal is to quantify the bias introduced in the signal extraction
by the wrong choice of the background shape, and to ŀnd the proper function minimizing
such bias.
Ļe result is that a 3ȳȫ order polynomial is the best choice for the VBF tight category,
and a țȵȭ order polynomial is the best choice for the VBF loose category.
Ȝ.Ș.Ț SťşŠőřōŠŕŏ UŚŏőŞŠōŕŚŠŕőş
Ļe signal efficiency is affected both by the uncertainty on the jet energy scale and by the
uncertainty on the jet energy resolution. We estimate the systematic error on the jet energy
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Table Ȝ.ș. Final selection criteria for the VBF selection. Events from the ŀrst category are removed
from the second one.
Variable Criterion
VBF Tight VBF Loose
pT (1)/m > 0:5 > 0:5
pT (2) > 25GeV > 25GeV
pT (j1) > 30GeV > 30GeV
pT (j2) > 30GeV > 20GeV
j(jj)j > 3:0 > 3:0
jZj < 2:5 < 2:5
mjj > 500GeV > 250GeV
j(jj; )j > 2:6 > 2:6
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Figure Ȝ.Ƞ. Comparison of the median expected exclusion limit using one or two dijet tagged cate-
gories.
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scale by shifting the scale by1, where  is the full jet energy scale uncertainty. Such un-
certainty is evaluated from reference [Șȗȟ]. Ļe systematics on the jet energy resolution are
estimated by varying the resolution by 10ȋ, which corresponds to the level of disagree-
ment between the resolution measured in data and in MC [ȘȗȠ]. Both events produced via
VBF and via gluon gluon fusion enter the dijet tag analysis, and the jet energy uncertainties
affect them differently. For VBF, the systematic uncertainty is 1ȋ and 4ȋ for the categories
at high and lowmjj respectively, while for gluon-gluon fusion is about 7ȋ for both.
Ļe systematic uncertainties due to pile-up jet ID are evaluated using the data-Montecarlo
differences parameterized as a function of transverse momentum and pseudorapidity, ob-
tained for the Z(! )+jets sample (see ŀgure Ȝ.ț). Signal events are reweighted using
these data/Montecarlo efficiency ratios. To have an even more conservative approach when
the ratio is larger than one, no reweighting is applied. Ļe resulting uncertainty corresponds
to 2:7ȋ formjj > 500GeV and 4:2ȋ formjj > 250GeV for the VBF component, while
for gluon gluon it corresponds to 2:6ȋ formjj > 250GeV and 4:2ȋ.
Ļeoretical uncertainties further affecting the kinematic of selected jets is evaluated with
two different tests:
Ș. Evaluate the systematics related to the underlying event, comparing different tunes.
Ļe DT6, P0, ProPT0, ProQș0 tunes are compared with the Z2 tune, which is our
default. Samples of 120GeV Higgs bosons generated with PťŠŔŕō in both VBF
and gluon-gluon fusion production modes are considered. We study the efficiency
variation of a common selection between the two categories, i.e. the full jet selection
with mjj > 250GeV and pT (j2) > 20GeV. In addition we evaluate the category
migration between the two categories based on the mjj > 500GeV cut. Ļis ŀrst
uncertainty has to be considered as correlated (positively) between the two categories
and migration happens with respect to the other inclusive categories. Ļe second one
is assumed to be anti-correlated between the two.
Ļe correlated part of the efficiency uncertainty is about 7ȋ for VBF and 50ȋ for
gluon-gluon fusion; the bin migration part is about 8ȋ (with respect to the number
of events in the lowmjj category ) for VBF and 15ȋ for gluon-gluon fusion.
ș. Evaluate the impact of different parton distribution functions on jet kinematics. Ļree
different PDF sets are used: CŠ10 [ȘȜȗ], MşŠţ2008 [ȘșȠ], and NŚPŐŒ2:0 [ȘȜȘ].
For each set the variation of s (in the range 0:116–0:120) is also considered. We
estimate the systematics by evaluating the change in efficiency of the selection (in-
cluding acceptance). Ļe ŀnal systematics is the sum in quadrature of the systematics
of each set. Ļe total systematics due to the PDF uncertainties is about 1:5ȋ for both
VBF and gluon-gluon fusion modes.
Table Ȝ.Ț shows the summary of the systematics uncertainties on the jet selection. Ļe
total is 10ȋ and 70ȋ for the VBF and gluon-gluon fusion processes respectively.
Ȝ.Ș.ț RőşšŘŠş ōŚŐ IŚŢōŞŕōŚŠ Mōşş FŕŠş
Background model ŀts to the diphoton mass distribution, on the hypothesis of no signal,
are shown for the two dijet event categories in ŀgure Ȝ.Șȗ. Ļe error bands show the un-
certainty on the background shapes associated with the statistical uncertainties of the ŀts.
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Ļey are generated by randomly throwing values of the polynomial coefficients according to
the covariance matrix of the ŀt and building conŀdence intervals from the sampled values
of the curve at each value ofm .
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Figure Ȝ.Șȗ. Background function ŀtted to data in the two dijet tagged categories. High Dijet In-
variant Mass (mjj > 500) is shown in (a), Low Dijet Invariant Mass (250 < mjj < 500GeV)
is shown in (b).
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Table Ȝ.Ț. Summary of systematics uncertainties on jet selection.
Systematics Vector Boson Fusion Gluon Gluon Fusion
highMjj lowMjj highMjj lowMjj
JECy & JER* 4ȋ 1ȋ 7ȋ 7ȋ
JET ID 2:7ȋ 4:2ȋ 2:7ȋ 4:2ȋ
tunes correlated 7ȋ 50ȋ
tunes anti-correlated 8ȋ 15ȋ
PDFs 1:5ȋ 1:5ȋ 1:5ȋ 1:5ȋ
total correlated 9ȋ 51ȋ
total anti-correlated 8ȋ 15ȋ
*JER: Jet Energy Resolution
yJEC: Jet Energy Correction
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(a) 3D View
(b) Calorimetric Towers
Figure Ȝ.ȘȘ. Display of a candidate Higgs event produced via vector boson fusion.
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Ȝ.ș Final State With Associated Large Missing Transverse Energy
In this section we present the analysis of theHiggs boson decaying into two photons with as-
sociated large transverse missing energy (EmissT ). Ļe speciŀc production mechanism which
can result in high EmissT in the ŀnal state is the Higgs-strahlung from a W or Z (qq !
V H; V = W;Z), i.e. the Higgs produced in association with a weak vector boson.
We recall here the cross section and branching ratio values (listed in table ț.Ș) useful for
this analysis. Ļe cross section of the inclusive ZH production (assumingmH = 125GeV)
is
(ZH) = 0:3943+5:1ȋ 5:0ȋ pb
 1;
calculated at next-to-next-to-leading order in QCD processes and at next-to-leading order
in electroweak processes. To compute the yield of this process, the branching ratio of the
invisible Z decay [Ƞț]
BR(Z ! ) = (20:00 0:06)ȋ
must be considered, together with the H !  branching ratio.
Ļe WH production cross section has a slightly higher value:
(WH) = 0:6966+3:7ȋ 4:1ȋ pb
 1:
And the leptonic W decay producing EmissT has the following branching ratio [Ƞț]:
BR(W ! `) = (10:80 0:09)ȋ :
Not all of the WH events producing high EmissT are selected by this analysis. If in the event
there is a high quality muon or electron passing the selection criteria described in section
Ȝ.Ț, the event is tagged as leptonic, and it is no longer considered to be EmissT -tagged. Ļe
choice is driven by the idea of assigning each event always to the purest category.
Ȝ.ș.Ș SőŘőŏŠŕśŚ CŞŕŠőŞŕō
Ļe requirements for an event to be selected are:
Ș. the presence of two photons passing quality cuts described in section Ț.Ș;
ș. large corrected missing transverse energy, EmissT > 70GeV;
Ț. the event must not be tagged as being in the VBF di-jet category;
ț. the event must not be tagged as being in the VH leptonic category.
Ļe photon selection is the same as for the other categories, but the pT cuts are optimized
for this channel. Ļe pT thresholds are:
Ȝ. pT (leading ) > 45GeV 120GeV
m
ȝ. pT (subleading ) > 25GeV.
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Ļe proposed selection is summarized in table Ȝ.ț.
Ļe majority of the events selected after the full set of cuts is ascribed to the WH and
ZH production mechanisms. In particular, the 49ȋ of the total selected yield comes from
the W leptonic decay, and the 28ȋ comes from the invisible Z decay. Ļe other bosonic
decay channels contribute marginally: 1ȋ from the hadronic W decay, 2ȋ from the lep-
tonic Z decay and 1ȋ from the hadronic Z decay. Contributions from other production
mechanism are also present: 5ȋ from the VBF production and 16ȋ from the gluon-gluon
fusion production.
Ļe lepton-tag analysis and the EmissT -tag analysis both aim at selecting events where the
Higgs is produced in association to a vector boson, but the priority of the EmissT category is
lower with respect to the leptonic category. Ļerefore special care must be put in evaluating
the signal fraction of the VH samples actually being selected here.
A dedicated generator-level study shows that 40ȋ of the WH events where the W
decays leptonically are in common between the two analyses. And that there is no overlap
in events where the Z decays to neutrinos.
Table Ȝ.ț. Kinematical selection applied in the EmissT -tag analysis.
Variable Criterion
pT (leading) > 45GeV 120GeVm
pT (subleading) > 25GeV
EmissT > 70GeV
Ȝ.ș.ș BōŏŗœŞśšŚŐ MśŐőŘ
Ļe aim of this study is to quantify possible biases in the extraction of the signal peak over
the continuousm background. Ļe difference with respect to the same study performed
in the other event categories is that the the Montecarlo statistics is too low, hence it is
difficult to disentangle a potential systematic bias from a statistical precision effect. For this
purpose an independent data sample is constructed, which can mimic the kinematics of
ŀnal selection of the analysis.
We require one of the two photon candidates to pass the standard photon identiŀca-
tion selection (see section Ț.Ș), whereas the second photon to satisfy a much looser photon
identiŀcation, (whose requirements are summarized in table Ȝ.Ȝ), and to fail the standard
selection. Ļis control sample is enriched in backgrounds with one fake photon (e.g. QCD,
 + jet ), but contains only a small amount of background with two real photons (e.g. box,
born processes). Ļe implication is that there are differences, especially in transverse mo-
mentum, between the control sample and the selected sample. To take into account these
differences, the control sample is reweighted as a function of the diphoton transverse mo-
mentum.
Ļe weights are extracted by comparing the control sample and the selected sample after
the requirement of having two photons above the thresholds of the analysis (pT /m >
45/120 for the leading photon and pT > 25GeV for the subleading photon). Ļe resulting
m distribution for the control sample compared with the selected sample is shown in
ŀgure Ȝ.Șș for different EmissT selection criteria. Ļe top-left plot represents the closure test
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of the method. Ļe statistics of this sample correspond to almost six times that of the
selected sample.
Table Ȝ.Ȝ. Photon isolation selection criteria used in the EmissT control sample.
Variable Cut
H/E H/E < 0:15
HCAL iso EHCAL < 10GeV
HCAL iso relative EHCAL/pT () < 0:005
ECAL iso EECAL < 10GeV
ECAL iso relative EECAL/pT () < 0:012
trk iso Etrk < 10GeV
trk iso relative Etrk/pT () < 0:002
  < 0:017(0:04) for EB (EE)
Ļe control sample is used to test possible shapes for the background ŀt. First, we ŀt
several functions to the weighted control sample data, spanning the most common models
used to describe a smooth falling background: power laws, exponentials and polynomials.
Ļe ŀtted functions, together with the ŀt 2, are shown in ŀgure Ȝ.ȘȚ. According to the
2-probability values, we select a simple exponential (equation Ȝ.șa), a simple power law
function (equation Ȝ.șb) and second order Bernstein polynomial (equation Ȝ.șc) as the best
candidates.
f(x) = A  ebx (Ȝ.șa)
f(x) = A  xk (Ȝ.șb)8>>><>>>:
f(x) =
nX
=0
 b;n(x); n = 2
b;n(x) =

n


x(1  x)n  ;  = 0; : : : ; n
(Ȝ.șc)
To test whether the choice of a given function is introducing a bias in the signal ex-
traction, we use the ŀtted function as a model to generate toy Montecarlo samples of back-
ground events. Each toy sample is then ŀtted to other potential background models. Ļe ŀt
is performed adding to the test function a signal shape with a łoating normalization. Ļe
number of background events for each single toy experiment is extracted from a Poisson
distribution with mean value equal to the number of observed events in data for the ŀnal
selection. Ļe statistics is then always comparable to the observed in the data.
Ļe bias of the function is estimated by measuring the ŀt mean value, the pull distri-
bution and the mean value normalized to the background error estimation in a window of
[-ŒţŔř,ŒţŔř] of the signal, as obtained when signal normalization is left łoating in the
ŀt. Both background-only and signal-plus-background toys with different signal strength
are used to measure the bias.
Ļe background model which has the least estimated potential bias is the third order
Bernstein polynomial.
As it can be seen in Figure Ȝ.Șț, the measured bias for the third order polynomial is
always below 20ȋ of the statistical error from the ŀt and of the error on the background
normalization. We adopt this function to model our background given its small bias relative
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to statistical uncertainty. Larger biases up to 30ȋ are indeed observed for the second order
polynomial.
Ȝ.ș.Ț OŜŠŕřŕŦōŠŕśŚ śŒ EmissT SőŘőŏŠŕśŚ
To ŀnd the proper EmissT threshold to be used in the analysis, we perform an optimization
procedure.
Firstly, we check if we can gain any sensitivity by splitting the EmissT -tagged events in
categories, and by applying different EmissT thresholds to different categories. We know that
the energy resolution of both electromagnetic and hadronic objects worsen as a function of
 because of the higher detector occupancy due the underlying event. Ļerefore we split
the events in two classes: “EB-EB”, where both photons are reconstructed in the ECAL
barrel (max(jj) < 1:5), and “:(EB-EB)”, where at least one photon is reconstructed in
the ECAL endcap (max(jj) > 1:5)).
Comparing EmissT distribution in the two categories (ŀgure Ȝ.ȘȜ(a)), we see that the
:(EB-EB) events have a longer tail with respect to EB-EB events. But this tail is deŀnitely
too large to be physical: we expect a EmissT degradation of few percent, while we observe the
end-point of the distribution to be almost doubled.
To investigate if the EmissT tail is due to some physics process, we compute the difference
in the azimuthal angle () between the EmissT direction and the photon direction. Ļis
variable is shown in ŀgure Ȝ.ȘȜ(b). Ļe red distribution (EB-EB category) increases as
a function of , and the behavior is perfectly compatible with a diphoton background
sample, where the events are mostly composed by one prompt and one fake photon. Ļe
fake photon being usually a mis-identiŀed jet that is responsible also for the fake EmissT . On
the contrary, the blue distribution (:(EB-EB) category) shows a clear peak around = 0.
Ļis feature suggests that the EmissT is aligned with one of the two photons, i.e. there is an
issue in the EmissT reconstruction when a photon in the endcap is involved.
To avoid the EmissT threshold being pushed too high because of this issue, we choose to
neglect the :(EB-EB) category in this analysis. However, since the expected signal yield in
the endcap is only 30ȋ of the total, and since the photon energy resolution is more than
a factor two worse in the Endcap than in the barrel (cf. table ȝ.ș), the loss in sensitivity is
quantiŀed to be below 3ȋ. It’s worth to mention that a possible solution currently under
investigation is to keep only the :(EB-EB) events passing a minimal  cut.
Ļe optimization procedure of the EmissT threshold is based on running the full analysis
several times changing only the EmissT cut. Each signal and background sample undergoes
the full selection separately to measure the cut efficiencies. Ļe resulting m spectra are
then summed up applying a different weights for each sample. Where the weights depend
on the sample cross section (often including a k-factor accounting for higher order processes
not fully simulated), the total luminosity and the selection efficiency.
We ŀt the overall signal and background distributions using respectively a sum of two
Gaussian and a third order polynomial. Ļe ŀt to the signal is straightforward, while the ŀt
to the background requires more care. Ļe issue is that some Montecarlo samples suffer of
low statistics, and large weights are applied to compensate for it. Clearly this issue becomes
more critical as the EmissT threshold increases. Ļe error on events coming from different
samples is therefore very different, and it has to be taken into account when ŀtting the
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total background shape. Ļe background m shape obtained with the optimal 70GeV
threshold, and the relative ŀt are shown in ŀgure Ȝ.Șȝ.
From the integral of the signal and background ŀtted functions, we derive the signal
(NS) and background (NB) yields at different values of the EmissT threshold. We use these
yields to compute the signal efficiency (red points in ŀgure Ȝ.ȘȞ) and the background re-
jection (blue points). For visualization purposes, we normalize all the quantities shown in
ŀgure Ȝ.ȘȞ to those obtained with a 50GeV EmissT cut.
Using the above yields, we compute a simpliŀed version of the standard 95ȋ upper limit
on the cross section, deŀned as the positive strength modiŀer  such thatZ NB
0
Poisson (x; NS +NB) dx = 0:05 (Ȝ.Ț)
Saying that a given value of  satisŀes equation Ȝ.Ț, it means that the analysis is able to
falsify a process having a cross section equal to  times the Standard Model one. Ļerefore,
even if we do not want to falsify the Higgs hypothesis, the upper limit is a good metric to
test the goodness of a given selection criteria.
Ļe green curve and the right axis of the plot in ŀgure Ȝ.ȘȞ show the upper limit on the
cross section as a function of the EmissT threshold. For the sake of coherence, also this quan-
tity is normalized to the 50GeV EmissT cut. Ļe minimum of the curve is around 70GeV,
therefore we chose this value as the best EmissT threshold to be used in the analysis.
Ȝ.ș.ț SťşŠőřōŠŕŏ UŚŏőŞŠōŕŚŠŕőş
Wemake a conservative estimate of the overall systematic error affecting the EmissT -tag anal-
ysis by computing the ratio (scale factor) between the efficiency of the EmissT selection applied
to data and to simulation after all the EmissT corrections have been applied. We already men-
tioned that the signal Montecarlo statistics is too low to perform precision studies, so we
choose to use a Drell-Yan (DY) Z ! +  control sample. Such sample can mimic the
ŀnal state topology of the ZH !  decay by adding the transverse momentum of the
two muons to the corrected EmissT :
EmissT;
:
= j
   !
EmissT +
    !
pT (1) +
    !
pT (2)j
Ļe scale factor is computed as a function of the EmissT; threshold applied in the selection.
Control Sample Event Selection
In the Z! +  process, the muons are selected from muon candidates reconstructed as
global muon, i.e. reconstructed combining Pixel, Tracker and Muon Station data. To en-
sure a good pT measurement and to suppress muons originated by in-łight decays of other
particles, we require a minimum of 10 hits in the Tracker layers and at least 1 Pixel hit.
Segments reconstructed in at least two Muon Stations are also required for muon identi-
ŀcation to suppress the hadronic punch-through and accidental track-to-segment matches
in the Muon Station. We only select muons which pass the relative isolation cut of 0:15
for muons with transverse momentum greater than 20GeV. Ļe relative isolation being
deŀned as the ratio between the sum of IsoTRK, IsoECAL and IsoHCAL (within a R cone
size of 0:3) and pT (). To further ensure the quality of the selection, we also require the
mass of the selected dimuon system to be within 15GeV of the Z bosons resonance mass.
All the selection criteria are summarized in table Ȝ.ȝ.
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Figure Ȝ.Șș. Comparison of the diphoton invariant mass between the  + jet control sample and
the selected data using different selection tightness of the EmissT cut applied in the analysis: no
EmissT cut (top left), EmissT >40GeV (top right), EmissT >60GeV (bottom).
Table Ȝ.ȝ. ZMuon Selection Criteria in the Drell-Yan Z! +  control sample.
Variable Criterion
Tracker hits hits  10
Pixel hits hits  1
Involved Muon Stations stations  2
pT () pT () > 20
Relative Isolation (IsoTrk + IsoEcal + IsoHcal) /pT () < 0:15
Dimuon Invariant Mass jm() m(Z)j < 15GeV
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Figure Ȝ.ȘȚ. Fit of different models to the  + jet control sample. Events entering the plot passed
a EmissT >70GeV selection.
Event reweighting
To reproduce the kinematic of the ZH process, the events in the DY sample are reweighted.
Ļe reweighting is done as a function of the Z transverse momentum pT (Z) and pseudora-
pidity (Z). Due to the low statistics of the ZHMontecarlo sample, the two-dimensional
distribution of the ZH process must be smoothed with a ŀtted two dimensional analytic
function. Ļe analytic function is obtained by ŀtting the transverse momentum distribution
in 7 different  slices and then interpolating between each  bin to get a full two-dimensional
function. Ļe ŀrst 6 slices corresponds to events with jj ranging from 0 to 3 incremented
in steps of 0:5, while the 7ȵȭ slice contains events in the range 3<jj<4. Figure Ȝ.Șȟ shows
the ŀts in all the pseudorapidity bins, where the momentum distribution is ŀtted using the
following function:
f(x) = `x2e 
x
mx+k : (Ȝ.ț)
For each parameter there are 7 values corresponding to the 7  slices; each of them is
drawn and ŀtted as a function of jj, as shown in ŀgure Ȝ.ȘȠ. Plugging the `(jj), m(jj)
and k(jj) functions into equation Ȝ.ț, we get a smooth two-dimensional functional form
of the pT (Z) and j(Z)j distribution of the Z bosons from the Higgs associated production.
Ļe weights are computed from the ratio of the (pT (Z); (Z)) two-dimensional distri-
butions of the ZH process and of the DY process. Both distributions are normalized be-
fore constructing this ratio. Figure Ȝ.șȗ(a) and Ȝ.șȗ(b) show respectively the event weights
w(pT ; ) for data and Montecarlo samples.
Ļe DY control sample shows a good data-Montecarlo agreement in the pT () spec-
trum before reweighting (ŀgure Ȝ.șȘ(a)). To check that the reweighting procedure goes
in the right direction, and that the agreement is preserved, the pT () distribution of the
reweighted Z data sample is compared with the pT (Z) distribution of the Montecarlo
ZH sample. Ļe comparison is shown in ŀgure Ȝ.șȘ(b) and it conŀrms that the control
sample behaves as the target distribution.
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(f ) Effective Pull - Truth: șpol Fit: Țpol
Figure Ȝ.Șț. Left (a,c,e): average values of the pull distribution of the łoating signal yield when
ŀtting toys experiments extracted from various truth models (1exp,1pow,1pol) with a third or-
der polynomial and a łoating signal shape. Results are obtained with background only toys.
Right (b,d,f ): the same test but normalizing the value of the ŀtted signal to the background
normalization error in a [-ŒţŔř,ŒţŔř] interval around the signal (Effective Pull). Regions
containing ȝȟȋ and ȠȜȋ of the distributions are shown as well.
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Figure Ȝ.ȘȜ. Normalized comparison in data between events having both photons reconstructed in
the ECAL barrel, and events where at least one photon is reconstructed in the ECAL endcaps.
Ļe same scrutiny is performed using the EmissT; variable In ŀgure Ȝ.șș(a) the distribu-
tion of this variable is shown for unweighted data and Montecarlo Z samples, showing
good agreement. After reweighting, the same variable is compared with the standard cor-
rected EmissT of the ZH sample, and also in this case a nice data-simulation agreement is
shown (ŀgure Ȝ.șș(b)).
Determination of the Scale Factor and of its Uncertainty
Using the Z artiŀcial EmissT variable (EmissT;) computed in the DY reweighted sample, we
determine the signal efficiency as a function of the EmissT; cut for both data and Montecarlo
samples. Ļe two efficiencies are then used to compute the scale factor, deŀned as the ratio
between data efficiency and Montecarlo efficiency at a given cut value. Figure Ȝ.șȚ shows
the distribution of the scale factor as a function of the cut value applied to the EmissT; variable.
Ļe 70GeV cut on EmissT used in this analysis corresponds to a scale factor of 0:9580:003.
Since we use the scale factor to evaluate an overall systematic uncertainty on the signal
efficiency, such uncertainty is roughly 4ȋ.
Ļe uncertainty on the scale factor is computed by varying the value of the parameters
of the ŀt during the interpolation with respect to the pseudorapidity. Ļe parameters from
the ŀt are allowed to vary around their mean values with a Gaussian distribution where the
width is the uncertainty on the parameters obtained from the ŀt.
From each set of the parameter values, a new two-dimensional analytic function is ob-
tained and the same procedure as above is used to compute a new value of the scale factor.
We repeat this process using 500 toys, which is sufficient to provide a Gaussian distribu-
tion in the scale factor value. Ļe values of the scale factor from the toys are then plotted
and ŀtted with a Gaussian. Ļe mean and width of the ŀtted Gaussian are then taken as
the ŀnal value of the scale factor and its uncertainty at a chosen cut value of EmissT . Ļe
process is repeated for every cut value of EmissT to obtain a continuous spectrum as shown in
Figure Ȝ.șȚ.
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Figure Ȝ.Șȝ. Fit to the simulatedm() background used in the optimization procedure. Ļe plot is
done using the optimal EmissT threshold of 70GeV. All the background samples have been scaled
to an equivalent luminosity of 3:0 fb 1 and summed together.
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Ļe background model ŀt to the diphoton mass distribution, on the hypothesis of no signal,
is shown for in ŀgure. Ȝ.șț. Ļe error bands show the uncertainty on the background shape
associated with the statistical uncertainty of the ŀt. Ļey are generated by randomly throw-
ing values of the polynomial coefficients according to the covariance matrix of the ŀt and
building conŀdence intervals from the sampled values of the curve at each value ofm .
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Figure Ȝ.ȘȞ. Optimization of the EmissT threshold. Left axis shows the signal efficiency (red points)
and the background rejection (blue points) as a function of the EmissT threshold. Right axis shows
the upper limit on the cross section as a function of the EmissT threshold. All the quantities are
normalized to the 50GeV EmissT selection.
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Figure Ȝ.Șȟ. Distribution of the Z boson transversemomentum in a ZHMontecarlo sample divided
in 7 pseudorapidity bins. Function in equation Ȝ.ț is ŀtted to the data points.
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Figure Ȝ.ȘȠ. Result of the ŀt performed on the Z transverse momentum distributions showed in
ŀgure Ȝ.Șȟ. Each plot shows the value of the ŀtted parameter (`;m; k) in equation Ȝ.ț as a
function of the Z pseudorapidity bin. Ļe values of the ` and k parameters are in turn ŀtted
with a second order polynomial. Ļe values of them parameter is ŀtted with a constant.
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Figure Ȝ.șȗ. Event weights to be applied the Drell-Yan Z ! +  control sample to mimic the
kinematic of the Z boson in ZH events.
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Figure Ȝ.șȘ. Dimuon transverse momentum distribution in Z! +  events before and after the
Z kinematic reweighting. Figure (a) shows the comparison between unweighted Z events in
șȗȘș data (Data) and the dimuon Drell-Yan simulation (Monte Carlo). Figure (b) shows the
comparison between reweighted Z events in șȗȘș data (Data) and the ZH signal simulation
(Monte Carlo).
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Figure Ȝ.șș. Missing transverse energy distribution in Z ! +  events before and after the Z
kinematic reweighting. Figure (a) shows the comparison between unweighted Z events in
șȗȘș data (Data) and the dimuon Drell-Yan simulation (Monte Carlo). Figure (b) shows the
comparison between reweighted Z events in șȗȘș data (Data) and the ZH signal simulation
(Monte Carlo).
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Figure Ȝ.șȚ. Scale factor corresponding to missing transverse energy cut value from 0 to 100GeV
with corresponding error bars
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Figure Ȝ.șț. Background function ŀtted to data in the EmissT tagged category.
Șȗȝ Ȝ. Exclusive Analysis of Diphoton Events
Ȝ.Ț Final State With at Least One Isolated Lepton
We consider here the exclusive selection of diphoton events produced in association with a
high pT lepton originating from the leptonic decay of vector bosons in the VH process. In
this analysis we only consider muons and electrons as tagging leptons. Ļe tagging lepton
is deŀned as the leading lepton in the event. Its presence strongly suppresses QCD back-
ground processes. Ļe main remaining background comes from electroweak processes with
photons where a lepton is produced inZ orW decays, as summarized in Table ț.ț. Ļe VH
rate associated with the lepton tag is suppressed by the leptonic decay branching fractions
of the vector bosons: i.e. B(Z ! ll)  7ȋ, B(W ! l)  20ȋ In contrast to the inclusive
analysis, the signal-to-background for the lepton tagging is very large, close to one.
Ȝ.Ț.Ș SőŘőŏŠŕśŚ CŞŕŠőŞŕō
Ļe photon event selection is almost the same as the one used in the inclusive analysis except
for two differences:
• the pT of theHiggs boson produced via VH is typically larger than the pT of theHiggs
produced via gluon-gluon fusion and also larger than pT () in the background
events. Ļerefore, we use a higherET requirement for the leading photon and a lower
ET requirement for the subleading photon, compared to the inclusive selection, to
retain VH-like events: ET (leading)/m>45/120 and ET (trailing)>25GeV;
• the electron veto: the main instrumental background comes from events where an
electron is identiŀed as a photon due to a non reconstructed/selected track. For this
reason the electron veto is tightened: besides the conversion safe electron veto, de-
scribed above, a cut on the distance between the photon and the closest electron
track, R(,track), is applied. R(,track)>1 is required for all photon categories.
AMontecarlo based study shows that themajor background (Z) in electron channel
can be reduced by a factor of 2 by imposing this cut [ȘȜș].
Muon tag
Ļe muon tag selection requires the presence of at least a muon passing the muon identiŀ-
cation criteria described in section Ț.ț.
In addition, to reject the photon produced as a ŀnal state radiation in events with a
vector boson and only one photon, such a muon should be far from both selected photons.
Ļe chosen cut is: R(; ) > 1.
Electron tag
Events not passing the muon tag selection undergo the electron tag selection.
Ļis selection requires the presence of at least an electron passing the electron identiŀ-
cation criteria described in section Ț.ț.
Again, to reject the photon produced as a ŀnal state radiation in events with a vector
boson and only one photon, such electron should be far from both selected photons. Ļe
cut is the same as for the muon tagR(; e) > 1, which must be satisŀed for both photons.
Since Z events, with Z ! e+e , are the most important background in the electron
tag events, in order to reduce them, a further dedicated cut is applied. As already said,
Ȝ.Ț Final StateWith at Least One Isolated Lepton ȘȗȞ
the major background comes from events where one electron is mis-identiŀed as a photon
because its track has not been reconstructed. In this case one of the two selected photons,
when paired with the tagged electron, tends to give an invariantmass close tomZ . To reduce
this type of background we require that jm(e; )   mZ j > 5 GeV, this cut is applied to
both selected photons. Fig. Ȝ.șȜ shows the minimum jm(e; ) mZ j for the two selected
photons.
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Figure Ȝ.șȜ. Distribution of the minimum jm(e) mZ j for the two selected photons.
Ȝ.Ț.ș BōŏŗœŞśšŚŐ řśŐőŘŕŚœ
We extract the background model by ŀtting to the data in the mass region 100–180GeV.
We discussed in section ț.Ȝ that experimental effects originating from photon ID and HLT
may distort the inherent background shape and may be present in the distribution of the
selected events. But the yield of the lepton tag analysis is too low to estimate the ŀt bias by
testing several ŀt function directly on data.
Ļe choice of the background ŀt function is made by ŀtting theMontecarlo simulation,
in case of the muon tag, and from ŀtting a combination of data and simulated events, in
case of the electron tag. For the electron-tagged events, a control sample (CS) is derived
from data by requiring one of the photons to be matched with a track. Ļis CS represents
the reducible background with enhanced statistics.
Ļe outcome of the study is that the small number of selected events allow the use of a
power law function without introducing any signiŀcant bias as compared to the statistical
uncertainty.
Șȗȟ Ȝ. Exclusive Analysis of Diphoton Events
Ȝ.Ț.Ț RőşšŘŠş ōŚŐ IŚŢōŞŕōŚŠ Mōşş FŕŠş
Ļe backgroundmodel ŀts to the diphotonmass distribution, on the hypothesis of no signal,
are shown in ŀgure. Ȝ.șȝ. Ļe error bands show the uncertainty on the background shapes
associated with the statistical uncertainties of the ŀts. Ļey are generated by randomly
throwing values of the polynomial coefficients according to the covariance matrix of the ŀt
and building conŀdence intervals from the sampled values of the curve at each value ofm .
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Figure Ȝ.șȝ. Background function ŀtted to data in the two lepton tagged categories. Muon tagged
category is shown in (a). Electron tagged category is shown in (b).
ȘȗȠ
Chapter ȝ
Measurement OfĻeHiggs Couplings
Ļe best strategy to investigate the nature of the Higgs boson and to report the experi-
mental results is by adopting a model-independent bottom-up approach. Ļe most general
description is based on the formalism of chiral Lagrangians, supplemented by a few mini-
mal assumptions motivated by the experimental information at our disposal. Ļe chiral La-
grangian introduced in [Țȝ] and extended by [ȚȞ] (for earlier related work see [ȘȜȚ–ȘȜȜ])
fully characterizes the interactions of a light Higgs-like scalar under the following condi-
tions:
• new physics states, if present, are heavy and their effect at low-energy can be encoded
by local operators in the chiral Lagrangian
• the electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) dynamics possesses an (at least approx-
imate) custodial symmetry
• there are no łavor-changing neutral currents mediated at tree-level by the Higgs.
Ļe ŀrst assumption implies in particular that there are no new particles to which the Higgs
boson can decay. It can be easily relaxed by including in the Lagrangian any new light
state that should be discovered. Ļe request of a custodial symmetry is strongly motivated
by the absence of corrections to the  parameter measured at LEP and implies that the
couplings of the Higgs to the W and the Z must be equal. Under these hypotheses, the
interactions of a single Higgs-like scalar are characterized in terms of a set of parameters
which describe the couplings to the SM fermions and the electroweak gauge bosons plus
new contact interactions to a pair gluons or photons (as for example generated by loops
of heavy scalar of fermionic top partners). Such a parameter space includes the SM as a
speciŀc point, and is sufficiently generic to describe scenarios where the Higgs-like scalar is
not part of an SU(2)L doublet or is not even related to the EWSB, as in the case of a light
dilaton [ȘȜȝ–ȘȜȠ].
We restrict, for simplicity, to the case in which single Higgs interactions can be param-
eterized in terms of only two independent parameters: the coupling to two gauge bosons,
cV = gHV V /g
SM
HV V , and the coupling to two fermions cF = gH  /gSMH  . New contact
interactions mediated by heavy new physics are assumed to be small and to have a negligible
impact on the Higgs phenomenology.
By means of the chiral Lagrangian, we write two equations linking respectively cV and
cF to the signal yields of the exclusive event categories (see section ȝ.Ț). Since the coupling
ȘȘȗ ȝ. Measurement OfĻeHiggs Couplings
measurement is subject to the knowledge of the signal yields, we perform the measurement
through the following three-steps procedure:
Ș. we build a signal model using Montecarlo simulation to describe the expected width
of the invariant mass peak after all the photon corrections have been applied. Ļe
signal model also allows to describe the impact of the good/wrong vertex choice
on the invariant mass resolution. Using such model, we estimate the overall signal
efficiencyacceptance;
ș. we perform a ŀt to the total signal cross section, showing the contribution of the
exclusive channels, showing their role in improving the sensitivity to the cross section
measurement, and measuring in data the so called strength modiŀer, namely the ratio
between the measured Higgs cross section and the expected one;
Ț. we perform a simultaneous ŀt of the signal model + data-driven background shape to
all the event categories. We quantify the signal and background yields by category.
And ŀnally we plug the measured signal yields into equations ȝ.ș to determine the
coupling values.
ȝ.Ș Signal Model
To unfold the observed data and measure the Higgs cross section, we build a parametric sig-
nal model using simulatedH !  samples. Ļe model accounts for both the smearing of
the photon energy resolution and the photon energy correction factors, in order to quantify
the overall efficiencyacceptance as a function of the Higgs mass. Ļe model is said to be
parametric since describes the signal shape with an analytic function. Ļe model is deŀned
continuously for any value of the Higgs mass between 110 and 150 GeV: the parameters of
the analytic function are determined by ŀtting the signal invariant mass for each available
simulated mass point, and the full signal model is deŀned by a linear interpolation of the
ŀtted parameters across the available mass values.
As input to the ŀts, we use individually the signal Montecarlo for each mass point for
each of the four production mechanisms gluon-fusion, vector boson fusion, W/Z associated
production, and tt+Higgs associated production. Ļe analytic functions for each produc-
tion mechanism are added together at the end according to their relative cross-sections in
the Standard Model.
Ļe signal shape for events with the correct primary vertex selection is dominated by
the detector and reconstruction response in the ECAL. Ļe signal shape for these events
is modeled empirically in each category by a sum of 2 or 3 Gaussians, depending on the
categories. Ļe means, widths, and relative fractions of the Gaussians are left free in the ŀt
to the Montecarlo.
Ļe signal shape for events with incorrect primary vertex selection is smeared signiŀ-
cantly by the variation in the z position of the selected primary vertex with respect to the
true Higgs production point. Ļe signal shape for these events is modeled in each category
by a sum of 2 Gaussians, or a single Gaussian, depending on the categories. Ļe means,
widths, and relative fraction (for categories with two Gaussians) are left free in the ŀts to
the Montecarlo. A representative set of ŀts for events with correct and incorrect primary
vertex selection in one category for gluon-fusion production are shown in ŀgure ȝ.Ș.
ȝ.Ș Signal Model ȘȘȘ
Ļe combined shape in each event category for correct and incorrect vertex selection is
constructed by adding the shapes for the two sub-components together, according to the
correct vertex selection efficiency determined fromMontecarlo. Ļis efficiency is treated as
another model parameter for the purposes of interpolation between mass points.
In order to facilitate the interpretation of the signal model in terms of a StandardModel
Higgs production cross-section, and in order to facilitate the use of the signal model simul-
taneously across the categories, we parameterize the signal yield in terms of a per category
acceptance efficiency, computed fromMontecarlo after all of the appropriate weights and
scale factors have been applied. Ļe breakdown of the efficiency  acceptance values per
category is shown in table ȝ.Ș, while the overall values as a function of the Higgs mass are
shown in ŀgure ȝ.ș. Ļe ŀnal parameterized shapes for each category for a Higgs mass of
125 GeV for the Standard Model cross-section weighted mixture of all production mecha-
nisms are shown in Figure ȝ.Ț. Ļe shape of all the categories combined together is shown
in ŀgure ȝ.ț.
Systematic uncertainties affecting the shape are incorporated as parametric variations of
the model. Uncertainty in the vertex selection efficiency are treated by varying the relative
additive fraction of the right and wrong vertex shapes. Uncertainty in the energy scale is
incorporated as a shift in the mean of each Gaussian, and uncertainty on the resolution is
incorporated by the analytic convolution or deconvolution of an additional width with each
of the Gaussians.
Table ȝ.Ș. Breakdown of the efficiency acceptance percent values in the different event categories.
Values are relative tomH = 125 GeV.
Category Efficiency by ProductionMode (ȋ)
Gluon
Fusion
Vector Boson
Fusion
Associated
Production tth
Muon Tag <0:01   2:4 4:6
Electron Tag <0:01   1:7 3:3
Dijet Tight 0:2 10:8 0:1 0:2
Dijet Loose 0:5 7:4 0:4 0:1
EmissT Tag <0:1 0:1 2:4 5:7
U
nt
ag
ge
d Cat. 0 12:4 7:9 8:4 7:8
Cat. 1 17:1 10:1 10:4 8:3
Cat. 2 5:9 4:2 5:6 3:0
Cat. 3 7:7 5:0 6:9 3:4
Total 43:8ȋ 45:5ȋ 38:3ȋ 36:4ȋ
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Figure ȝ.Ș. Fit results for signal shape model with correct and incorrect primary vertex selection
for a single category in 120 GeV Gluon-Fusion Higgs Montecarlo. Ļe black points are the
weighted Montecarlo events and the blue lines are the corresponding ŀt results. Individual
Gaussian components of the ŀts are also shown. Ļis plot uses an different deŀnition of the
category boundaries and it is shown for illustration only.
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Figure ȝ.ș. Efficiency  Acceptance of the full analysis selection (i.e. accounting for all the cate-
gories) vs. Higgs mass.
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Figure ȝ.Ț. Diphoton invariant mass resolution in the different event categories, using a simulated
Higgs sample where mH = 125 GeV. Ļe four inclusive categories are shown in ŀgures from
(a) to (d). Ļe two dijet tagged categories are shown in ŀgures (e) and (f ). Ļe muon and
electron tagged categories are shown respectively in ŀgure (g) and (h). Ļe EmissT tagged category
is shown in ŀgure (i).
ȘȘț ȝ. Measurement OfĻeHiggs Couplings
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Figure ȝ.ț. Diphoton invariant mass resolution combining all event categories. Ļe parametric
model (blue line) shows a good agreement with respect to the simulated Higgs sample (mH =
125 GeV).
ȝ.ș Category Combination
Ļe statistical combination of the exclusive categories allows to exploit the higher signal-
over-background ratios of the categories targeting the VBF and VH production modes,
hence enhancing the sensitivity to the Higgs boson.
We perform a simultaneous ŀt of the signal-plus-background model to the nine event
categories with the aim of determining the features of each category properly accounting
for the inter-category correlations and systematics. On the signal side, we are interested
in three parameters: Ș) the normalization of the signal function, i.e. the signal yield; ș)
the smallest region containing the 68ȋ probability surrounding the signal peak (eff ) as a
ŀrst estimator of the invariant mass resolution; Ț) the full width at half maximum (ŒţŔř
), which is a second estimator of the invariant mass resolution once divided by 2:35. On the
background side, we focus only on the integral, i.e. the background yield. Ļis information
is provided in two fashions: the total number of events ŀtted in the 100-180GeV mass
range, useful to estimate the statistical precision of the ŀt, and the number of events per
GeV evaluated atm = 125GeV.
Ļe breakdown of these parameters by event category is shown in table ȝ.ș. Untagged
categories have the largest signal yield (since they are sensitive to the gluon-gluon fusion
production mechanism), but they also experience high background rates. Ļe invariant
mass resolution worsen noticeably when comparing diphoton events reconstructed in the
barrel (categories untagged-0 and untagged-1), with events where at least one photon is
reconstructed in the endcap (categories untagged-2 and untagged-3). Tagged categories
show much higher signal-over-background values, but their signal yields are more than one
order of magnitude lower than the untagged ones.
We use the numbers in table ȝ.ș to determine the improvement in the Higgs sensitivity
when passing from 6 to 9 event categories. In particular we study the inclusion of the lepton
and the EmissT tagged categories in addition to the untagged and dijet ones. We consider two
different estimators of the analysis sensitivity: the expected upper limit and the expected
ȝ.ș Category Combination ȘȘȜ
error on the Higgs cross section.
Ļe upper limit here is deŀned as the cross section () that the analysis is able to falsify
at 95ȋ C.L., normalized to the SM Higgs cross section (SM ), assuming no evidence for
the signal. It is evaluated using a modiŀed frequentist approach, CLs, taking the proŀle
likelihood as a test statistic [Șȝȗ, ȘȝȘ]. Ļe upper limit value as a function of the Higgs
mass hypothesis is shown in ŀgure ȝ.Ȝ. Ļe addition of more categories brings the upper
limit curve downwards, hence showing the increased sensitivity.
To measure the expected uncertainty on the Higgs cross section, we now assume the
presence of a signal at m = 125GeV and we ŀt the signal model to data, łoating only
the signal normalization. Scanning the ŀt likelihood as function of the strength modiŀer
(/SM ), we compute the likelihood difference with respect to the best ŀt value ((- logL)).
Ļis quantity is shown in ŀgure ȝ.ȝ for three different analyses: red) untagged + VBF; blue)
adding the lepton tagged categories; green) adding the EmissT tagged category. In the Gaus-
sian approximation, the curvature of(- logL) represents the uncertainty on the cross sec-
tion measurement, and the strength modiŀer values where (- logL) = 2 are the 68ȋ
extrema.
Figure ȝ.ȝ(a) shows the likelihood of the ŀt performed onMontecarlo events. Ļemin-
imum is by construction at  = SM , and the green curve — representing the 9 categories
analysis — has the largest curvature. Ļe purple curve represents the 9 categories analysis
performed neglecting all the systematic uncertainties. Figure ȝ.ȝ(b) shows the same ŀt per-
formed on șȗȘș data. Now the minimum of each curve measures the strength modiŀer in
data, and such value is different depending on the number of categories considered. In the
case of the full exclusive analysis, the best ŀt value correspond to a cross section 1:34 times
greater than the SM prediction. It’s important to stress that the uncertainty on this mea-
surement is still very large (80ȋ), since the dataset considered for the analysis corresponds
to half of statistics needed to claim the 5 discovery.
Table ȝ.ș. Expected signal yield, expected invariant mass resolution and estimated background yield
by event category.
Category Signal (mH = 125 GeV) Data
Yield eff ŒţŔř/2:35 Fitted Background* Yieldy
(ev) (GeV) (GeV) (ev/GeV) (ev)
Muon Tag 0:31 2:33 2:06 0:1 0:03 9
Electron Tag 0:23 2:22 1:91 0:3 0:05 22
Dijet Tight 2:56 2:38 2:34 1:6+0:2 0:1 84
Dijet Loose 2:68 2:97 2:65 4:0 0:3 271
EmissT Tag 0:48 1:99 1:78 0:7 0:1 50
U
nt
ag
ge
d Cat. 0 31:32 1:42 1:28 107:4 1:7 7031
Cat. 1 42:85 2:06 1:68 203:7 2:4 13544
Cat. 2 15:16 4:17 3:94 109:2 1:8 7205
Cat. 3 19:63 4:10 4:03 177:7+2:3 2:2 11773
yEvaluated in the (100 < m < 180) GeV range
*Evaluated atm = 125 GeV
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Figure ȝ.Ȝ. Expected upper limit on /SM in simulated data samples as a ŀgure of merit of the
analysis improvement. Adding exclusive categories increases the analysis sensitivity, lowering
the expected upper limit value.
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Figure ȝ.ȝ. Likelihood proŀle of the best ŀt to /SM assumingmH = 125 GeV. Ļe curves show
how the error on the strength modiŀer varies when more categories are considered. In (a) the
ŀt is performed on a simulated Higgs sample, in (b) is performed on șȗȘș data, and the x axis
is zoomed in around the best ŀt value.
ȝ.Ț Fitting the CouplingModel to Data ȘȘȞ
ȝ.Ț Fitting the Coupling Model to Data
From an experimental perspective, we deŀne the “coupling model” as the equations con-
necting the signal yields measured in the exclusive categories to the couplings of the Higgs
to bosons (cV ) and fermions (cF ). Ļese couplings are easily deŀned in terms of the Higgs
production cross sections, as mentioned in equations Ș.Ș. Such equations are recalled here
to facilitate the discussion:
(gg ! H) = c2F (gg ! H)SM
(qq ! qqH) = c2V (qq ! qqH)SM
(qq ! V H) = c2V (qq ! V H)SM
(gg; qq ! ttH) = c2F (gg; qq ! ttH)SM
In the ŀrst equation, two gluons can interact only through a fermionic loop in order to
produce a Higgs, hence the GGF process is sensitive only to cF . In the VBF mode (qq !
qqH), the Higgs is produced by the interaction of two weak bosons and the process is
sensitive only to cV . In the associated production (VH), the Higgs boson is radiated by a
weak boson, therefore also this process is sensitive only to cV . In the last mode, the Higgs
is produced through the fusion of two top quarks, hence the process is sensitive only to cF .
Each production mechanism is function of only one coupling, but the same is not true for
the diphoton decay. Ļe decay does not occur at tree level (the SM Higgs is electrically
neutral), and it involves a loop where the most relevant particles are top quarks and W
bosons, hence mixing cV and cF .
Combining together the Higgs production cross sections and branching ratios, we de-
ŀne the following ratio
i =
i BR()
[i BR()]SM (ȝ.Ș)
as the yield in a given category i in SM units. Expressing i in terms of cV and cF we get:8>><>>:
untagged  (c2F +  c2V )
(4:5 cV   cF )2
c2F
jj  1`  EmissT  c
2
V
(4:5 cV   cF )2
c2F
(ȝ.ș)
where the factor (4:5 cV   cF )2 follows from the branching ratio (the numerical factors are
described in section Ș.ș) and  parameterizes the contamination of VBF and VH events in
the untagged categories.
It’s worth to notice that in equation ȝ.ș the yields depend quadratically on the couplings.
As a consequence, for a given signal (say c0V ; c0F ), there are two possible solutions:
cV ' c0V
4:5 c0V   c0F
4:5 c0V + c
0
F
; cF '  c0F
4:5 c0V   c0F
4:5 c0V + c
0
F
(ȝ.Ț)
which gives the same yields jj , 1`, EmissT and untagged. For (c
0
V ; c
0
F ) = (1; 1), i.e. the
SM point, the second solution corresponds to (0:64; 0:64).
Once inverted, equations ȝ.ș are ŀtted to the signal yields measured in data, where the
łoating parameters are cV and cF . Instead of quoting just the best ŀt values, we report the
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Figure ȝ.Ȟ. Likelihood scan of the (cV ; cF ) plane. Ļe analysis is based on 4 untagged categories
and it covers the whole șȗȘș data taking. Ļe 68ȋ and 95ȋ contours are shown respectively
as a black and a red curve. (a) Log-likelihood difference with respect to the best ŀt value. (b)
Systematic uncertainty on the contours.
complete likelihood shape to build conŀdence interval in the (cV ; cF ) plane. Figure ȝ.Ȟ(a)
shows the(  logL) distribution (on the z axis) in the (cV ; cF ) plane for the events selected
by the inclusive analysis (i.e. in the four untagged categories). When this plot is compared
to the Montecarlo simulation in ŀgure A.Ș, it can be seen that the presence of a signal
deŀnitely improves the constraint of the couplings: the top left corner of the plane is now
ruled out at 95ȋ conŀdence level (C.L.), corresponding to the region where cV < 0:8
and cF > 0. Ļe role of the systematic uncertainties in setting the contours is shown in
ŀgure ȝ.Ȟ(b), where the solid lines represent the full analysis, while the dashed lines are
obtained neglecting all the systematics. Ļe difference between the two regions is minimal,
suggesting that the total uncertainty on such measurement is still dominated by statistics.
Ļe (  logL) distribution for the VBF categories (i.e. the two dijet tagged cate-
gories) is shown in ŀgure ȝ.ȟ(a). Ļe high abundance of events selected in these categories
allow them alone to exclude at 95ȋ C.L. any fermiophobic model where cV > 0:75 and
cF  0. With a lower conŀdence, it can be seen that the whole region where cF  0 is
disfavored. Moreover, regions where both cV and cF are greater than the SM values seem
to be preferred by experimental data. Ļe role of systematics here is more relevant (see ŀg-
ure ȝ.ȟ(b)), rełecting the big uncertainty on the GGF contamination of the dijet categories
(see table Ȝ.Ț).
As predicted by equation ȝ.ș, the contours obtained by the VH categories (namely the
two lepton-tagged categories plus the EmissT -tagged category) have the same shape of the
VBF ones, as shown in ŀgure ȝ.Ƞ(a). However, the lower yield of these categories result in
a looser constraint in the (cV ; cF ) plane. For the same reason, the role of systematics here
is almost negligible: see ŀgure ȝ.Ƞ(b).
Ļe combination of all the 9 events categories is shown in ŀgure ȝ.Șȗ. Ļanks to the
complementary shapes of the different production modes, all the models where the Higgs
couples only to bosons at tree level are now excluded at 95ȋ C.L.
Data collected so far push in the direction of couplings slightly greater than SM ones.
ȝ.Ț Fitting the CouplingModel to Data ȘȘȠ
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Figure ȝ.ȟ. Likelihood scan of the (cV ; cF ) plane. Ļe analysis is based on 2 dijet categories and it
covers the whole șȗȘș data taking. Ļe 68ȋ and 95ȋ contours are shown respectively as a black
and a red curve. (a) Log-likelihood difference with respect to the best ŀt value. (b) Systematic
uncertainty on the contours.
Ļis is consistent with the best ŀt to the total cross section shown in ŀgure ȝ.ȝ(b), where
selected events exceed those predicted by a SM Higgs simulation. Ļe degenerate solution
in the negative quadrant is far from being excluded, and the region where cF is negative
seems to be slightly favored. However the SM point (1; 1) is still fully compatible with the
observation.
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Figure ȝ.Ƞ. Likelihood scan of the (cV ; cF ) plane. Ļe analysis is based on 3 VH categories and it
covers the whole șȗȘș data taking. Ļe 68ȋ and 95ȋ contours are shown respectively as a black
and a red curve. (a) Log-likelihood difference with respect to the best ŀt value. (b) Systematic
uncertainty on the contours.
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Figure ȝ.Șȗ. Likelihood scan of the (cV ; cF ) plane. Ļe analysis is based on 9 exclusive categories
and it covers the whole șȗȘș data taking. Ļe 68ȋ and 95ȋ contours are shown respectively
as a black and a red curve. (a) Log-likelihood difference with respect to the best ŀt value. (b)
Systematic uncertainty on the contours.
ȘșȘ
Conclusions
In this dissertation we have presented the exclusive analysis of the Higgs boson decaying
into two photons, with the aim to to disentangle the Higgs production mechanisms to
constrain the couplings of the Higgs boson to fermions and to bosons.
Ļe analyzed dataset comprises 5:3 fb-1 of proton-proton collisions delivered by the
LHC at the center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV, and recorded by the CMS detector. All
the events were evaluated by two levels of trigger (hardware and software), requiring two
isolated photons to be reconstructed. Such photons underwent a tight selection aimed at
rejecting fake photons ascribable to mis-reconstructed jets, electrons with few tracker hits,
and genuine photons coming from the decay of boosted mesons (e.g. 0 and ). Ļe pho-
ton selection was based mainly on isolation variables and on the shape of the electromag-
netic shower; its efficiency was measured on data using the tag-and-probe technique on
Z ! e+e events, and was found to range from 90ȋ (converted photons in the endcap
region) up to 99ȋ (unconverted photons in the barrel region).
Ļe vertex determination is crucial for the resolution of the diphoton invariant mass,
and it is particularly challenging in events where the hard scattering collision produces only
two neutral objects. We employed a multivariate approach combining the transverse mo-
mentum of the diphoton system with the transverse momentum of all the other particles
coming from a given vertex. If at least one of the photons was converted in a e+e  pair,
the conversion tracks were used to further constraint the diphoton vertex. In events where
pT () > 50GeV, the fraction of events where the vertex choice is correct was found to be
greater than 90ȋ.
Ļe precise reconstruction of the photon energy is mandatory to achieve a O(GeV)
resolution in the diphoton invariant mass. When E()  100GeV, the single photon en-
ergy resolution is dominated by the constant term, which is affected mainly by the crystal
intercalibration and by the crystal transparency loss due to irradiation. A crystal-to-crystal
calibration was performed using the diphoton decay of 0 and  mesons, reaching a pre-
cision better than 1ȋ in the barrel region. Ļe transparency loss was monitored with a
laser system, injecting a ŀxed amount of light in all the crystals every 40 minutes. Ļe en-
ergy corrections derived from the laser measurements allowed to reach a O(10-3) stability
within the whole șȗȘș data taking. Ļe clusterized photon energy was further corrected
to account for the energy leaking outside the clusterization region, for the hardware gaps
between the calorimeter modules, and for the average energy density in the event due to
pile-up interactions.
Ļe overall diphoton invariant mass resolution was measured to range from 4:1GeV
(converted photons in the endcap region), to 1:42GeV (unconverted photons in the barrel
region).
Șșș ȝ. Measurement OfĻeHiggs Couplings
To disentangle the Higgs production mechanisms, the events were categorized accord-
ing to the presence of tagging objects in addition to the isolated photon pair. Events with
two forward jets were divided into two categories, according to the invariant mass of the two
jets: dijet tight requiredmjj > 500GeV, while dijet loose required 250 < mjj < 500GeV.
Ļe signature selected in these categories was mostly sensitive to the Higgs produced via
vector boson fusion. Events with at least one lepton were divided into two categories, ac-
cording to the lepton łavor: electron or muon (the tau lepton was neglected here). Ļese
two categories were sensitive to the Higgs produced in association to a vector boson, where
the latter decayed leptonically. Events with large missing transverse energy (EmissT ) were
selected at downstream of the previous categories. Ļe EmissT -tag was sensitive to theW , Z
associated production, in cases where theW or Z boson decayed into taus, where it decayed
into electrons or muons outside the acceptance region, and where the Z decayed into neu-
trinos. In events with no tagging objects, the Higgs was mainly produced via gluon-gluon
fusion. Untagged events were further divided into four categories to account for different
sensitivities.
Ļe number of background events in the signal region was estimated from ŀtting the
data in the 100-180GeV range. Ļe background shape was noticed to be different among
the event categories, and its functional form was chosen with the aim of minimizing any
potential bias in the signal extraction. Ļe untagged categories showed the highest level of
background, ranging from 100 ev/GeV (two unconverted photons in the barrel) to 200 ev/GeV
(at least one converted photon in the endcap) in them = 125GeV region. In the tagged
categories, the presence of additional objects in the ŀnal state strongly suppressed the back-
ground contamination. Ļe two dijet categories showed on average less than 3 ev/GeV, the
electron and muon category showed less than 0:3 ev/GeV, and the EmissT category showed
0:7 ev/GeV.
Ļe expected signal yield was calculated from simulation and it was scaled to an inte-
grated luminosity of 5:3 fb-1. Ļe envelope of all the production mechanisms gave 115
signal events. Ļe total signal efficiency  acceptance at m = 125GeV (considering all
the event categories) was 44ȋ. A slight excess of signal events was observed in data (mostly
coming from the dijet categories), and the best ŀt to the Higgs cross section ( branching
ratio) was 1:34 times the SM value. However the error on this measurement was very large
(80ȋ) since the 5:3 fb-1 of data considered in this analysis were not even sufficient to claim
the 5 discovery.
Ļe formalism of the chiral Lagrangian was assumed to model the interaction between
theHiggs boson and the other particles. For simplicity we restricted to the case in which the
Higgs interactions could be parameterized in terms of only two independent parameters:
the coupling to two gauge bosons (cV ) and the coupling to two fermions (cF ) with respect to
values predicted by the SM. Given the different dependency of the Higgs production mech-
anisms on the couplings, the signal yields in the 9 event categories were used to measure
cV and cF . A feasibility study performed on simulated samples proved that the diphoton
decay channel alone was sensitive enough to constrain the couplings. Ļe only weakness of
the analysis was that a degenerate solution appeared in the coupling phase space, due to the
quadratic dependence of the signal yields on (cV ; cF ), and to the interference of the 1-loop
top and W contributions to the  decay rate. Such degeneration held even considering
other possible Higgs decays (ZZ,WW ) and it was shown that it could be removed only in
the limit of very large integrated luminosity.
ȝ.Ț Fitting the CouplingModel to Data ȘșȚ
To perform the coupling measurement, the coupling model was ŀtted to data. Com-
bining the results obtained in all the event categories, several constraints has been imposed
on (cV ; cF ):
– all the fermiophobic Higgs models where cF = 0 have been excluded at 99ȋ C.L.;
– the value of cF has been constrained outside the window [ 0:2; 0:3] at 95ȋ C.L.;
– the (cV ; cF ) values satisfying the relation (4:6  cV   cF ) > 5:8 have been excluded at
95ȋ C.L.;
– the (cV ; cF ) values satisfying the relation (4:6  cV   cF ) < 2:6 have been excluded at
95ȋ C.L.;
Ļe scan of the model likelihood also showed that the SM point (1; 1) is not the solution
preferred by the ŀt to data. Such point lays outside the 68ȋ contour, and the same is true
for its degenerate partner (0:64; -0:64). Ļese observations are in agreement with the ŀt to
total Higgs cross section ( branching ratio) mentioned previously, being slightly above the
SM prediction; however it’s worth to stress that the SM is still fully compatible with the
results presented here¹.
It is doubtless that July țth șȗȘș has been a major turning point in high energy physics.
We moved from the times of discovery to the equally exciting times of properties measure-
ment, where we will have to ŀgure out to what extent the SM holds, and what is the deep
nature of the electroweak symmetry breaking. Ļis thesis makes a ŀrst step in this direc-
tion, but many others are about to follow. Ļe ŀrst challenge (already ongoing) will be to
re-optimize the selection criteria to include the șȗȘȘ dataset, and to re-analyze the full șȗȘș
dataset as soon as the data taking will give way to the two-year long LHC shutdown. More
than 20 fb-1 are foreseen before the end of the year, but from the extrapolation performed
in our analysis it is not clear if such integrated luminosity will be sufficient to remove the
(cV ; cF ) degeneracy. A further step (already in ŀeri) will be to combine the coupling mea-
surement performed in the diphoton decay channel together with the other channels, in
order to exploit other diagrams to span different regions of the (cV ; cF ) plane. Moreover,
such combination will strongly enhance the statistics, since the data samples of the different
analyses are almost orthogonal.
¹It’s worth to recall that the global electroweak ŀt [Șȝș] predicted mH  80GeV, and that the 125GeV
value is two sigmas away from the best ŀt.
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Appendix A
Montecarlo Feasibility Study of
CouplingMeasurement
In this section we present a simulation based feasibility study, which aims at estimating the
precision that CMS can reach on cV and cF with șȗȘș data. It investigates two different
approaches, an inclusive as opposed to an exclusive analysis of theH !  channel, show-
ing that the latter is the most powerful to measure the couplings. Ļe event categories are
similar to the official analysis (chapter Ȝ), albeit the categorization is simpliŀed: the VH
production is accounted using only one lepton category (electron and muon are merged,
while the EmissT -tag category is dropped), and the same is done with the VBF production
(tight and loosemjj categories are merged into one single category). Also the selection on
photons, jets and leptons is simpliŀed: the Montecarlo events are not passed through the
detector simulation (GőōŚŠț), and the cuts are applied on the generator-level quantities.
Ļe two approximations, however, are not biasing the result, since the key aspect of the
analysis is to have at least one category enriched in VBF production, and one category en-
riched in VH production. Ļe net effect of the approximations is to make the result more
conservative. A better categorization and a better selection go in the direction of enhanc-
ing the signal-over-background ratio, hence improving the determination of the couplings.
Ļe whole analysis assumes ps = 7 TeV, because it was performed in a period where the
8 TeV samples were not yet available. Ļe analysis also investigates the hypothesis of a
fermiophobic Higgs boson [Șȟ, ȘȝȚ, Șȝț], where the Higgs is assumed to be coupled only
to bosons at the tree level. Suchmodel, even if it has already been excluded [ȘȝȜ], represents
an important benchmark in the (cV ; cF ) phase space, since it spans the subspace cF=0.
A.Ș Simpliŀed Exclusive Analysis of the H !  channel
Ļe sensitivity of the search for the Higgs boson is enhanced when events are divided into
categories with different signal-to-background ratios. Ļis division is also helpful to dis-
criminate among different Higgs production mechanisms. In this analysis we exploit this
categorization to improve the constraints in the (cV ; cF ) plane compared to an inclusive
analysis.
Here we use three variables to divide events based on the kinematic properties of the
 ŀnal state and the quality of the photon reconstruction. Ļe ŀrst variable is the trans-
verse momentum of the  system, pT (), which identiŀes kinematic regions with smaller
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background contamination. It also enhances the sensitivity to vector boson fusion (VBF)
and associated production (VH) mechanisms, which typically produce a Higgs boson with
larger pT () compared to those produced through gluon-gluon fusion (GGF).Ļe second
variable, RȠ, is related to the shape of the energy deposited by the photon candidates in the
electromagnetic calorimeter, and it helps to separate events with converted photons (see sec-
tion Ț.Ș.Ș). Finally, the third variable is the maximum pseudorapidity  of the two photons.
Eight inclusive categories are deŀned according to the following criteria: pT () > 40GeV
and pT () < 40GeV; large and small RȠ; and whether both photons are in the central
(barrel) region (jj < 1:45) or at least one photon is in the endcap region (jj > 1:45). Two
additional exclusive categories are deŀned based on the presence of extra jets and leptons
in the event, in order to increase the sensitivity to different production mechanisms. Ļe
ŀrst exclusive category (jj) includes events with two high-pT jets in the forward region in
addition to the photon candidates, and is thus enriched with Higgs bosons produced via
VBF. Ļe selection requires the leading (trailing) jet to have a minimum transverse mo-
mentum of 30GeV (20GeV). Ļe two selected jets need to be separated in pseudorapidity
(jjj j > 3:5), and to have a large invariant mass (mjj > 350GeV). Ļere is also the
additional requirement that the difference between the average pseudorapidity of the two
jets and the pseudorapidity of the diphoton system (i.e. the candidate Higgs boson) has to
be less than 2:5. Ļe second exclusive category (1`) includes events with at least one ex-
tra lepton, and it is more sensitive to Higgs candidates produced via associated production
with aW/Z boson, which decays leptonically. Ļe lepton is required to be isolated, to have
a transverse momentum larger than 20GeV, and to have a pseudorapidity which satisŀes
j`j < 2:4. Since the 8 categories of the inclusive analysis are not tagged by the presence of
further objects in addition to the two photons, in the following we refer to such categories
as untagged.
Diphoton background events are generated with MōŐGŞōŜŔ interfaced to PťŠŔŕō
and are used to estimate the fraction of background with pT () above and below 40GeV.
Ļis is done separately in each of the four categories deŀned byRȠ and by the photon pseu-
dorapidity. We assume this fraction to be the same also for the reducible background with
at least one fake photon. Ļis is a reasonable approximation since the reducible background
is about 30ȋ of the total. For the exclusive categories, we use the background reported
in [Șȝȝ] for the jj class and in [ȘȝȞ] for the leptonic one. Ļe ŀnal number of background
events is obtained by performing a simple cut (consistent with the expected mass resolu-
tion) onm around the Higgs mass (120GeV), which corresponds to a 3GeV window
for barrel-barrel photon categories and for the exclusive jj and leptonic categories, and a
6GeV window for photon categories with at least a photon in the endcap. Ļe back-
ground is thus obtained by integrating the number of events estimated from data in these
windows.
Since we want to scan the (cV ; cF ) plane, signal efficiencies for each category and for
each of the different Higgs production mechanisms are needed. We use Montecarlo gen-
erators to determine these efficiencies. For gluon-gluon fusion and VBF we use PśţŔőœ
at next-to-leading order (NLO), while for VH we use PťŠŔŕō at leading order (LO). Ļe
sum of the contributions from the different production mechanisms are then scaled to give
the total number of Higgs events in the four photon categories, in the jj category, and
in the leptonic category. We assume that the efficiency of the m cut described above is
approximately 100ȋ on the signal.
We derive our results for three different analyses:
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Table A.Ș. Number of events (per fb 1) in the 10 categories of the exclusive analysis. Signal con-
tributions are divided by Higgs production mechanism.
pT () < 40GeV pT () > 40GeV
ŎōŞ ŎōŞ őŚŐ őŚŐ ŎōŞ ŎōŞ őŚŐ őŚŐ
1` jj R>Ƞ R
<
Ƞ R
>
Ƞ R
<
Ƞ R
>
Ƞ R
<
Ƞ R
>
Ƞ R
<
Ƞ
GGF 0 0:14 3:23 3:40 1:20 1:44 1:55 1:64 0:58 0:69
VBF 0 0:44 0:067 0:071 0:026 0:031 0:17 0:18 0:066 0:079
VH 0:089 0:0035 0:059 0:063 0:028 0:033 0:17 0:18 0:081 0:097
Bkg 0:25 2:88 85:4 126 134 188 36:4 53:7 57:7 80:3
TableA.ș. Number of events (per fb 1) in the 8 untagged categories of the inclusive analysis. Signal
contributions are divided by Higgs production mechanism.
pT () < 40GeV pT () > 40GeV
ŎōŞ ŎōŞ őŚŐ őŚŐ ŎōŞ ŎōŞ őŚŐ őŚŐ
R>Ƞ R
<
Ƞ R
>
Ƞ R
<
Ƞ R
>
Ƞ R
<
Ƞ R
>
Ƞ R
<
Ƞ
GGF 3:21 3:41 1:19 1:43 1:61 1:71 0:60 0:72
VBF 0:091 0:096 0:031 0:036 0:31 0:33 0:10 0:13
VH 0:067 0:070 0:030 0:036 0:20 0:21 0:089 0:11
Bkg 85:8 126 135 189 36:6 53:9 58:0 80:6
– one with 4 categories based onRȠ and photon pseudorapidity variables, whichmakes
no use of the pT () spectrum, as described in the previous chapter;
– one with 8 categories based on RȠ, photon pseudorapidity and pT () variables to
help discriminating between different production mechanisms, thanks to the harder
Higgs transverse momentum in the VBF and VH mechanisms compared to gluon-
gluon fusion;
– one with 8 untagged plus two exclusive (jj and 1`) categories, to fully exploit the
categorization potential.
A summary of the number of background and SM signal events expected per fb 1 is re-
ported in table A.Ș and table A.ș for the last two analyses. In the case of the 4-category
analysis, the number of events in each of the RȠ and  classes is obtained from Tab. A.ș
by summing together the corresponding high and low pT () events. Starting from the
number of signal events predicted in the SM for each production mode, the number of
events for arbitrary couplings cV , cF is easily obtained by rescaling the Higgs production
cross sections and partial decay rates, as detailed in the previous section.
For each category i, given the number of signal nis(cV ; cF ), background nib and observed
events niobs, we construct a 2D posterior probability
p(cV ; cF jniobs) = p(niobsjnis(cV ; cF ) + nib) (cV ; cF ) (A.Ș)
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following the Bayesian approach. Ļe total probability is then obtained as the product of
the single probabilities. Ļe likelihood function p(niobsjnis + nib) is modeled by a Poisson
distribution, and we take a łat prior (cV ; cF ) on the square  3  (cV ; cF )  +3 (vanish-
ing outside) as done in [ȚȞ]. Ļe effect of systematic uncertainties on the signal is taken into
account by letting the fraction of signal events in each category and from each production
mode łuctuate. We do so by varying all the fractions with a single nuisance parameter s,
so that nis ! nis(1 + s), except for the GGF fraction in the jj category which is varied
with a different parameter GGFjjs . Ļe total probability is then marginalized over s and
GGFjjs , which are taken to be distributed with a truncated Gaussian with zero mean and
standard deviation equal to respectively s = 0:15 and GGFjjs = 0:70. Ļis corre-
sponds to treating the systematic errors on the signal as 100ȋ correlated in all categories
and production modes, which is a reasonable approximation considering that the largest
uncertainty comes from the theoretical prediction of the Higgs production cross sections,
except for the GGF events in the jj category, whose largest uncertainty originates from the
efficiency of the kinematic cuts applied (see section Ȝ.Ș.Ț). We neglect all the systematic
uncertainties on the background.
A.ș Results
We ŀrstly discuss the expected 95ȋ exclusion limits in the (cV ; cF ) plane, which are shown
in ŀgure A.Ș for a center-of-mass energy ps = 7TeV and an integrated luminosity L =
5 fb 1, approximately the amount of luminosity accumulated during șȗȘȘ. One can see that
the fully-exclusive analysis with 10 categories (purple solid curve) is much more powerful in
the cF  0 region compared to the inclusive analysis with ț categories (dotted red curve).
For cF ! 0 the Higgs couplings to fermions vanish and the total production cross sec-
tion, which for large values of jcF j is strongly dominated by gluon fusion, receives its main
contribution from VBF andW/Z associated production. An enhanced sensitivity to these
production modes, as obtained by including the two exclusive event classes, can thus lead
to much stronger constraints. An appreciable, though milder improvement on the limit is
also obtained in the vicinity of the SM point.
Interestingly, a further subdivision of the 4 untagged categories into two sets with re-
spectively large and small pT () also increases the sensitivity in the fermiophobic region
(dashed blue curve). Ļis is because the distribution of the transverse momentum of the
 pair tends to be harder for events produced through VBF and associated production, so
that requiring larger values of pT () increases the relative importance of these production
modes compared to gluon fusion. We ŀnd, although the corresponding curve is not shown
in ŀgure A.Ș, that once the two exclusive categories optimized respectively for VBF and
associated production are included in the analysis, having 8 additional untagged categories
instead of 4 does not appreciably improve the sensitivity in the (cV ; cF ) plane. In other
words, performing an exclusive analysis with 4+2 categories leads to constraints on the cou-
plings cV , cF quite similar to those obtained with an analysis making use of 8+2 categories.
Ļis in fact agrees with the naive expectation, considering that the fraction of events pro-
duced through VBF and associated production that fall into the untagged categories is quite
small: see Table A.Ș. To summarize, we ŀnd that an exclusive analysis ofH !  is more
powerful than an inclusive one to set limits on the Higgs couplings, especially in regions
where the importance of the VBF and associated production modes is enhanced compared
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Figure A.Ș. Expected exclusion limits from  at ps = 7TeV with L = 5 fb 1 and mH =
120GeV. Purple solid curve: exclusive analysis with 8+2 categories; dashed blue curve: inclu-
sive analysis with 8 untagged categories; dotted red curve: inclusive analysis with 4 untagged
categories. Ļe area on the right of each curve is excluded at 95ȋ probability.
to gluon fusion.
A fully exclusive analysis of the  channel is even more useful now that the observation
of a signal has been established and it comes to extracting theHiggs couplings. We illustrate
this in the following by showing contours of equal probability in the plane (cV ; cF ) obtained
by injecting a speciŀc signal and assuming 20 fb 1 of integrated luminosity ¹.
Figure A.ș illustrates the case of an injected SM signal (cV = 1; cF = 1). Ļe plot on
the left shows the 68ȋ probability contours selected by respectively the jj, 1` and untagged
categories. Related results were discussed in [ȚȞ, Șȝȟ–ȘȞș], although following different
approaches and assumptions than ours. Ļe shape of the various regions can be easily re-
produced considering that the yield of the two exclusive categories is dominated respectively
by events produced via VBF and associated production, while the untagged categories are
dominated by gluon fusion. Deŀning the ratio
i =
i BR()
[i BR()]SM (A.ș)
as the yield in a given category i in SM units, it thus follows
jj  1`  c2V
(4:5 cV   cF )2
c2F
; incl  (c2F +  c2V )
(4:5 cV   cF )2
c2F
; (A.Ț)
where the factor (4:5 cV  cF )2 follows from the branching ratio to , and  parameterizes
the small contamination of VBF and VH events in the untagged categories. Equation A.Ț
reproduces to good accuracy the shape of the different regions of ŀgure A.ș. In particular,
the non-negligible contribution of VBF and VH events in the untagged categories with
¹ When the study was performed, this was considered a reasonable approximation of the data set which was
going to be accumulated in șȗȘș.
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Figure A.ș. Contours of constant probability for  in the plane (cV ; cF ) obtained by injecting the
SM signal (cV = 1; cF = 1). Left plot: 68ȋ contours for the jj, 1` and untagged categories.
Right plot: 68ȋ, 90ȋ, 95ȋ contours in the exclusive analysis with 8+2 categories and 95ȋ
contour in the inclusive analysis with 4 categories. Both plots are for ps = 7TeV with L =
20 fb 1 andmH = 120GeV.
high pT () (see Table A.Ș) removes the long tail at large cV and small cF of the area which
would be selected by the remaining four untagged classes with low pT (). Ļe resulting
68ȋ region selected by the combination of all the untagged categories is that shown in red
in the left plot of ŀgure A.ș, which stretches along the line (4:5 cV   cF ) = const passing
through the SM point. We have checked, on the other hand, that the contamination of
GGF events in the jj category modiŀes only marginally the shape of the 68ȋ probability
region selected by this category.
For cF ! 0 the exclusive jj and 1` categories favor values cV < 1, which ensure
a suppression of the production cross section and compensate the strong increase in the
branching ratio, as required to reproduce jj;1`  1. On the contrary, the region cF  0
is disfavored for any value of cV by the untagged categories, since their yield is strongly
suppressed in the fermiophobic limit. As a result, by injecting the SM signal, an exclusive
analysis ofH !  can exclude the fermiophobic region cF  0 with a probability of more
than 95ȋ; see the plot on the right in ŀgure A.ș. Ļis is especially true for the benchmark
point (cV = 1; cF = 0), which predicts too many events in the jj and 1` categories and too
few in the untagged ones. On the other hand, it is not possible to exclude this point and the
region surrounding it by means of a ț-category inclusive analysis; see the dashed red curve
in the same plot. Indeed, the total  yield for (cV ; cF )  (1; 0) is approximately that of
the SM (see for example the discussion in [ȘȞȚ]), and the overall sensitivity decreases as a
consequence of the absence of the clean exclusive categories.
In order to derive an estimate of how the results in ŀgure A.ș change with the Higgs
mass, we have repeated our analysis by varying mH and assuming that the background
yield and the selection efficiencies do not change signiŀcantly. Ļis is expected to be a
reasonably accurate approximation for mH = 120   130GeV. In this range of masses the
variation of the signal yield is driven by the change in the Higgs production cross sections
and in the  branching ratio, with the latter giving the dominant effect. We ŀnd that
even for mH = 130GeV the contours of ŀgure A.ș are only slightly modiŀed. Ļis is
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because for (cV = 1; cF = 1) the signal yield, hence the injected one, changes by less
than  15ȋ. Ļe larger distortion occurs in the fermiophobic region cF  0, where the 
branching ratio is enhanced, which is however largely disfavored by combining the inclusive
and exclusive categories. We thus conclude that our results hold with good accuracy in the
rangemH = 120  130GeV.
Ļe exclusive analysis selects two regions with high probability: one includes the SM
point, the other corresponds to negative values of cF (yellow areas in the right plot of ŀg-
ure A.ș). Ļe presence of a second solution in addition to (cV ; cF ) = (1; 1) is a direct
consequence of the quadratic dependence of the yields in equation A.Ț on cV , cF and the
interference of the 1-loop top and W contributions to the  decay rate: by injecting a
given signal (c0V ; c0F ), there is a second solution
cV ' c0V
4:5 c0V   c0F
4:5 c0V + c
0
F
; cF '  c0F
4:5 c0V   c0F
4:5 c0V + c
0
F
; (A.ț)
which gives the same yields jj , 1` and incl. For (c0V ; c0F ) = (1; 1) the second solution
corresponds to (0:64; 0:64), which is indeed the position of the second maximum of the
2D probability whose contours are shown in ŀgure A.ș.
Ļe existence of a second degenerate solution in the plane (cV ; cF ) was noticed and
discussed in [ȚȞ,Șȝȟ,ȘȞȗ–ȘȞș]. Breaking such degeneracy will require large integrated lu-
minosity and the combined use of several channels. An extrapolation of the results of the
current searches to higher luminosity indicates that themost sensitive channels in this regard
are  and ZZ ! 4`, while others, like WW and  , are less powerful. Although per-
forming an exclusive analysis for each decay channel will play a crucial role also in this case,
a complete resolution of the degeneracy might require considering more reŀned strategies.
Ļis is for example illustrated by ŀgure A.Ț, where we show the probability contours ob-
tained at L = 40 fb 1 (the total amount of integrated luminosity which might be obtained
by the end of șȗȘș by CMS and ATLAS together) from , ZZ ! 4` andWW ! ll
(left plot) and their combination (right plot). For the WW channel we have considered
the exclusive analysis performed by CMS [ȘȞț] for mH = 120GeV . In the case of ZZ
we have performed a simple cut-and-count analysis by considering the number of signal
and background events expected by CMS in a 5GeV window aroundm(4l) = 120GeV.
We have constructed the posterior probability by including a 15ȋ systematic error on the
signal, while we have neglected the systematic uncertainty on the background since this
is expected to be small for a shape-based analysis like ZZ ! 4l (and similarly ) once
sufficient statistics has been accumulated.
As the left plot of ŀgure A.Ț illustrates, the projected sensitivity of the current WW
analysis to L = 40 fb 1 is poor and does not help much to remove the second solution.
Ļis is due in large part to the effect of the systematic uncertainties, which are large for
WW . Ļe ZZ ! 4l channel, on the other hand, is much more clean and has a strong
impact in disfavoring the second solution. After its inclusion in the ŀt, the peak of the
probability at cV =  cF = 0:64 is  5 times smaller than the peak at cV = cF = 1 (see
the right plot of ŀgure A.Ț). We have checked that the  channel selects a broad region
in the (cV ; cF ) plane, and it has very little impact on the global ŀt. For this reason we have
not included it in ŀgure A.Ț. In this regard our results do not agree with the early analysis
of [ȘȞȝ], which used a much more optimistic estimate of the background and found that
 was one of the most sensitive channels formH = 120GeV.
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Figure A.Ț. Contours of constant probability in the plane (cV ; cF ) for , ZZ andWW obtained
by injecting the SM signal (cV = 1; cF = 1). Left plot: 68ȋ contours for individual  (10-
categories exclusive analysis, red area),WW ! ll (5-categories exclusive analysis, green area)
and ZZ ! 4l (inclusive analysis, blue area) channels. Right plot: 68ȋ, 90ȋ, 95ȋ contours for
their combination. ForWW and ZZ the probability function has been constructed by rescaling
the number of events reported in [ȘȞț] and [ȘȞȜ].
Our results show that by extrapolating the current analyses to 40 fb 1 the second solu-
tion can be disfavored but not completely eliminated. A complete removal of the degeneracy
will require more integrated luminosity. Ļe use of ratios of yields in different categories
within the same decay channel or different channels, as recently suggested by [ȘȞȗ] as a
way to reduce the degeneracy, does not seem to provide a resolution in this case. Its main
advantage indeed is that it helps to reduce the systematic uncertainties, which are however
already expected to be small for  and ZZ ! 4l. We ŀnd that by setting to zero the
systematic error on the signal of both  and ZZ the contours of ŀgure A.Ț are marginally
modiŀed. In particular, the second solution becomes excluded at 68ȋ but the extension of
the 90ȋ and 95ȋ probability regions is only slightly reduced. Concentrating on the solution
centered at the SM point, the plot of ŀgure A.Ț suggests that with 40 fb 1, if the Higgs
is that of the SM, the coupling cV can be measured with a precision of  25ȋ, while the
uncertainty on cF is of the order of 100ȋ. Our estimate for cV seems to be in agreement
with the recent results of [ȘȞȞ], which however reports a signiŀcantly smaller uncertainty
on cF .
We end this section by showing in ŀgure A.ț the contours of equal probability for an in-
jected signal (cV = 1/
p
2; cF = 0), forL = 20 fb 1. We choose this point as representative
of a fermiophobic scenario since it is realized in the compositeHiggs modelMCHM5 [ȘȞȟ]
and it was already considered in previous works. As expected from equation A.ț, in this case
there is no degeneracy of solutions. By performing an exclusive analysis, the maximum of
the probability is obtained in a small region around (1/
p
2; 0) where incl is small and
jj;1`  5. Ļe Higgs couplings cV , cF can be determined in this case with a precision of
 35ȋ. On the other hand, an inclusive analysis with 4 categories is dramatically less pow-
erful and selects only a broad region in the plane (red area in the right plot of ŀgure A.ț).
We checked that the same qualitative conclusions apply for mH = 125GeV, although the
uncertainty on the couplings increases to  45ȋ. On the other hand, for larger Higgs
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Figure A.ț. As for ŀgure A.ș with injected fermiophobic (FP) signal (cV = 1/
p
2; cF = 0).
masses the contours of ŀgure A.ț become quickly broader, and already at mH = 130GeV
the 90ȋ region of the combined ŀt forms an open strip in the plane. Ļis is mostly due
to the decrease of the injected yield implied by the fast drop of the  branching ratio at
heavier Higgs masses for cF = 0. We thus conclude that while our results for the fermio-
phobic case apply reasonably well up to mH = 125GeV, assessing the precision on the
Higgs couplings at larger Higgs masses will require a dedicated analysis.
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